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Dutch Safety Board
When accidents or disasters happen, the Dutch Safety Board investigates how it was
possible for them to occur, with the aim of learning lessons for the future and, ultimately,
improving safety in the Netherlands. The Safety Board is independent and is free to
decide which incidents to investigate. In particular, it focuses on situations in which
people’s personal safety is dependent on third parties, such as the government or
companies. In certain cases the Board is under an obligation to carry out an investigation.
Its investigations do not address issues of blame or liability.

Chairman:

Dutch Safety Board
T.H.J. Joustra
E.R. Muller
M.B.A. van Asselt
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(Associate member of the Board)
Secretary Director:
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C.A.J.F. Verheij

Visiting address:

Anna van Saksenlaan 50
2593 HT The Hague
The Netherlands

Postal address: PO Box 95404
2509 CK The Hague
The Netherlands

Telephone:

+31 (0)70 333 7000

Fax:

Website:

www.safetyboard.nl

+31 (0)70 333 7077
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NB: This report is published in the Dutch and English languages. If there is a difference in
interpretation between the Dutch and English versions, the Dutch text will prevail.
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SUMMARY
Summary

On 3 August 2015, a new section of the bridge ‘Koningin Julianabrug’ in Alphen aan den
Rijn was due to be lifted into position. A small construction crane (400 tonnes) and a
large construction crane (700 tonnes) were deployed for this heavy-lifting operation.
These two mobile construction cranes were each placed on a barge. The intention was
to simultaneously lift the bridge section from a third barge, in a tandem lift operation.
The bridge section would then be manoeuvred in between the two cranes before being
tilted into an almost horizontal position. The two barges would then sail with the bridge
section suspended between the two cranes to the Koningin Julianabrug, located 100
metres away from the initial lifting point. There, the bridge section was to be raised and
fitted into the existing bridge structure.
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While the bridge section was being manoeuvred between the two construction cranes,
the two barges supporting the cranes capsized, together with the already lifted bridge
section, and the entire configuration toppled into the adjacent built-up area. A number
of homes and shop premises were completely destroyed. There was much consternation
based on fears that people had been buried under the rubble. Miraculously, no persons
were injured.
Insufficient stability of the lifting rig
To carry out any lifting operation safely, stability of the lifting rig is an absolutely fundamental
requirement. The lifting rig as used on 3 August, in particular the barge bearing the small
construction crane, were already insufficiently stable before the work was even started. As a
consequence, even if the lifting operation had been carried out faultlessly, the accident
could not have been avoided. The already poor stability was further reduced by the fact
that a number of objects were placed on the barge carrying the smaller construction crane,
and the imperfect distribution of ballast water between the compartments in the barge.
Sagging of the cranes and the unfavourable interchange of forces within the lifting rig had a
further negative influence on the stability. There was no margin to compensate for additional
forces caused by, for example, the movement of the crane or a gust of wind, without causing
the barge to slope excessively or the entire lifting rig to topple. As a consequence, an initial
movement by the bridge section during the lifting work caused the barge supporting the
smaller construction crane to slope to such an extent that the mast of the crane failed,
causing the crane itself to topple, thereby pulling the bridge section with it, which in turn
also pulled over the large construction crane.
Shortcomings in preparation for lifting operation
The accident can be explained by shortcomings in the preparation for the lifting
operation by both the crane operator and the barge operator. The lifting operation was
based on the lifting plan. The complexity of the tandem lifting operation using mobile
cranes operating from barges was not reflected in this lifting plan. The plan failed to take
into account such standard factors as wind and movement of the cranes. There were no
safety margins, as a result of which the lifting rig lacked the capacity to compensate for
6 van 183
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any uncertainties or irregularities in execution. In other respects too, the operation
pushed the boundaries. Both the cranes and the barges were used beyond their specified
scope of operation. The cranes were loaded up to 100% of their rated capacity, and
there was no ballasting plan for the barges that would have allowed for the (timely)
correction of the inclination of the cranes and/or barges.
These shortcomings in preparation were caused by an underestimation of the complexity
of the lifting operation. Although both the crane operator and the barge operator had
only limited experience in tandem lifting operations on water, both approached the task
as a routine job. Both companies overestimated their own abilities, and systematically
underestimated the risks involved. As a consequence, indications of the limited stability
of the rig, which were actually present during the preparation phase, failed to result in
the necessary adjustments to the lifting plan. Furthermore, the companies failed to
deploy the expertise required for the correct preparation of a lifting preparation of this
kind. They believed in the feasibility of the plan, as long as the work would be undertaken
cautiously, and if ballasting would be undertaken in time. As a consequence, on 3 August
2015, the lifting work commenced using a lifting plan that offered insufficient stability for
the safe execution of the work.
Safety risks for the surrounding area not under control
Although the renovation work was to be undertaken in an urban area, no consideration
was given to the safety of the people in the vicinity of the construction site. None of the
parties involved realized that the lifting of the bridge section engendered risks for the
immediate surroundings or for civilians present in that area, with potentially serious
consequences. The parties involved trusted on each other’s expertise, and relied on the
responsibility of the other parties in the chain. This pattern was reflected throughout the
project organization, from barge operator through to municipal authority.
In the risk assessments from the construction consortium entrusted with the renovation
work, the lifting plan was referred to, in respect of risk management. Because no
conditions or assessments were imposed on the lifting plan, the process was effectively
unmanaged. No questions were asked, as a consequence of which it was not observed at
any stage that the working method proposed by the crane operator meant that the safety
risks were insufficiently managed. Within the construction consortium, the construction
company, being the project manager, occupied a key role. It was in a position to gather
the information on the basis of which the entire process could be supervised and
managed. This role, however, was not fulfilled. There was no systematic or integrated
process of risk management. The investigation of the Dutch Safety Board revealed that
the implementing parties above all viewed safety as the safety of the workers and others
on the construction site, in respect of health and safety legislation, and did not consider
the safety of the surrounding area.
A prior history of nuisance among local residents around the Koningin Julianabrug meant
that the municipality attached considerable importance to avoiding additional
inconvenience for the local residents during the renovation work. As a result, the main
focus of the municipality was on limiting nuisance levels. In key areas, such as the
selection process for awarding the project, the risk file, the contract, the elements of
assessment and acceptance, the priorities assumed by the municipality are reflected.
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As contract-awarding party, the municipality consciously distanced itself from the
project’s execution. The execution of the work, including the lifting work, and indeed the
related safety risks for the surrounding area, remained unconsidered. The municipality
accepted the lifting plan as read. As licensing authority for the renovation work, the
municipality also failed to provide a safety net. The municipality considered a construction
safety plan, which can be imposed as a requirement for any permit application, as
unnecessary. If such a construction safety plan had been in place, the municipality could
have ensured that the focus - not only of the municipality itself, but also of the construction
parties - would have been aimed more on the safety of the surrounding area.
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CONSIDERATION
Summary

The construction sector is going through a process of fundamental transformation in
which government is withdrawing and in which ever greater responsibility is placed on
market parties. Although the Dutch Safety Board recognizes that construction parties are
themselves responsible for their activities, practice has repeatedly shown that even
construction companies with a solid reputation do not always live up to this responsibility.
The factors that played a role in the accident in Alphen aan den Rijn are an illustration of
deeply-rooted processes that have been in place for many years.
Fragmentation of the construction process
Due to extreme specialization, the construction process has become fragmented,
resulting in a complex set of contractual relationships. In many cases, there is no central
party to supervise all work activities and the related risks. In line with this observation,
the Dekker Committee in 2008 noted a lack of integrated process management in
construction practice: work is undertaken with various subcontractors, and there is no
integrated management during the entire process.1 On the basis of multiple investigations
in the construction sector, the Dutch Safety Board has observed that since that analysis
by the committee, too little has changed.
It must be accepted as a given fact that a large number of different parties are involved
in any complex construction project. The crucial question is how to arrive at adequate
risk management for the entire construction project, within this chain of parties. As has
emerged from previous investigations by the Board,2 it is still too common in construction
projects for there to be a lack of a combined approach to safety. In addition, coordination
and control are insufficient, and the allocation of responsibility too diffuse.
Contract-awarding parties in the construction sector often focus on the functionality of
the construction work to be completed, on costs and lead times,3 rather than on the
process of realization of the construction work. Practice has shown that in many cases,
contract-awarding parties leave the task of ensuring safety to the construction parties
without there being any clear allocation of responsibilities between the individual
construction operators. The latter is amplified by the fact that it is common for
construction companies to jointly acquire an order, but then work at cross-purposes
during execution.
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Committee for a Fundamental Review of the Construction Sector, Private where possible, public where necessary.
Confidence and Responsibility in the Construction Process, 2008. The Dutch Safety Board also referred in a
previous investigation to the growth in complexity in the construction process: Dutch Safety Board, Collapse of
floor B-Tower Rotterdam, 2012.
Dutch Safety Board, Collapse of roof of the extension to the FC Twente stadium in Enschede, 2012; and Dutch
Safety Board, Collapse of floor B-Tower Rotterdam, 2012.
Pilot study Guaranteeing structural safety in construction processes (K+V on behalf of the VROM Inspectorate,
2007).
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Limited self-regulatory capacity
The sector recognizes that greater efforts are needed to arrive at a structural
improvement, and that greater attention must be given to a higher understanding of
safety and a clear allocation of responsibility. Following the occurrence of incidents, the
sector undertakes initiatives, which subsequently die a silent death. This includes the
‘Governance Code on Safety in the Construction Industry’4 and the related initiatives
which were to lead to more intensive cooperation following the accidents at the B-Tower
and Grolsch Veste, in order to improve the safety culture in the construction sector.
Actual improvement in construction practice has still not been achieved, a fact that
provides clear evidence that the self-regulatory capacity of the sector is still insufficiently
developed.
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Towards chain management
The Board has noted that specifically the contract-awarding party can have a disciplinary
effect on the parties responsible for actual execution. The Board considers it vital that
contract-awarding parties for construction projects focus not only on maximum process
efficiency, but also on safety. This relates to safety on the construction site but also to
safety in the surrounding area. This can be achieved by using safety as a criterion in
tendering procedures. This provides companies with an opportunity to distinguish
themselves in a positive sense, through the way in which they intend to manage safety
risks. At the same time, contract-awarding party and contractor must reach clear
agreements on which party bears central responsibility for the process of identifying and
managing (safety) risks within the overall project. These agreements should preferably
be standardized by inclusion in the general contracting conditions. During the execution
process, contract-awarding parties should then allow themselves to be convinced that
this process is actually functioning adequately.
Withdrawing government retains responsibility for the surrounding environment
Government - in practice often municipal government - has a general duty of care for
public safety. For construction projects in which a municipality is the contract-awarding
party, this general duty of care is felt in two roles: the role of permit-issuing body and the
role of contract-awarding party. It is a permanent task for municipalities to determine
how they wish to fulfil this duty of care. A crucial question is how a municipality should
obtain the necessary information to be able to stay in control of its core tasks at relevant
moments, in combination with the way in which the municipality organizes the necessary
support if it does not have the required knowledge at its disposal.
As the permit-issuing body, municipalities can call upon the statutory instrument of the
construction safety plan. According to a construction safety plan, a municipality is
informed by the construction parties on how they intend to ensure the safety of the
surrounding area during construction work. Municipalities are authorized to impose this
as a condition for any application for an environmental building permission, although
they are not required by law to do so. Practice shows that municipalities rarely call for a
construction safety plan, despite the fact that such a plan is the ideal means of increasing
awareness among the parties involved in the construction process of the safety risks for
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In 2014, fifteen leading parties from construction, infrastructure and installation technology signed the
‘Governance Code for Safety in the construction sector’.
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the surrounding area and of the necessity of managing those risks. Especially for
construction projects in densely populated areas, the Board sees a clear advantage in
making better use of the possibilities already offered in this respect by building
regulations.
When it comes to the role of municipalities as contract-awarding parties, the Board does
not consider it sufficient for the municipalities to pass on responsibility for the safe
execution of the projects to the construction parties. Although these construction parties
are best positioned to assess and manage these risks, it is still expected of the municipal
authorities to (allow themselves to) be convinced that the construction parties in question
have actually taken this responsibility and are actively promoting safety for the
surrounding area. This applies in inner city areas in particular, where construction projects
may bear considerable risks for the surrounding area.
All in all, municipalities are faced with various challenges: how to guarantee safety in
situations where the municipal authorities are becoming further distanced and how to
organize the knowledge necessary for actually fulfilling the responsibility for the
surrounding environment, all this in times of limited resources and additional tasks for
the municipality. Without disregarding the primary responsibility of the construction
companies for the safe execution of the work, this investigation offers starting points for
municipalities to take better account of the safety of the surrounding environment during
construction projects.
To conclude
With the proposed privatization of the assessment of the technical quality of construction
work (which at present still lies with the municipal authorities), government appears to be
withdrawing even further. The Private Quality Assurance Act has still to be adopted by
parliament, but private assessment may take effect in 2017 for the construction of homes
and other relatively simple buildings. In later stages, more complex construction projects
such as hospitals and stadiums will come under the same legislation. On the basis of the
current investigation and previous investigations by the Dutch Safety Board in the
construction sector, there is justifiable concern as to whether the construction sector can
in fact be entrusted with greater responsibility.
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Recommendations
The Dutch Safety Board considers it of crucial importance that lessons be learned from
the lifting accident in Alphen aan den Rijn. First and foremost, this applies to the
companies directly involved. Secondly, improvements are needed at sector level. The
Dutch Safety Board would propose the clear setting of standards in tendering procedures
and construction contracts. Finally, municipalities should be more active in complying
with their duty of care for the environment surrounding construction works, when issuing
environmental building permits.
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1 Knowledge and Expertise of construction companies involved in the
lifting works in Alphen aan den Rijn
Summary

To crane operator Peinemann Kranen B.V.:
In addition to measures already taken on the basis of your own investigation: increase the
expertise within the company concerning the possibilities and limitations of cranes in
relation to the work to be undertaken, and duly adjust your working methods so that safe
use of the cranes is guaranteed.
To barge operator Koninklijke Van der Wees B.V.:
Increase the expertise within the company concerning the possibilities and limitations of
barges in relation to the work to be undertaken, and duly adjust your working methods
so that safe use of the barges is guaranteed.
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To steel constructor BSB Staalbouw B.V.:
In case of subcontracting, make sure you are convinced that the subcontractor takes
responsibility for safe execution of the work.

Definitions

To construction company Mourik Groot-Ammers B.V.:
As project manager for construction projects, ensure that you underpin your management
role in respect of the chain partners in such a way that adequate risk management is
performed, for the entire construction process.

1
Introduction

2

Responsibility for risks in the construction sector

To the Minister for Housing and the Central Government Sector:
Together with the construction sector, ensure that contract-awarding parties, in the
agreements they enter into with parties participating in a construction project:
1. appoint a single central party who bears responsibility for a systematic process of risk
management for the entire construction process, including safety for the surrounding
environment and
2. require the other parties to cooperate with one another, subject to the control of the
duly appointed party, in the manner necessary for the effective organization of that
process of risk management.
The risk responsibility and cooperation obligations must be laid down clearly and
coherently in the general terms and conditions 5 accompanying agreements entered into
between the contract-awarding party and the parties participating in a construction
project.

5

Specifically this refers to the following terms and conditions: the Uniform administrative terms and conditions for
the implementation of civil engineering works and technical installation works 2012 (UAV 2012); the Uniform
administrative conditions for integrated contract forms (UAV-gc 2005); and the General terms and conditions for
consulting engineers and architects (DNR 2011).
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3

Safety for the surrounding environment as an awarding criterion

To the Minister for Housing and the Central Government Sector:
Ensure that in tendering procedures for construction projects in urban areas, safety for
the surrounding environment is included as an awarding criterion, and is further regulated
in contracts.

Summary

Consideration

4 Responsibility of municipalities for safety of the surrounding
environment
To the Minister for Housing and the Central Government Sector:
Embed a risk-based assessment framework in the Buildings Decree that determines
under which circumstances a Construction Safety Plan is required as a precondition for
the awarding of an environmental permit.
Ensuring safety is one of government’s core tasks. If high-risk construction projects are
presented for the awarding of a permit, the municipality must make certain that safety of
the area surrounding a construction is guaranteed. A legal instrument for this already
exists, in the form of the construction safety plan. However, this plan is optional. The
Dutch Safety Board is of the opinion that the construction safety plan could be used
more often and more intensively to ensure the safety (of the surrounding environment) in
construction projects. In response to the question of the circumstances in which a
construction safety plan is required, the Dutch Safety Board considers it important that
municipalities be supported in this process by a legally laid down assessment framework.
In this manner, the risk assessment whether a construction safety plan is required will
become substantiated and transparent.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Summary

E1601
EMVI

Barge E1601 (the wide barge carrying the large construction crane)
Most economically attractive

GM

Metacentric height also referred to as initial stability
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H&S
Health and Safety
H&S plan Health and Safety Plan
ISZW

The Inspectorate SZW
Definitions

KNMI

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute

LD24
LMB

Barge Lastdrager 24 (the narrow barge carrying the small construction crane)
Load moment protection device

SWL

Safe working load

TRA
VVT

Task Risk Analysis
Vereniging Verticaal Transport (Vertical Transport Association)

Wabo

Environmental Law (General Provisions) Act
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DEFINITIONS
Summary

Abutment

Section of a bridge that links the main span (in this case the leaf) to
the bridgehead (access ramp)

Bascule bridge

Movable bridge on which the bridge floor rotates around a
horizontal axis perpendicular to the bridge road surface, as the
bridge opens and closes. The bridge floor is located on one side of
the point of rotation, while the counterweight is located on the other
side of the point of rotation.
Counterweight on a bridge /counterweight holder.

Ballasting plan

Plan which indicates how ballasting will be carried out; in other
words, which tanks of a barge are filled with water during the various
stages of the lifting work; the plan may take the form of a drawing.

Bridge section

Combination of the bridge leaf and ballast block.

Bridge leaf

Moving section of a bascule bridge. Together with the ballast block,
this forms the bridge section.

Bull wheel

Large toothed wheel that is driven by a pinion (a smaller toothed
wheel) and used as part of the mechanism for moving bridges, lock
gates, etc.

Centre of gravity

Centre of gravity
Height

Abbreviations

Definitions

Ballast block

Chain hoist

Consideration

Tool for lifting loads. The hoist can be fitted with a ratchet
mechanism, and used for tensioning the chain (or other connections
such as a strop). Other names are the tensioning hoist, hand hoist or
ratchet hoist.
Point in respect of which the mass of an object is in balance. At this
point, gravity is believed to act, if represented as a point load. For a
crane with a freely suspended load, this is a combination of the
centre of gravity of the crane and the centre of gravity of the load
that is assumed to be applied at the top of the mast.
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Configuration plan Drawing showing how the crane should be positioned in order to
carry out the lifting activity. A configuration plan consists only of a
top view.
Grommet

Endless loop or strop made from steel cable (used as lifting gear).

Hoist

Item of equipment for lifting freely suspended loads, such as a crane.

Hoisting block

Combination of one or more pulley sheaves and one or more lifting
hooks on which the load is attached.

Inclined support
frame

Frame on and against which the bridge section was laid prior to
lifting work.

Initial stability

The characteristic of a vessel to generate directional or stabilizing
moment in the event of a minor angular displacement (or the
response of the vessel to a small inclination) also referred to as GM

Lifting

Vertical or horizontal movement of freely suspended loads (the term
is also used more specifically, namely for the upward movement of a
load attached to the crane).

Lifting tool

Tool that connects the the hoist (the crane) to the load. Examples:
chains, strops, clamps, belts, grommets.

Lifting hook

Part of the crane from which the load is suspended, often using
lifting tools

Lifting cable

Cable which via a series of reeves (turns) connects the hoisting block
to the sheave block at the top of the mast of the crane.

Lifting gear

See lifting tool.

Lifting plan

Plan for the lifting works to be carried out. The lifting plan may
contain information about the load, the lifting tools, the crane and
environmental factors such as the surface. The lifting plan may
consist of multiple elements, such as a lifting diagram and a Task Risk
Analysis (TRA). In this context, lifting plan is the overarching term
used for a collection of agreements and documents containing
information about the execution of lifting works.
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Lifting table

Lifting diagram

Load

Document that must be present in cranes with a capacity greater
than 2 tonnes and an operating moment of load in excess of more
than 10 tonne metres. The table contains information of immediate
relevance for the lifting works. The table records the relationship
between the lifting load, the outrigger configuration, the radius, the
mast angle, the slewing range, the configuration of the mast and the
wind speed at which the crane can still be used.
A lifting diagram may consist of one or more drawings, and consists
of at least a top view and side view. The lifting diagram shows the
entire lifting operation in situation, to determine how the lifting and
hoisting activities should be carried out.

Lowering

Lowering the load attached to a crane (the opposite of lifting).

Mobile crane

A mobile crane is a crane on wheels or caterpillar tracks, that is not
restricted to a fixed location or track.

Moment of load

Sum of the net lifting moment and the moment caused by the load.

Outrigger base

Distance between the outriggers on a horizontal plane (contour
around the outriggers).

Pneumatic hoist

Pneumatic hoist that operates using compressed air. This
compressed air is generated by a compressor.

Radius

The horizontal distance between the vertical line of the load and the
centre of the turntable of the crane (also known as the work radius or
spread).

Rigger
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Object (with a specified mass) to be moved (lifted) horizontally or
vertically during the lifting works.

Load moment
Protection device that warns the operator of hazardous situations
protection device and prevents dangerous movements by the crane in the event of
a) overloading due to the maximum workload being exceeded or the
maximum tipping moment of the working load being exceeded, or
b) exceeding of the tipping moment. As a result, the protection
device for example prevents the failure of the mast of the crane, or
the toppling of the crane.

Reeves
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Number of times (turns) the lifting cable is wound around the pulley
sheaves of the hoisting block and the sheave block in the top of the
crane mast, the purpose of which is to reduce the tension on the
lifting cable, and to increase the lifting capacity of the crane.
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A person carrying out support work during a lifting job, such as
attaching lifting gear to the load.
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Slewing

The movement of a crane around the vertical axis. In this process, the
top carriage of the crane with the mast (the section above the
turntable) moves in respect of the undercarriage.

Stability

Capacity of a (floating) object to offer resistance to forces capable of
disrupting the object from its original condition of balance.

Stability
calculation

Calculation that provides information about the stability of an object,
assembly or construction. The calculation can be carried out
manually or by computer and depending on the selected calculation
method may differ in terms of complexity.
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Strop

A section of steel cable, artificial fibre strap or rope in which a loop
has been made, at both ends.

Stropping plan

Plan for the use of lifting gear including grommets, fastening devices,
etc.

Swing brake

Tandem lifting

Brake that slows down or prevents the slewing of the crane. This
operates the turntable.
Lifting a load simultaneously using two cranes. In many cases, one
crane is the lead crane which for example tops up, while the other
crane slews ‘freely’ during the operation.

Task Risk Analysis Method/instrument for analysing, classifying and evaluating the risks
of a high-risk task, with the purpose of identifying and eradicating,
reducing or managing risks.
Top carriage

Top section of a crane; in the case of a mobile crane, the crane mast
and the technical components for topping up/down and raising/
lowering the load (top cylinders, winches, etc.) are part of the top
carriage. When slewing the cane, the top carriage rotates in respect
of the undercarriage.

Topping down

Increasing the radius of a crane by lowering the mast of the crane; as
a result, the mast is less vertical (the opposite to topping up).

Topping up

Reducing the radius of a crane by raising the mast of the crane. As a
result, the mast takes up a more vertical positon (the opposite to
topping down).

Turntable

Telescopic crane

Definitions

Part of the movement mechanism on a crane, that enables the top
carriage of the crane to rotate (slew) in respect of the undercarriage.
Crane with a mast consisting of extendable sections.
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Undercarriage

Undercarriage of a crane, in the case of a mobile crane a vehicle with
outriggers. As the crane slews, the undercarriage remains stationary
and the top carriage rotates.

Summary

Vertical transport Lifting, hoisting or working with an elevator platform.
Working radius

See radius

Workload

Maximum permitted useful load (mass). This will depend on the
crane (configuration) and the lifting gear.
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1

INTRODUCTION
Summary

On 3 August 2015, a new section of the Koningin Julianabrug in Alphen aan den Rijn was
due to be lifted into position, by two mobile construction cranes mounted on floating
barges. During the lifting works, both cranes with the bridge section suspended, toppled
over and landed on the adjacent built-up area on the eastern bank of the Oude Rijn river.
Miraculously, no persons were injured, but the material damage was considerable. A
number of homes and shop premises were completely destroyed.6 The accident also led
to considerable social unrest.

1.1

Consideration

Abbreviations

Why an investigation by the Dutch Safety Board?
Definitions

During lifting works and other construction activities in urban areas, not only people
present on the construction site are at risk, but also passers-by and people present in the
area surrounding the construction site.
Previous accidents during construction activities investigated by the Board show that the
impact of construction activities on the surrounding area can be considerable. One
investigation involved the failure of a tower crane in 2008, as a consequence of which the
falling crane caused huge damage on the construction site.7 The crane driver involved
was killed in the accident. On the construction site itself, the adjacent footpath and the
children’s playground, no persons were injured. In another accident in the centre of
Rotterdam in 2010, a floor collapsed in a residential/shopping tower block under
construction.8 Five employees were injured. Although the accident took place in a busy
shopping area, no passers-by suffered any injuries. In both cases, the absence of further
injuries was above all a matter of luck.
The Safety Board considers it essential that people be protected against dangers from
which they cannot protect themselves. The accident in Alphen aan den Rijn once again
demonstrates that accidents involving construction cranes in urban areas can have
considerable consequences. With that in mind, construction works of this kind must be
carried out in the safest way possible for the surrounding environment. By identifying the
primary and underlying causes of the accident, the aim of the investigation by the Safety
Board is to contribute to an improved level of safety.
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8

Six homes and two business premises. Other adjacent buildings were also damaged. On the basis of a municipal
emergency order, 18 premises were cordoned off due to the risk of collapse. Entry to these buildings was
prohibited for a period of four months (Source: Slotdocument Steunfonds Julianabrug).
Dutch Safety Board (2009). Failure of tower crane Rotterdam 10 July 2008.
Dutch Safety Board (2012). Collapse of floor B-Tower Rotterdam.
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1.2

Investigation questions

This investigation by the Board provides an answer to the question: what was the cause of
the construction cranes toppling on 3 August 2015 (investigation question 1) and under
what circumstances was the accident able to occur (investigation questions 2 and 3).
The investigation questions are:

Summary

Consideration

1. How can we explain why the construction cranes and bridge section toppled
over during the lifting of the bridge section?
2. How did the parties involved in the construction identify, evaluate and manage
the risk of the construction cranes and bridge section toppling?
3. What conditions were imposed on environmental safety in implementing the
lifting work?

Abbreviations

Definitions

1.3

Scope of the investigation

The investigation covers the period between the decision made by the Municipality of
Alphen aan den Rijn to renovate the Koningin Julianabrug and the toppling of the
construction cranes. The central focus is the safety of the immediate environment
surrounding the lifting work on the Oude Rijn (environmental safety). The safety of the
employees present on location (industrial safety) was investigated by the Inspectorate SZW.
This investigation is not focused on crisis management, the salvage work following the
accident, the reinstallation of the bridge section at a later date or the damage repair. The
other construction works that are part of the renovation of the Julianabrug and their
preparation are also not considered, in the same way that no attention has been paid to
the parties involved in that work. This investigation is focused on the parties that
undertook activities prior to the lifting work, and on 3 August itself, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the crane operator: Peinemann Cranes B.V.
the barge operator: Koninklijke van der Wees B.V.
the steel constructor: BSB Staalbouw B.V.
the construction company: Mourik Groot-Ammers B.V.
the Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn
the consultant to the municipality: Witteveen + Bos ingenieurs- en adviesbureau
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1.4

Reference framework

Parties undertaking activities that entail risks for others bear the social and legal
responsibility to identify and manage those risks ‘to the best of their ability’. What ‘to the
best of their ability’ means depends on the nature and scale of the risks, the revenue
from the activity in question and the viability of possible management measures. The
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expectations of the Safety Board on the parties increase proportionally with the safety
risks represented by an activity, the extent to which parties are more capable of managing
the risk and the degree to which the capacity of citizens to protect themselves becomes
more limited.
This paragraph describes the underlying principles employed in general terms by the
Dutch Safety Board in assessing the effectiveness of the construction chain in respect of
safety. On the basis of this framework, the Board has assessed how, in the run-up to and
during the lifting of the bridge section, the parties fulfilled their responsibility for
guaranteeing safety.
The operating principle for the Board is that safety in its broadest sense is not a relay
baton that can be passed on from one chain partner to the next, via a whole series of
mechanisms that bind the parties, such as contracts. Each party individually and jointly
bears responsibility for safety.
Urban environment
The Board expects construction parties to be aware at all times of the context in which
they operate, and the possible vulnerability of that context. Building in an urban
environment clearly generates greater safety risks for that environment. The process of
estimating prospective safety risks should therefore not be limited to events that could
occur within the contours of the construction site. This applies all the more because the
safety of third parties could be at risk. The Safety Board believes that citizens should
expect to be protected against risks which they are unable to protect themselves against.
Professionalism of the parties
Within the chain, the parties themselves bear primary responsibility for the safe execution
of their activities. The professionalism of these parties influences the extent to which
safety risks arise. More than anyone else, they should be aware of the risks brought about
by their actions, and of the measures that need to be taken in order to manage those
risks. From each party, this awareness demands that they understand how far their
knowledge, experience and expertise extend. It is not merely a question of expertise
based on experience, but also more specifically an understanding of the mechanisms
that play a role in the construction activity.9
Other partners in the chain must be able to rely on the responsibility borne by this party,
but that simple fact means that there is no room for complacency: at various points in the
process, adequate controls must be in place.10
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In the justification of the investigation included in appendix A, the way in which the Board assessed the engineering
of the lifting activities is further elaborated.
In the past, the Board has already referred to the responsibilities of parties in the chain of construction activities.
See for example the reports of the Safety Board on the collapse of the floor in the B-Tower Rotterdam (2012) and
the collapse of the roof of the FC Twente football stadium in Enschede, during the construction work, in which
reference was made to the necessity of quality guarantees for the work of third parties.
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Control in the chain
Safety in multidisciplinary projects relies on central control, on the basis of which the
parties in the chain can be explicitly called to account for adequately bearing their
individual responsibilities. The presence of such a controller who oversees the entire
process is a constant factor in the construction process. Such an overview cannot be
expected of an individual chain partner, who makes a contribution at any point in the
process. The directing party establishes the parameters within which the parties
contribute to the completion of the construction work in a safe manner, during each
phase of the construction process. The directing party is aware of the weak points that
can emerge in the collaboration and which could represent a threat to safety. On the
basis of a systematic process of risk management, he makes the necessary adjustments
to eradicate any shortcomings.
Systematic process of risk management
A systematic process of risk management is aimed at recognizing and minimizing risks in
good time. As well as monitoring expected risks, this task also includes intervening
adequately in the event of unforeseen project risks.11 The drawing up and updating of
documents throughout the construction process, in which risks are identified and
evaluated, is not an aim in itself, but should be the result of a systematic risk management
approach.
Public responsibility
In managing the risks inherent in a construction project, attention is automatically
focused on the executing parties, in this case the companies who bore responsibility for
the lifting work. Citizens expect the government to ensure the safety of their environment.
It is after all a core responsibility of government to protect the safety of its citizens.12
Inner-city construction activities can lead to risks for the surrounding environment. On
the basis of the core task already referred to, the municipality has a public responsibility
to protect the surrounding environment against these risks. This obligation is particularly
present if the government itself is the contract-awarding party.13 In that sense, a
municipality should lay down clear agreements with the contractor on securing the safety
of the surrounding environment, and must make sure throughout the construction
process that the contractor complies with those agreements.

1.5

Reading this document

This report is structured as follows: chapter 2 describes the course of events that led to
the lifting accident in Alphen aan den Rijn on 3 August 2015, and discusses the stability

11

12
13

In this process, the Safety Board refers to (inter)national legislation and broadly accepted and implemented
standards in the field of risk management and safety management. Examples are the ISO 9000 series of standards,
OHSAS 18001 and legislation governing working conditions, rail transport, air transport and shipping, which
specify that companies are required to systematically manage and improve safety.
This is for example expressed in legislation relating to construction and spatial planning.
Working conditions legislation for example specifies that the contract-awarding party is required to reach
agreements and subsequently to ensure that the main contractor implements the construction work in a safe and
orderly manner.
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of the lifting rig. Stability is an essential precondition for preventing cranes toppling over
during lifting operations. Chapter 3 analyses the causes of the accident and describes
the preparations and execution of the lifting work by the crane operator and the barge
operator to whom the task was entrusted. The lifting operations were part of the
extensive renovation of the Julianabrug.
The Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn, owner of the bridge, decided that the bridge no
longer fulfilled its requirements. For that reason, the municipality awarded a contract for
renovation. The contract was issued to a construction company and a steel constructor,
who in the form of a consortium responded to the public call for tenders. Chapter 4
considers the role and responsibility of these parties and the municipality in relation to
the preparations and execution of the lifting operation. Chapter 5 outlines the main
conclusions of this investigation, while chapter 6 lists the recommendations.
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2

THE ACCIDENT EXPLAINED
Summary

In this report, for the sake of simplicity, the Koningin Julianabrug is referred to as the
Julianabrug. The bridge links the eastern and western banks of the Oude Rijn river, that
flows from north to south through Alphen aan den Rijn. On 3 August 2015, a new bridge
section was to be lifted into position in the bridge from the water by two cranes, when
the cranes supporting the bridge leaf toppled over.
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This chapter focuses on 3 August, and in paragraph 2.1 starts with a factual description
of the lifting rig, consisting of the cranes, the barges and the bridge section, followed by
a description of the accident (2.2). Paragraph 2.3 goes on to describe the stability of the
lifting rig. A stable lifting rig is the most important precondition to prevent cranes
toppling over during the lifting operation. The chapter concludes with an explanation for
the accident.

2.1

The situation on 3 August

Definitions

1
Introduction

On 3 August, two cranes operating simultaneously from two separate barges were due
to lift the bridge section from a third barge, in a so-called tandem lift operation, before
manoeuvring the bridge section in between them, and then tilting it into an almost
horizontal position. The barges would then sail with the bridge section suspended
between the two cranes to the Julianabrug, located approximately one hundred metres
away. Here, the bridge section was to be raised and fitted into the existing bridge
structure.
The lifting rig that was to lift the new bridge section into position was located to the
south of the Julianabrug. The lifting rig consisted of two mobile telescopic cranes14 (see
figure 1 and appendix C, Equipment and explanation of terms): a small (400-tonne)
construction crane and a large (700-tonne) construction crane.15 The two cranes and the
bridge section were each placed on a barge.
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Cranes on (caterpillar) tracks with an extendable mast.
The decision to use two different cranes was in part due to the passage width at the bridge location, which meant
that the width of one of the barges and as a consequence the size of the crane on that barge, was restricted (see
paragraph 3.1).
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Small construction crane
Large construction crane
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Inclined support structure on barge

Ballast block

Abbreviations

Narrow barge
Wide barge
Definitions

WEST

SOUTH

Figure 1: Lifting rig consisting of barges, cranes and bridge section. (Photograph: photographer crane operator)

The small construction crane was placed on a narrow 11.45 metre-wide barge (Lastdrager
24). The large construction crane was placed on a wider 13 metre-wide barge (E1601) and
the bridge section was placed on a third barge (Attack). The mast of the small crane was
36 metres long; the mast of the large crane was 45.5 metres long. The tops of the masts
of the cranes were positioned 38 metres and 44 metres respectively above the decks of
the barges. The bridge section was positioned at an angle of 70° on and against a steel
structure, the so-called (inclined) support frame.
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Figure 2: Impression of cranes with bridge section. (Photographs: witnesses)
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The barges bearing the cranes were positioned end to end. The barge with the support
frame and the bridge section was moored west of these barges. The barges were linked
together with (rope) hawsers and tied to the western riverbank. Each barge was
connected to a tug/push boat. On the deck of each of the barges were a number of
objects (deck loads) including the bull wheel 16 of the bridge, a number of concrete slabs,
various water pumps, elevator platforms, a work container, a low-loader and crates
containing lifting gear.
The three barges with the cranes and the bridge section were positioned to the south of
the bridge in the Oude Rijn river. On both sides, this location is surrounded by buildings.
On the eastern bank, houses abut directly on the riverside. On the western bank of the
water is a footpath, with beyond it houses. At the location of the lifting rig, the Oude Rijn
river is approximately 30 metres wide. For more details of the situation on 3 August, refer
to appendix F, Situation and timeline of the accident.
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Figure 3: Lifting rig and the surrounding area (Photograph: drone images Dick van Smirren)
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The accident

On the morning of 3 August 2015, at around 08.30 hours, all the equipment was present
at the location, and preparations were made for the lifting operation. Employees of the
crane operator set up the cranes in accordance with the lifting plan,17 before attaching
the bridge section to the cranes, using the lifting gear. During the first phase of the

16
17

Large toothed gear that is driven by a pinion (a smaller toothed gear) and which is a component of the moving
mechanism on bridges, lock doors, etc.
Plan showing the lifting operation to be carried out. The plan may contain information about the load, the lifting gear,
the crane and environmental factors such as the surface conditions. The lifting plan may consist of several components,
such as a lifting diagram and a Task Risk Analysis (TRA). In this context, lifting plan is also the overarching term used
for a collection of agreements and documents containing information about the implementation of lifting operations.
In this case, the definitive lifting plan consisted of the documents described in appendix E.3.
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lifting operation, the two crane operators gradually increased tension in the cables of the
cranes, by taking up the weight of the bridge section in the cranes, in phases. The staff
of the barge operator ensured that the barges on which the cranes were placed
maintained a more or less horizontal position in the water. This was achieved by pumping
water from the Oude Rijn into various compartments of the barges, a process known as
ballasting. Lifting was alternated with ballasting. The intention was to advance in such
small steps that before a crane barge sloped by two degrees, it would be re-stabilized in
a horizontal position by ballasting. The team worked towards achieving this objective by
temporarily halting the lifting operation, and pumping ballast water into and out of
specified compartments in the barges. The criterion of a maximum inclination of 2° was
not explicitly mentioned in the lifting plan but was agreed upon in advance of execution
on the basis of the previous experience of the crane operator and the barge operator in
working from barges.
In accordance with the agreement reached in the morning, a defensive approach was
adopted: cautious, carefully considered and without rushing. The lifting of the bridge
section was a time-consuming operation. The three hours estimated in advance as being
necessary for lifting the bridge section proved unrealistic. As the work advanced, the
end time was adjusted by 8 hours.18 The employees of the crane operator and the barge
operator on site experienced no time pressure during the work; the need for caution,
after all, was greater. According to the employees and local residents, the working
atmosphere was pleasant; instructions were issued calmly and clearly.
When the bridge section was almost fully suspended in the cranes, on the northern side,
it was almost lifted clear of the steel structure on which it was resting (support frame) as
a result of which it shifted slightly towards the small crane. To prevent the bridge section
slipping from the support frame on the northern side, in an uncontrolled swing, the
bridge section was connected to the support frame using two strops,19 between which a
chain and chain hoist were suspended.
Once the load had been fully taken up by the two cranes, the bridge section could be lifted
from the support frame. At that point, the temporarily attached strops and chain were
hanging loose, and were removed by staff of the crane operator. After the bridge section
had been lifted clear of the support frame,20 the operation was paused for 5 to 10 minutes,
to see how the bridge section would behave. The staff consulted on the next step to be
taken in the lifting process: manoeuvring the bridge section in between the cranes.
At around 16.06 hours, on the instructions of the coordinating rigger,21 the two crane
drivers started the next step. At that time, the barge and the cranes were horizontal and
no ballasting was carried out. The driver of the large crane drew the bridge section
towards him (topping up) and intended to lower the bridge section, so that it would
remain at the same height.

18
19
20
21

The end time for the lifting operation and the work by the steel construction company was adjusted from between
13.00 and 14.00 hours to approximately 21.30 hours.
A strop is a section of steel cable, artificial fibre strap or rope, in which a loop has been made in both ends.
The bridge section was suspended above the support frame. In the investigation, it was not possible without any
certainty to confirm or exclude a horizontal contact between the underside of the ballast block and the support frame.
A rigger is a person who carries out support tasks during a lifting operation, for example attaching lifting gear to
the load.
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At the same time, the operator of the small crane slowly slewed his crane to the left. The
intention was to manoeuvre the bridge section in between the cranes, in parallel to the
support frame.
Immediately after this phase of the lifting operation was initiated, the bridge section
started to move towards the crane barges. As the barge with the small crane tilted
towards the east, the bridge section started to swing towards the small crane. The
sloping movement and the movement of the bridge section could no longer be halted.
When the two crane drivers realized that the movement was continuing and could no
longer be halted, they both exited their cabs. A few seconds later, the mast of the small
crane failed. As a result, a lifting eye via which the bridge section was suspended from
the large crane became overloaded, and broke off. As the narrow barge continued to
slope ever further, the small crane toppled in the direction of the houses on the eastern
bank of the Oude Rijn, taking the bridge section with it. The large crane then also
toppled over.
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Figure 4: Both cranes and the bridge section on houses on the eastern Bank of the river (Photograph: Police)

Both cranes and the bridge section fell on a number of houses and shop premises
located on the Hooftstraat on the eastern bank of the Oude Rijn. These premises were
destroyed. As the cranes started to topple, a number of people ran out of their houses
and into the street, to avoid being buried under the falling cranes. There were no deaths
and no persons were injured as a result of the accident. One person did have to be
removed from beneath the rubble. A dog that was trapped beneath the rubble was
killed. As a result of the accident, river traffic on the Oude Rijn was obstructed for more
than two months.
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Refer to appendix F for more details of the circumstances, situation and timeline on
3 August.
Summary

2.3

Stability of a lifting rig

For a lifting rig consisting of barges, cranes and load sufficient stability is a fundamental
requirement to prevent the cranes from toppling while lifting the load. Stability describes
the capacity of the lifting rig to resist the forces capable of unbalancing the lifting rig
from its original condition, and once the rig has been unbalanced, returning it to a
balanced situation, when the force is no longer applied. A key parameter for the stability
of floating objects, as in the case of the lifting rig, is the so-called ‘Metacentric height’
GM or initial stability. The GM of a barge on which a crane is placed is above all
determined by:
•
•

The height of the combined centre of gravity of the barge with ballast water, crane
with load 22 and other objects on the barge;
The shape of the vessel below the waterline and in particular the width-depth ratio of
the barge.

Generally speaking, the wider the barge the lower the centre of gravity and the higher
the GM value, and hence the more stable the lifting rig. If the GM is negative, the rig is
inherently unstable.
Figures 5 and 6 show the cross-sections of an object in the form of a ship with a heavy
weight in the top of a mast. The figures illustrate how the width of the ship and the
height of the mast and weight (and hence the centre of gravity) influence the stability.
The location of the centre of gravity is marked in these figures with a white cross. In the
stable situation in the illustrations A (GM is positive), the rig is set in motion by a small
force, but returns to the starting position. In the unstable situation in the illustrations C
(GM is negative) when only a small force is applied, the rig topples. In a low stability
situation, as shown in illustration B (GM is positive but the value is low, for example
1 metre), the rig will slope more sharply than a high stability rig (for example GM =
10 metres). In addition, a low stability rig is able to absorb a small force, but if a larger
force is applied will still become unbalanced, and topple over.
In assessing the feasibility of a lifting operation, it is normal practice to formulate a
minimum GM requirement. For the lifting rig in Alphen, the barge operator considered a
GM of 2 to 2.5 metres sufficiently stable. Calculations carried out for the Safety Board
suggest that a GM of more than 4 metres is a realistic criterion for this lifting operation
(see paragraph 3.1).23

22

23

Normal calculation methods assume that as soon as a load is suspended freely, its force acts at the top of the
mast: the higher the mast, the higher the position of the centre of gravity of crane and load, in response to the
influence of the load.
Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid
(Julianabrug accident investigation, calculation of technical feasibility and vulnerability, reference 153026.
DOC.001, 15 June 2016. The report is available at www.Safety Board.nl.
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A: High stability
GM > 0

C: Instability
GM < 0

B: Low stability
GM > 0
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Figure 5: Width in relation to stability, instability, sloping and toppling.
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Figure 6: Height of the centre of gravity in relation to stability, instability, sloping and toppling.

2.4

Stability of the lifting rig in Alphen

To gain an impression of the stability of the lifting rig used in Alphen aan den Rijn, the
Safety Board had the initial stability of the rig calculated 24 for the situation where the
load (the bridge section) had just been lifted from the support frame. The influence of
additional factors, such as the sagging of the mast and the interplay of cranes on barges
was calculated. Finally, consideration was given to the susceptibility of the narrow barge
with the small crane to such forces as movement of the cranes and wind. These
calculations help in explaining the accident.
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Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid,
reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016. Report is available at www.Safety Board.nl.
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2.4.1 Calculation of the stability of the lifting rig
Initial stability of the lifting rig
The starting point for the initial stability calculated here is the lifting plan (revision E),
which describes how the lifting rig was set up on 3 August, see appendix E. The lifting
plan assumed the weight of the bridge section (bridge leaf with ballast block) as being
187 tonnes, equally distributed between the two cranes. Assuming the lifting rig in the
position in which the load had just been lifted from the support frame, the centre of
gravity of the large crane was positioned approximately 16.5 metres above the deck of
the barge, while the centre of gravity of the small crane was at a height of 14.5 metres.
On behalf of the Board, the GM of the lifting plan was calculated according to an
accepted method used on a single, free-floating vessel. Assuming the ideal distribution
of the ballast water among the tanks in the barge, the GM of the narrow barge with the
small crane, with half of the load, is approximately 1.8 metres. The GM of the wide barge
with the large crane with half the load is approximately 2.5 metres. In other words, in the
lifting plan, the narrow barge with the small crane was less stable than the wide barge
with the large crane.
The actual situation deviated from the lifting plan and was influenced by the way in which
the ballast water was shared among the barge tanks,25 the actual lower mass of the load
and the presence of objects (deck load) on the barges; these included the 40-tonne bull
wheel that was part of the new bridge. Taking this into account, the initial stability of the
barges was recalculated. Because not all the precise figures are known, a number of
parameters were also calculated with a 5% higher and a 5% lower value. The outcome
was a bandwidth which demonstrates the sensitivity of the rig to uncertain factors. The
initial stability of the barge with the small crane was thus calculated at 0.82 metres with a
bandwidth of 0.33 to 1.25 metres. According to the same method, a GM for the barge
with the large crane was also calculated, of 2.22 metres, with a bandwidth of between
1.64 and 2.70 metres.26 The influence of the distribution of the ballast water and the deck
load on the barge, on the GM is therefore in the order of between 0.5 and 1 metre.
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Also relevant is which tanks are filled and whether they are completely filled. If a tank is not completely full or
empty, the water in the tank is displaced as the barge tilts. This effect of a ‘free fluid surface’ can be accounted for,
by reducing the GM. The degree of filling of the tanks was known in broad terms, but the precise level of filling of
the tanks during the accident could not be determined. See appendix F.
The calculations lead to the conclusion that the GM is sensitive to small adjustments to the input parameters. This
can be explained at low GM values, as in this case (for more background information, see the report by Orca
Offshore b.v.). In this case, it is not the precise numbers but the order of magnitude of the numbers that is
important. However, to ensure traceability to the Orca report, the calculated precise values are shown.
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Figure 7: Drawing of the frame with bull wheel and its placement on the narrow barge (Photograph: Josh Walt)

Because the initial stability of the two barges was determined to be low, further
investigations were carried out into the influence of the cranes and the selected lifting rig
on the stability. Using a computer simulation model (see figure 8), the effect was
determined. Account was taken of the influence of the bending of the mast of the crane,
and the way in which the two linked barges and the crane placed on those barges
influenced each other’s stability. The influence of these factors is described below.
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Figure 8: Impression of the lifting rig in the computer simulation model. (Source: Orca Offshore b.v.)
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Influence of the bending of the mast on stability
The mast of the type of crane used, a telescopic mobile crane, bends under load. This
bending influences the initial stability (see figure 9) if the crane is placed on a barge. If a
barge is caused to slope by any force (blue arrow) and if the mast were to be infinitely
rigid, the mast would tilt at the same angle as the barge. As a consequence, the load is
brought closer to the crane (see the black mast A and B and compare the width of the
purple arrow and orange arrow) and the barge becomes even more steeply inclined.
However, because the mast is not rigid but bends, this effect is amplified: as the load
moves closer towards the crane, the bending of the mast lessens because the load on
the crane is reduced by the shorter arm (radius). As the figure shows, the load then moves
even closer to the mast than in the previous situation (see the blue mast C through to E,
and compare the width of the orange arrow with the red arrow). As a consequence, the
barge will incline even more. The inclination of the barge with a flexible mast is further
amplified than with a fully rigid mast. By converting this effect, its influence on the GM
can be expressed.27 It results in a reduction of the GM by 0.83 metres for the narrow
barge with the small crane and 1.01 metres for the wide barge with the large crane.
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Figure 9: Influence of bending of the mast on the displacement of the centre of gravity of the load under the
inclination of the barge (exaggerated drawing)
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The initial stability GM reflects the response of the rig to just a small angular displacement. The above figure
shows that the change in the degree of bending influences this reaction.
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Influence of the interplay on stability
Thus far only the stability of each barge-crane combination individually was considered.
In reality, the two barges and two cranes influence each other’s stability.28 If one barge
inclines more sharply than the other, the suspended load becomes unbalanced, causing
the centre of gravity of the load to move closer to one crane, and further away from the
other. As a consequence, a change occurs in the vertical load on the cranes; the load on
one crane is increased and reduced on the other. The way in which this happens is
determined by the location of the lifting eyes (attachment of the lifting gear to the leaf) in
respect of the centre of gravity of the load. As concerns the lifting rig in Alphen aan den
Rijn, if the narrow barge slopes more sharply than the wide barge, this mechanism has an
unfavourable influence on the narrow barge: the narrow barge with the small crane then
inclines even further. Equally, if the wide barge inclines more sharply than the narrow
barge, the mechanism works unfavourably for the wide barge. By converting this effect,
its influence on the GM can be expressed. For the situation in which the bridge section
was just lifted from the support frame, this influence was already present albeit to a
limited extent. The effect equates to a reduction in the GM of 0.02 metres for the narrow
barge with the small crane and 0.04 metres for the wide barge.
In addition to the ‘exchange’ of vertical forces between the two cranes, horizontal forces
are also exchanged. If the narrow barge becomes more sharply inclined than the wide
barge, this mechanism can have a favourable effect on the narrow barge with the small
crane, and vice versa. One barge is as it were supported by the other. This favourable
effect only occurs if the barges are solidly moored. The barges in Alphen aan den Rijn
were moored using flexible lines. As a consequence, this stabilizing effect in the situation
where the load had just been lifted from the support frame was negligible.
The best estimates of the GM for the barge with the small crane, based on the
calculations, amounts to a value of approximately 0 metres, and for the large crane
approximately 1 metre. Additional calculations reveal that relative minor deviations for
example in the weights could increase or reduce the GM by a number of decimetres.
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The barge with the support frame also exercises an influence. The scale of this influence is limited in comparison to
the crane barges, and is therefore not considered.
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Calculation GM

Narrow barge small crane

GM according to standard calculation

0.82 m - 0.03 m 29 ± 0.46 m

Wide barge large crane
2.22 - 0.05 m30 ± 0.53 m

Influence of additional factors on GM31

- 0.85 m

- 1.05 m

GM total: Best estimate

- 0.03 m

1.17 m

High estimate

0.40 m

+ 1.65 m

- 0.52 m

+ 0.59 m

Low estimate
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Figure 10: Calculation of GM values.

The wide barge with a GM of approximately 1 metre demonstrated limited stability. The
GM of the narrow barge with the small crane was around 0 metres. This means that this
barge was close to the tipping point between stable and unstable.

The initial stability of the lifting rig in the situation where the load had just been
lifted from the support frame, taking account of the influence of bending of the
mast and the interplay of the cranes on the barges, was low.

The following paragraph describes the susceptibility to sloping of the narrow barge with
the small crane, for a positive but low GM.
2.4.2 Susceptibility of the narrow barge with small crane
A lifting rig consisting of cranes on barges with a low stability may slope sharply, when
placed under load. As the barge slopes, the forces in the lifting rig change in magnitude
and direction, as a result of which components of the lifting rig (such as the cranes, lifting
gear or lifting eyes) can become overloaded and fail.
During the accident, the barge with the small crane sloped sharply.32 On 3 August, this
slope could be explained by several different (dynamic) forces such as crane movements
and wind. The influence of these forces on the inclination of this barge was calculated, on
behalf of the Safety Board. Consideration was also given to the susceptibility to possible
non-conformities in execution. Because the precise stability of the barge at the moment
of the accident cannot be determined, the calculations were based on the high estimate
of the initial stability: a GM of 0.40 metres. This is the most favourable GM that remains
within the previously calculated bandwidth.
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Expected value, see report Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische
haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid, reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016 on www.Safety Board.nl.
Expected value, see report rapport Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische
haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid, reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016 on www.Safety Board.nl.
For the barge with the small crane: - 0.83 metres (bending) – 0.02 metres (vertical interplay) + 0 metres (horizontal
interplay). For the barge with the large crane: - 1.01 metres (bending) – 0.04 metres (vertical interplay) + 0 metres
(horizontal interplay).
Sources: interviews and picture material.
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Below, the effects of the crane movement, deviations in execution and wind on the
narrow barge with the small crane are described, in succession.
Summary

Intended movement of the cranes
Shortly before the bridge section started its uncontrolled movement towards the cranes,
both cranes had initiated an intended (deliberate) movement. The large crane had started
topping up thereby lowering the load, while the small crane initiated a slewing movement,
with the intention of manoeuvring the bridge section in between the cranes. As a result, in
line with the plan, the bridge section moved towards the cranes. Calculations lead to the
conclusion that the movement of the load towards the crane exercised a considerable
influence on the inclination of the barge with the small crane. A displacement of the load
by twenty centimetres towards the crane results in a (static) inclination of the barge of 2.7°.
Non-conformities in execution
To avoid lateral forces, the cranes should have been precisely aligned. The tip of the
crane should have been located precisely above the centre of gravity of the bridge
section. For the lifting team, it was practically impossible to determine this position, by
eye. Whether this was the case in practice could not be determined on the basis of the
information available to the investigation. If the tip of the crane is not positioned precisely
above the centre of gravity of the load, as the crane is placed under tension (the lifting of
the load), a lateral force occurs in the tip of the crane. This force can be compensated for
with ballast and discharged via the contact between the various components of the
lifting rig (barges, cranes, bridge section and support frame). As soon as the load is lifted
entirely clear of the support frame, the lifting rig will seek to achieve a new balance. This
process is accompanied by a movement. If the centre of gravity of the load is located
further from the crane than the crane tip, once the load is fully lifted clear, it will move
towards the crane, causing the barge to tilt. It is uncertain whether there was still any
contact between the bridge section and the support frame when the crane initiated their
intended deliberate movement.33 Because the possibility of an alignment error cannot
be excluded, and to gain an insight into the susceptibility of the plan to non-conformities
in execution, the influence of such an error was calculated. A horizontal alignment error
of the small crane of 10, 20 or 30 centimetres results in an inclination of the narrow barge
by 1.3°, 2.6° or 3.9° (static), respectively.
Wind
On the day of the accident, the average wind speed was approximately 7 m/s, with gusts
of up to 10 m/s.34 The westerly wind was blowing almost perpendicular to the bridge
section, precisely the direction in which the bridge section moved. The influence of the
wind on the lifting rig depends on the angle at which the wind acts on the load, the
shape, mass and dimensions of the load, the change in wind speed and the stability of
the rig itself. Taking account of these aspects, it was calculated that in the event of a gust
of wind perpendicular to the leaf, whereby the wind speed rose from 7 m/s to 10.5 m/s in
a short space of time, the barge with the small crane would tilt by 4.4° (static). In the
event of a sudden rise in wind speed from 0 m/s to 10.5 m/s, the calculated inclination is
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The investigation did not determine whether the bridge section was suspended freely. The bridge section was
suspended above the base of the support frame. Contact in a horizontal direction between the underside of the
ballast block and the support frame could not be either confirmed or excluded with any certainty, in the investigation.
See appendix F.
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7.9° (static). At the moment of the accident, the wind was blowing from a westerly
direction, as confirmed by the observed movements of the flag and trees and the areas
surrounding the work site. The precise speed of the wind at that moment is not known.
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Figure 11: Vertical view of the lifting rig showing the surrounding area and lifting rig showing the surrounding

1
Introduction

area and wind (including rough dimensions), drawn to scale.

Static version dynamic inclination
Due to the low initial stability (GM of 0.40 metres or less), the narrow barge with the small
crane was very susceptible to sloping, under the influence of various types of forces that
were or could have been present on 3 August 2015. The above referred to values for
inclination are static values. However, a dynamic effect also occurred: as a force is
exercised, the rig is set in motion; initially the rig will continue to move further before
‘rocking back’, at which point the rig will end in the calculated static inclination. As a
result, the expected sloping of the barge is of twice the magnitude concluded from the
static calculations.

The initial stability of the narrow barge with the small crane was too low so there was
no margin for absorbing forces caused for example by the movement of the cranes,
a gust of wind or an alignment error, without sloping sharply or even toppling over.
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The accident explained

Analysis of the picture material of the accident, interviews, data from the data logger on
the large crane and the calculations carried out, the accident can be explained as
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follows.35 Shortly after four o’clock, when both cranes initiated a movement to manoeuvre
the bridge section in between them, the bridge section started to swing uncontrollably
towards the crane, as a consequence of the sloping of the barge with the small crane,
due to that barge’s low stability. This movement was probably amplified by the wind
which at that moment was blowing perpendicular to the bridge section. As a result, the
narrow barge with the small crane inclined to such an extent (10 to 15 degrees) that the
mast of the crane broke and toppled sideways. The bridge section then fell, and in falling
pulled the large crane with it.

The low initial stability of the barge with the small crane and as a consequence the
susceptibility to external forces explains the sharp sloping of this barge and as such
represents the cause of the accident. Given this low stability, the toppling of the
lifting rig could not have been prevented.
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Figure 12: The inclination of the barge and the failure of the mast on the small crane just above the undercarriage
(Photographs: crane operator and Dutch Safety Board)
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Appendix F shows various pictures and the timeline of the accident.
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3

PREPARATIONS AND EXECUTION
Summary

The accident in Alphen aan den Rijn is explained by the low initial stability of the lifting
rig, in particular of the narrow barge with the small crane. The questions arise why this
initial stability was so low, and how this could ultimately lead to the toppling of the cranes
with the bridge section. This chapter describes how the crane operator and barge
operator, who were responsible for the preparation and execution of the lifting work,
fulfilled that responsibility.
In paragraph 3.1, the preparations for the lifting work carried out by the crane operator
and the barge operator, resulting in a lifting plan are described. Paragraph 3.2 describes
why the preparations were carried out in this way. Finally, 3.3 describes how the crane
operator and barge operator actually implemented the work. The next chapter describes
risk management by the other parties involved: the construction company, the steel
constructor and the municipality.
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Preparations result in low stability of lifting rig

The lifting operations on 3 August were prepared by the crane operator, in consultation
with the barge operator. The crane operator drew up the lifting plan, determined the
necessary crane configurations and calculated the outrigger forces. The barge company
initially calculated the stability of the deployed barges.
This paragraph briefly describes the preparation process and discusses in sequence how
the crane operator and barge operator prepared for the lift job. Finally, a description is
given of how, during the preparation phase, the parties implemented the concept of
‘tandem lifting operation from barges’, an operation in which interaction between crane
and barge is a key factor.
3.1.1 Preparations for the lifting work
In June 2014, the steel constructor approached the crane operator to lift the new bridge
into position. The crane operator drew up an initial plan that assumed that the leaf and
the ballast block would be lifted into place separately,36 by means of a tandem lift from
two barges. During the planning process, another company was called in to supply the
barges. On the basis of the still outline plans, and the information supplied by the crane
operator, the barge operator checked the stability of the barges using the PIAS
calculation program.37 The module from PIAS used in this case calculates the GM

36
37

Consideration

On 3 August, the leaf and the ballast block were lifted as a single unit; the bridge section.
Program for the Integrated Approach to Ship Design. The software is intended for ‘naval architectural calculations’.
Using PIAS, a variety of different calculations can be made. The software includes modules for naval architectural
design calculations such as stability, (probabilistic) leak stability, longitudinal ship strength and a number of
hydrodynamic modules (www.sarc.nl).
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according to the following input: the type of barge, filling of the ballast tanks, weights
and centres of gravity of the objects present on the barge (in this case the crane with
load). In December 2014, a second similar check was carried out. By now, the calculations
assumed the lifting into position of the leaf and the ballast block in one lift. The centre of
gravity height of the crane with bridge section was assumed by the barge operator as
being 12 metres. The calculated GM was 2.7 metres for the most critical, narrow barge.
On that basis, the barge operator indicated that the plan was feasible.
During the course of 2015, the plans gradually became more concrete, and changed
somewhat in time (see appendix D, Timeline for preparations). At the start of July 2015,
having inspected the lifting plan dated early June, the barge operator reported to the
crane operator that the stability of the two barges was insufficient. The crane operator
implemented the alterations proposed by the barge operator in the plans, with the
exception of just one point. The barge operator recommended lowering the combined
centre of gravity height of the small crane and load by approximately 4 metres, to
12 metres, the height originally specified in the previous plan. In response, the crane
operator shortened the mast of the small crane by 5 metres. However, the centre of
gravity was not lowered accordingly, ending up at a height of 14.5 metres, in other words
still 2.5 metres too high. No further check of the stability of the altered lifting rig was
carried out.
In July 2015, the construction company requested that additional objects (deck loads)
should be carried on the barges, including the bull wheel and three concrete slabs. This
request was granted.
At the end of July 2015, the crane operator and the barge operator observed that there
was no ballasting plan.38 Neither of the companies in question felt obliged to prepare a
ballasting plan.39
On 3 August 2015, the lift operation was carried out with a small crane on a narrow barge
and a large crane on a wide barge, in accordance with the lifting plan revised in July 2015
(revision E, see appendices D.8 and E). There was still no ballasting plan. The stability of
the barges in this lifting plan had not been calculated. The final calculation was carried
out on a previous version of the lifting plan (June 2015), at which point it was observed
that the stability of the combination of crane and barge was insufficient. Furthermore, no
account was taken of the presence of additional deck loads on the barges.
3.1.2 Preparations by the crane operator
The crane operator prepared for a tandem lift on 3 August, in which two different cranes
placed on two different barges would simultaneously lift the bridge section. For projects
of this kind, ‘Working with multiple cranes on a single load’, the Vertical Transport

38
39

Plan that describes how ballasting will be carried out; in other words which tanks of a barge need to be filled with
water during the various stages of the lifting operation.
Source: Interviews and e-mail correspondence between the crane operator and barge operator. Where the barge
operator referred to the absence of a ballasting plan at the end of July (in other words: which ballast tanks should
be filled), the crane operator in its e-mail exchange referred to the absence of the combination of stability
calculations and ballasting plan.
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Association 40 drew up a work instruction, in compliance with the Dutch Working
Conditions Act, which demanded attention for the stability of the cranes when lifting
with multiple cranes (see appendix H, Legislation and guidelines). For situations in which
two cranes work on a single load (tandem lifts), the instructions include the following
measure: ‘The permitted working load per crane amounts to 75% of the working load at
the necessary working radius’. The term working load (or Safe Working Load - SWL) refers
to the capacity of the cranes (and lifting gear 41). This is the maximum mass that is
permitted to be lifted. The maximum rated load of the crane guaranteed by the
manufacturer is higher than the safe working load. In Europe, the maximum permitted
factor for the difference between the two is 1.33. Wherever this report makes mention of
the capacity of cranes and lifting gear, the term capacity refers to the safe working load.
In other words, when we refer to the deployment of the crane at 100% of its rated
capacity, the crane still has a margin left over.42 It should be noted that this safety margin
only applies subject to specific conditions such as the suspension of the load directly
beneath the lifting hook. Because in a situation of two cranes working on a single load, it
must be assumed that each crane will operate at 75% of the working load, in addition to
the discrepancy between the working load and the rated load guaranteed by the
manufacturer, the crane also has a margin for tandem lifting.
There is space to deviate from this instruction: ‘A company may deviate from the
provisions in the Vertical Transport Working Conditions Catalogue. In that case, the
company itself selects measures to comply with the statutory provisions. The company
must demonstrate that according to these measures, the same level of health and safety
is achieved as with the Vertical Transport Working Conditions Catalogue’
For the tandem lift in Alphen aan den Rijn, the crane operator failed to apply the 75%
rule. On the one hand this proved unpractical: the crane fleet of the crane operator
included a 400-tonne crane, but no 500-tonne crane, in addition to which the bridge
opening was restricted.43 On the other hand, the project manager at the crane operator
was of the opinion that the rule was intended for situations in which cranes from different
operators worked together on a single lifting job. This was not the case in Alphen aan
den Rijn. Furthermore, a lifting plan had been prepared, and an experienced collaborative
foreman was on site on 3 August. The reasoning therefore was that a reduction to 75%
was unnecessary. When asked, the VVT replied that these considerations were not in line
with the intention of the work instruction.
The non-reduction of the planned capacity of the crane for the tandem lift operation as
discussed here is a separate issue from the reduction of the capacity recommended by
the crane manufacturers, when using mobile cranes on barges (see appendix H,
Legislation and guidelines). The crane manufacturers of the two cranes in question

40
41
42

43

Vereniging Verticaal Transport (VVT - Vertical Transport Association): sector organisation for companies operating
in vertical transport (lifting, hoisting or working with elevator platforms).
For the majority of lifting gear, the actual capacity is a factor of 5 greater than the working load.
The size of the margin depends on the crane configuration. In the interviews conducted, reference was repeatedly
made to a working load that amounts to 75% of the guaranteed capacity or a factor of 1.33 difference: If we say
that the guaranteed capacity is 120 t, in that case, the working load is 75% of 120, in other words 90 t. This means
that there is a 30 t margin; this is 33% of 90 t (and 25% of the 120 t).
This restricted the width of the barge and hence the format of the crane.
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operate guidelines for working from barges, in which reference is for example made to
calculating the inclination, the application of capacity reduction, consideration for
additional regulations and the interaction between barge and crane. The crane operator
was not in possession of these guidelines, and did not request a copy.
The crane operator planned for the cranes to be used at or even above their maximum
capacity (safe working load). It emerged for example that the small crane, at the point
where the bridge section was just lifted clear of the support frame, was loaded to 99.9%
of its safe working load, while the large crane was loaded to 101.6% of its SWL. The crane
operator did not consider the planned use of the cranes close to their maximum capacity
as unusual. It is standard practice to plan the deployment of cranes such that they have
just sufficient capacity. The larger the crane the more expensive it is to deploy. The skill
lies in the optimum possible deployment,44 so that the client can still be offered an
attractive price. In Alphen aan den Rijn, the type of crane was determined by the crane
operator on the basis of the availability of cranes within the crane fleet of the crane
operator, and the width of the barges that could be used in this situation. The width of
the barge for the small crane was restricted by the bridge opening width. This was
narrower because an emergency bridge had been installed to limit disruption to
passers-by during the renovation work, as far as possible. Temporary scaffolding had
also been fitted up against the abutment.
For the lifting operation in Alphen aan den Rijn, the crane operator did not consider the
planned 100% load on the cranes as a reason to adjust the plan. After all, the cranes still
had considerable reserve capacity of 33% (factor 1.33) and the mass of the load had
been relatively accurately calculated so that, in the opinion of the crane operator, there
was no need for a margin for uncertainty in that respect.
The lifting gear was also planned to be used at or around its maximum capacity (safe
working load). The Safety Board had the forces in the lifting gear calculated for the
situations in which the bridge section was suspended at an angle of 75°, after it was lifted
from the support frame, and was subsequently placed at an angle of 10°.45 The lifting
gear between crane and ballast block, according to the lifting plan, delivered a working
load of 75.1 tonnes (see appendix F.2). The calculated force also amounted to 75.1 tonnes,
making it equal to the working load. As a consequence, any irregularity in the execution
leading to a different distribution of the forces could result in the working load being
exceeded. The calculated force in the lifting gear between crane and ‘the end’ of the
bridge section was 24.9 tonnes, thereby not exceeding the working load of the planned
lifting gear, at 30 tonnes.
3.1.3 Preparations by the barge operator
The barge operator was asked by the crane operator to supply the barges for the lifting
operation on 3 August. No agreements were reached on consultancy during the
preparation phase. Nonetheless, at several moments during the preparations, the
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Source: various interviews.
SAETECH, Accident Julianabrug Alphen a/d Rijn - Analysis of technical feasibility, reference REP-1512-003, 15 June
2016. This report is available at www.Safety Board.nl. The forces were calculated on the basis of the positions of
the lifting eyes on the bridge section, the length of the lifting gear and the mass of the bridge section, in
accordance with the lifting plan.
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feasibility of the work was assessed by the barge operator. For this purpose, the barge
operator calculated the GM for the narrow barge with the small crane, using a module of
the calculation program PIAS.46 In producing this calculation, the barge operator assumed
the optimum distribution of ballast water among the tanks and the most critical assumed
lifting position: the situation in which the mast of the crane was extended furthest beyond
the barge. In this position, the largest volume of ballast water is required, in order to
maintain the barge in a horizontal position. The reasoning was that if this could be
achieved in this position, then it could be achieved in any situation.
On that basis, according to the barge operator, it was sufficient to carry out a single
stability calculation for a single situation. The barge operator had made no analysis of
the necessary redistribution of ballast water (as required in order to maintain stability)
between the lifting positions. The operator had also taken no account of lifting positions
in which the centre of gravity would be higher than in the calculated situation.47
On a number of occasions during the preparation phase, the barge operator made these
stability calculations, but not for the final set of lifting drawings.48 As a consequence, the
fact that the lowering of the centre of gravity of the small crane to 12 metres, as
recommended by the barge operator, had not been achieved, went unnoticed. The
effect on the stability of the additional objects (deck loads) placed on both crane barges
on 3 August 2015 (the presence of which was known to the crane operator and the barge
operator during the preparation phase 49) was not calculated. As a consequence, the
stability of both barges and in particular of the narrow barge with the small crane was far
lower than the criterion based on experience as employed by the barge operator, of a
GM of 2 to 2.5 metres.
Earlier on in the preparation phase the barge operator could have pointed out the limited
stability in the plan. An initial calculation in December 2014 revealed a GM of 2.7 metres,
so that the plan included almost no margin as compared to the 2.5 metre criterion. This
applied all the more since the calculation was based on an assumption for the position of
the height of the centre of gravity, a parameter which has a major influence on the GM.
In the month leading up to the job, the crane operator and the barge operator noted
that there was no ballasting plan. The barge operator could have provided such a plan,
but no agreements on the provision of the plan had been reached with the crane
operator. Furthermore, carrying out the job without a ballasting plan was not viewed as a
major problem, by either company. They were convinced that the process of ballasting
could best be managed during the course of the operation itself; the plan was to
alternately lift and ballast. The need for sufficient pump capacity was recognized, but in
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This module calculates the GM according to the shape and dimensions of the barge, the presence of a free fluid
surface in the ballast tank and the locations of the centres of gravity of the ballast water, the crane with load and
the barge itself.
The table of lifting positions for the small crane in appendix E.3 shows that the centre of gravity of the crane with
load was higher (and therefore less favourable) in lifting position C and D, than in the calculated lifting position B.
The drawing revision C was supplied to the barge operator by the crane operator at the start of July 2015, but was
no longer checked for stability. The subsequent drawings (revision D and E) were no longer sent to the barge
operator by the crane operator. See appendix D.
The barge operator was aware of the presence of the bull wheel and the concrete slabs. However, they were not
aware whether these items would still be present on the barge during the lifting operation.
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the preparation phase this recognition remained limited to the unquantified instructions
from the crane operator to the barge operator: ‘Bring sufficient pump capacity with you’.
Summary

A ballasting plan could have provided information about the necessary pumping time
and could have led to a more realistic estimate of the lead time for the work, on that day.
More importantly, a ballasting plan could have resulted in a different distribution of the
ballast water between the tanks. The distribution of the water in fact influenced the GM
by decimetres.50 At the moment of the accident, the majority of tanks on the barge with
the small crane were empty; three tanks contained a shallow layer of water, two tanks
were partially filled and two tanks were almost full (see appendix F, Accident situation
and timeline). Because of the negative effect of a ‘free fluid surface’, in not fully filled
tanks, the ballast water was not ideally distributed between the tanks. This fact reduced
the stability of the rig.
3.1.4 The interaction between cranes and barges in the preparation phase
It is noticeable in the way in which both the crane operator and barge operator prepared
for the work that both companies approached the operation from the point of view of
their own area of knowledge and expertise (paragraphs 3.1.2 and 3.1.3): on the one hand
(tandem) lifting and mobile telescopic cranes and on the other barge stability. Whenever
a (tandem) lift by mobile telescopic cranes operating from barges is prepared, this
knowledge has to be combined.
The barges used are certified on the basis of the Ships Act. One of the certificates is
required to demonstrate that a barge for example complies with the stability
requirements. The Stability Book accompanying the certificate for the deployed barges
shows that the stability calculations were based on use as a transport barge. The use in
Alphen aan den Rijn (high moving equipment) is beyond the scope of operation of the
Stability Book (static load up to a maximum height of 10 metres). The barges were
therefore used beyond the scope of their certificate, without the legal or technical
consequences of this use being investigated (see appendix H, Legislation and guidelines).
Mobile cranes are designed for use on a level surface. When used on a floating barge, it
is necessary to take account of some degree of sloping of this barge, and hence the
crane. In other words, in the preparation phase, attention for the interaction between
crane and barge is of vital importance. The maximum permissible inclination 51 of the
crane determines the maximum inclination of the barge. By taking account of margins for
deviations in execution (deviating masses and distances, loads not directly below the
crane, asynchronous movement of the cranes, etc.) for disruptive forces (wind, movement
of the cranes, bending of the mast, interplay of forces within the lifting rig) and for
unforeseen aspects, it is possible to determine a realistic criterion for the GM. For the
lifting operation in Alphen aan den Rijn, the barge operator assumed a GM of 2 to
2.5 metres as standard. This is the standard value employed by the barge operator for
sailing with barges. The lower the GM, the more susceptible the rig to an inclination. In
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See: Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid,
reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016 at www.Safety Board.nl.
The crane manufacturers operate guidelines for working with mobile telescopic cranes from barges, in which
inclination and other aspects are described See appendix H.
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the preparation phase, there was no harmonization between the crane operator and the
barge operator concerning the maximum permitted inclination. The operating team
intended to remain within a maximum inclination of the barges of 2°, by working carefully
and ballasting on time. The criterion of 2° was not calculated or laid down in the
documents. During the accident, this strategy proved unrealistic; when the bridge section
started to move, an uncontrollable situation arose in which the barge with the small crane
very quickly took on a slope of more than 10°, and the mast of the crane broke.
Calculations carried out on behalf of the Safety Board 52 show that the operated GM of 2
to 2.5 metres was not a realistic criterion for this work, in order to absorb the expected
(disruptive) forces. A GM of at least 4.2 metres was required for the barge with the small
crane, in order to remain within an inclination of 2° (dynamic) at a wind speed of 12 m/sec.
Focusing attention on a realistic criterion could at an early stage of the preparation phase
have already led to a realization by the parties that the proposed plan was not feasible.
Instead, on the basis of a calculated GM of 2.7 metres and the proposed criterion of 2 to
2.5 metres, it was decided in December 2014 that this was in fact the case.
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The influence of flaws in the execution was also not considered in the preparation phase
in relation to the capacity of the equipment employed. Any irregularly in execution results
in a different distribution of forces, so that one component is subjected to a heavier load,
and the other to a lighter load. Irregularities are unavoidable; the cranes can never
operate entirely synchronously; the barges will always adopt some degree of inclination,
and minor discrepancies in dimensioning and distances cannot be avoided. Given the
limited margin between the calculated forces and the working load, any redistribution of
forces would almost certainly result in the working load being exceeded. It is relevant to
also consider that due to flaws in execution, forces cannot only be greater or less, but
can also change direction as a result of which the components in the lifting rig are subject
to a load at a different angle than that for which they are designed. A crane, for example,
is designed to support a load suspended directly beneath the tip, and not a force pulling
in a sideways direction.

The complexity of tandem lifting operations using mobile cranes working from
barges was not expressed in the preparations. There was no harmonization between
the crane operator and the barge operator concerning the maximum permissible
inclination of the cranes used. Only the stability of the initial situation was calculated,
without taking account of the factors and forces relevant for stability. There were no
margins so the lifting rig was unable to compensate for deviations in execution.
Furthermore, no stability calculation was made for the final lifting drawing.There was
also no ballasting plan, and the cranes were planned at their maximum capacity. The
lifting plan used on 3 August was above all a layout plan. In the judgement of the
Board, the lifting plan was unsuitable for the planned operation.
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Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid,
reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016. Report is available at www.Safety Board.nl.
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3.2

Limited risk assessment

The above paragraph reveals that the quality of the lifting plan left much to be desired,
as the crane operator and barge operator massively underestimated the complexity of
the lifting works, during the preparation phase. The question is how both companies
believed they could manage the risk of toppling with such a plan. The Board has identified
the following circumstances which played a role in the risk assessment for the lifting
operation.
3.2.1 Mutual trust
The crane operator rented a number of barges from the barge operator, on which to
place the cranes, and from which the lifting operation would be carried out. Although
the crane operator reached no specific agreements with the barge operator, the crane
operator did involve the barge operator on several occasions in preparing for the lift.
This was not a problem for the barge operator. The crane operator and barge operator
had worked together on several occasions and enjoyed a good relationship. Cooperation
during the preparation phase for the lift was also characterized by this mutual trust:
during the preparations, no fixed agreements were reached on the distribution of
responsibilities, the drawing up of the detail plans, stability calculations or the drawing
up of a ballasting plan. Contacts were above all restricted to telephone and e-mail
correspondence about adjustments to the equipment to be deployed, planning and
changes to the lifting plan. Both parties acted on the basis of their years of practical
experience. They had both successfully carried out lifting operations on barges on
numerous occasions and on two previous occasions had worked together lifting bridge
sections into position, from barges, in a tandem lift.53 They saw no reason to change their
standard work approach.
3.2.2 No quality assurance.
The crane operator has considerable experience in the civil engineering sector and the
petrochemical industry. In this latter sector, the execution of work is subject to strict
customer requirements. Over the years, the crane operator has successfully passed
numerous customer audits, and received several certificates. However, for the lifting
operation in Alphen aan den Rijn, the crane operator was not bound by these strict
customer requirements. In the preparation phase, little work was made of the processes
and procedures described in the company’s own quality manual, despite the fact that
the purpose of the manual is to guarantee the quality of the works, and to limit risks. The
manual imposes requirements on the preparation of work. Control mechanisms such as
an assessment of the calculations and the content of the lifting plan by another crane
operator, and inspection by and approval from superiors were not implemented. The
management was not aware that in the preparation for the lifting work in Alphen aan den
Rijn, little attention was paid to the company’s own procedures. The fact they had
successfully passed several customer audits strengthened them in their judgement that
the crane operator worked in the correct manner.
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Den Uylbrug, Zaanstad and Victoriebrug, Alkmaar.
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At the barge operator, too, the necessary internal checks and balances were absent. For
example, the absence of a calculation for the definitive lifting plan went unnoticed, and
no check was made to determine whether the barges were being used within their scope
of operation (certificate).
3.2.3 Freedom of action
Many of the project managers at the crane operator have been working for the
organization for many years. They have considerable practical experience, operate
relatively autonomously, and have and accept considerable decision-making responsibility
for the acquisition and execution of projects. This applies both to simple but also to
complex and high-risk projects. They enjoy a certain reputation within the organization.
This also applied to the project manager for the lifting works in Alphen aan den Rijn. He
was given a considerable degree of freedom in executing his work. The same applied to
the project manager of the barge operator. There was almost no supervision of their
work or quality assurance by colleagues or superiors. The signals from the engineers at
the crane operator and barge operator in the run-up to the actual execution, concerning
the absence of stability calculations and the insufficient stability of the small barge,
respectively, were not taken seriously by the two project managers. These signals did not
result in a reconsideration of the lifting plan. Both project managers had no doubt about
the feasibility of the plan. The doubts expressed by the engineering department were
set aside as challenges which would be solved during the actual work. As long as they
approached the task conservatively, and ballasting was carried out before an inclination
of two degrees occurred, the plan was implementable. It was also determined that the
experienced personnel on location would make the right choices. It is clear that the two
project managers underestimated the risk of low stability and overestimated the
possibilities for intervening on the day of the operation itself, in compensating for that
low stability.
3.2.4 Little experience with tandem lifts from barges
The crane operator works with various types of cranes of different sizes and capacities.
The majority of the work by the company involves lifting operations on solid ground. The
crane operator had previously carried out lifting operations from barges, including
tandem lifts. With reference to two projects: the cycle bridge of the Den Uylbrug in
Zaanstad (2012) and the lifting into position of the bridge leaf of the Victoriebrug in
Alkmaar (July 2014), the company described itself as experienced in projects of this kind.
The project in Zaanstad does not bear this comparison. At first glance, the latter project
does have similarities with the work to be carried out in Alphen aan den Rijn. On that
occasion, the bridge section was lifted into position using the same method, with
practically the same rig and with the same parties. That operation went without a hitch.
This experience and the fact that the bridge section for the Victoriebrug was heavier
than that in Alphen aan den Rijn supported the conviction of the crane operator and the
barge operator that ‘it would all turn out all right’. However, the comparison with the
Victoriebrug operation is only partially accurate. The work in Alkmaar, for example, was
not carried out in an urban environment (see figure 13), and the operation in Alphen aan
den Rijn was technically more complex. These facts were not recognized by the two
companies.
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Figure 13: Lifting of the bridge section of the Victoriebrug in Alkmaar. (Photograph: J. Stouthandel Fotografie)

Taking account of both the rigidity of the crane and the interplay of forces, the GM for
the narrow barge (identical to the narrow barge in Alphen aan den Rijn) in Alkmaar was
clearly higher than in Alphen: the GM was approximately 2 metres ± 0.5 metres. In
addition, the bridge section and with it the entire lifting rig in Alkmaar was far less
susceptible to wind. These differences were primarily due to the more than 10 metre
shorter mast lengths used in Alkmaar 54 and the shape, orientation (the bridge section
was lifted from a more horizontal position than in Alphen, and the lifting eyes were at
more favourable points namely above the centre of gravity of the load), the dimensions
and height of the bridge section.55 As a consequence, the confidence based on this
experience, and the approach to the lifting operations in Alphen aan den Rijn as being a
routine job were unjustified.
3.2.5 No engineering approach 56
The project managers at the crane operator and barge operator lacked knowledge and
understanding of the relevant (critical) mechanisms of tandem lifting from barges, and
the relationships between them. This is for example demonstrated by the way in which
they assessed the operations in Alpen aan den Rijn, as compared with those in Alkmaar.
They did not correctly estimate the signals from the engineers, and indeed ignored them
on the basis of their ‘authority’. The engineer at the crane operator was in fact aware of
the limits of his understanding of the subject matter. He shared this uncertainty with his
project manager, but his worries went no further. External expertise was not called in to
fill these shortcomings. Where there was knowledge, this was not explicitly expressed in

54
55
56

This influences both the position of the height of centre of gravity, and the bending of the crane and the height at
which horizontal loads, such as wind, act.
Orca Offshore BV, Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid,
reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016. This report is available at www.Safety Board.nl.
See also appendix A.6 Justification of investigation.
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the lifting plan or the calculations. One example is the fact that the mobile telescopic
cranes were deployed beyond their scope of operation. The limiting parameters, such
has taking account of the degree of inclination and taking account of greater safety
margins, were not considered in the calculations.
3.2.6 Limited risk management
The crane operator did carry out a Task Risk Analysis (TRA) for the lifting operations in
Alphen aan den Rijn (see also paragraph 4.2.2). However, the project manager of the
crane operator did not view this analysis during the preparation phase as a tool for
identifying and managing risks, but as a list of points for attention for the operating
team. As was standard practice for TRAs within this company, the primary purpose of this
TRA was to estimate the risks in the framework of health and safety legislation. From that
perspective, the importance of stability of the barges was referred to. The crane operator
intended to manage these risks through a defensive (cautious) work approach, and by
working in accordance with the lifting plan. Risks caused by the nature of the lifting
operations themselves in relation to the urban environment in which the operations were
carried out were not considered, with the exception of the standard factors laid down in
health and safety regulations, such as the cordoning off of the work area. The crane
operator saw no reason for including scenarios that took account of the surrounding
environment and the local residents, in its risk analysis. After all, in the opinion of the
company, the risk that a construction crane on a barge would topple over and end up on
the houses was very small to zero. In making this assessment, the crane operator ignored
the fact that if this were to happen, the potential consequences would be considerable.

To a large extent, the risk estimate for the lifting work was determined by the limited
risk perception of individuals within the crane operator and barge operator.
Preparations for the lifting works were directed on the basis of a solidly held belief in
their own abilities, with no space for dissonant opinions. The companies had
insufficient expertise and only had limited experience of lifting operations of this
kind, but were not aware of their own limitations. There was no evidence of a
professional attitude from these companies, in the preparation phase.
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The operating team that started the lift operation on 3 August 2015 consisted of employees
working for (or on behalf of) the crane operator and the barge operator. For both the crane
operator and barge operator, only operational staff were present at the location, under the
supervision of a collaborative foreman from the crane operator. The project managers
from neither the crane operator nor the barge operator were in attendance. The primary
roles were occupied by personnel with considerable practical past experience of working
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with cranes on barges.57 They had been informed in advance of the work to be carried out.
The lifting plan (revision E) was the starting point for the operating team for the work to be
undertaken on that day. In the weeks leading up to the job, several employees of the crane
operator had examined versions of the lifting plan. A few individuals had considered the
feasibility of the project at practical level, for example in determining whether the barge
bearing the crane would fit through the emergency bridge.
In terms of content and composition, a lifting plan can differ from lifting operation to
operation. The plan for 3 August consisted of the following documents (see appendix E,
Lifting plan):
•
•
•

a work plan of two and a half pages, outlining a rough description of the work, a
timeline plan, a number of dimensions and weights and the sailing route,
a Task Risk Analysis (TRA) which describes six tasks and outlines the risks and
management measures for each of those tasks (see paragraph 4.2.2),
five drawings (see the table and figures in appendix E.3).
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The lifting plan displayed the starting position at the start of the work, and the situation
in which the leaf would be manoeuvred in between the cranes. The lifting plan showed a
tandem lift on barges, in which the cranes would be loaded up to between 99 and 100%
of their capacity.58
Furthermore, the cranes were deployed outside their scope of operation: there was no
horizontal and stable surface from which to work (see paragraph 3.1.4). The personnel
working on 3 August were conversant with the basic principles of lifting (never work
beyond the lifting table, the importance of a level and stable surface) and with the VVT
guidelines (see appendix H, Legislation and guidelines) which as a basic rule for any
tandem lifting operation specify deployment at 75% of capacity.
For the most part, the operation was carried out in accordance with the lifting plan.
There were minor deviations in terms of the positioning of the lifting rig and the lifting
gear used (see appendix F, Accident situation and timeline). Because the cranes were
planned to be used at their maximum capacity, there was no ballast plan and there were
no guidelines on how to deal with wind, execution was not ideal. These aspects are
further explained below.
3.3.1 Use of cranes at maximum capacity
According to the lifting plan, the cranes were planned to be used at around their maximum
capacity. It was therefore a realistic possibility that the load moment protection device on
one of the cranes would be activated, when the maximum working load was reached. If due
to the inclination of the barges, irregularities in the tandem lift or minor differences between

57

58

The collaborative foreman, the two crane drivers and the coordinating rigger at the crane operator, as well as the
foreman for the barge operator had between 10 and 30 years’ practical experience. They had advanced through
practice to the positions they occupied in Alphen. All of them had previously worked with mobile cranes on
barges. The majority of them were involved in the tandem lift operation from barges, in Alkmaar.
This means 99 to 100% of the safe working load of a crane, which is lower than the working load guaranteed by the
manufacturer.
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the plan and execution one of the cranes reached its maximum working load, the movements
of that crane would be restricted by the load moment protection device. In that situation,
the crane would no longer be able to lift, top up or top down. The outcome would be a
stalemate, which could only be solved by bypassing the protection device. During the
operation in Alphen aan den Rijn, this potential problem was bypassed, in advance.
The protection device on the small crane was switched off,59 because the crane was
already at the limit of its capacity (or radius). This action prevented the protection device
being activated, which would have caused the crane to halt abruptly, and no longer be
operable. Also on the large crane, measures were taken to prevent the activation of the
protection device. In the morning, the large crane was set to work with 10 reeves, while
the crane in fact operated with 8; the (false) belief was that the activation of the protection
device would then be delayed.60, 61
A crane driver is responsible for the safe use of his crane. By bypassing the protection
device, the crane can be operated outside its scope of operation (the lifting table),
something which goes beyond the safe use of a crane. The crane operator says that it
views this practice as unacceptable, and in the past, had dismissed crane drivers for
taking this action. The Board therefore considers it all the more remarkable that this fact
did not prevent the crane operator from sending its operating team out to work with
such a lifting plan, and that the experienced operating team failed to bring forward this
point which subsequently resulted in these unsafe actions.
3.3.2 Insufficient ballasting plan
A ballasting plan describes the way in which the ballast water is divided between the ballast
tanks in the barges, at each stage of the lifting process, so that the ballasting team has a
clear guideline to ensure optimum ballasting. On 3 August, there was no ballasting plan.
Furthermore, the ballasting team had no clear idea of the initial situation of the barges, at
the start of the work. They were unaware of the condition of the tanks, which tanks were
empty or which were filled, and to what extent. The starting position of the barge operator
that supplied the ballasting team was that as long as the barge was kept horizontal in the
water by pumping water into or out of the ballast tanks, everything would be all right.
The wide barge had been hired by the barge operator from another barge operator.
Although the barge operator did have a drawing of this barge, the foreman was not
conversant with the use of multiple double-width tanks. As a result, an attempt to cancel
out the angle of inclination of the barge while the large crane was tensioned had the
opposite effect. The angle of inclination became steeper, as the water in the wide tank in
fact flowed to the low side. After the pumps were shut down, the cause of this problem
was identified. The front tank of the narrow barge extended across the full width of the
barge. (Probably unintentionally) this tank was filled with a shallow layer of water. This fact
had a negative influence on the stability of the barge.

59
60

61

By turning a key in the crane driver’s cab.
Reeve: the number of times the lifting cable is wound between the sheaves of the hoisting block and the sheave
block at the top of the mast, with a view to reducing the tension on the lifting cable, and to increase the lifting
capacity of the crane. In certain lifting configurations, a crane can lift a higher capacity with more reeves, than with
viewer reeves.
In a crane and lifting configuration such as that used on 3 August, this action has no influence (Source: Terex).
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The Board at least expected that the ballasting crew would be informed of the condition,
location and dimensions of the ballast tanks. Given the complexity of this lifting operation,
with cranes which effectively could allow no inclination, and which were loaded to their
maximum capacity, the Board would also have expected that in the preparation phase,
consideration would have been given to the influence of the ballast water on the stability
of the lifting rig. However, there was no ballasting plan.
3.3.3 Dealing with wind conditions
The lifting plan contained no restriction for wind speed. The operating team 62 also
received no instructions from the preparation phase concerning maximum permitted
wind speeds.
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The cranes used are supplied with a wind gauge, which is placed on the top of the mast.
The wind gauge on the crane is often removed for transport in order to avoid damage.
Not every crane driver reinstalls the wind gauge as standard, on a job. On 3 August, the
wind gauges were not installed on the crane. The drivers saw no need to install the wind
gauge on the mast. It was due to be a pleasant day with little wind.
The drivers estimated the strength of the wind by feel, according to the extent to which
they felt the movement in the lifting gear, load and mast. The operating team had the
impression that it was practically windless. Some of them observed that the wind speed
did rise during the course of the day. They were present on the barges, in the lee of the
buildings. None of them checked the current wind conditions. Shortly before the accident,
when the bridge section was being manoeuvred in between the cranes, gusts of wind
were felt, which probably contributed to the accident (see also paragraph 2.4.2). An
analysis by the KNMI has revealed that at around that time, the wind was blowing at force
4, with gusts approaching the maximum wind speed employed in many lifting tables.
The Board considers it remarkable that given the size of the lifting rig, no one from the
operating team paid any attention to wind conditions, and above all that the lifting plan
included no guidelines on wind speed.
3.3.4 Reliance on preparation
The operating team at work in Alphen aan den Rijn on 3 August, in its own words, was
fully aware of the necessity to work precisely and carefully, and did not allow itself to be
hurried. According to all those involved and witnesses, cooperation between the team
members was smooth. The team complied with the steps and instructions agreed in
advance and communicated during the operation. The lifting rig matched almost
precisely the rig in the lifting plan that was used for the work.63 The deviations in execution
were limited. The fact that the lifting plan lacked a number of essential instructions, such
as instructions on handling ballasting and wind conditions, was not perceived either as a
shortcoming or as a reason for halting execution.
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The personnel of the crane operator and barge operator as listed in figure 42 in appendix F.2.
See appendix F.
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Some members of the operating team expressed displeasure at the fact they had been
sent out with a plan that could lead to problems in execution due to the use of cranes at
the limit of their capacity. The operation was already described as tense, as it involved a
tandem lift with mobile cranes operating from barges.
Nonetheless, the operating team never doubted the feasibility of the plans. They were
confident in the preparations, and were supported in their confidence by past experience
of successful similar projects. As long as they stuck accurately to the plan and the
agreements, in their opinion, nothing could go wrong. The operating team expressed no
doubts about the feasibility of the plans. The Board believes that an operating team
must be able to rely on thorough preparation, but must also be capable of expressing its
doubts, or must be able to decide for itself not to execute a plan, if the assignment they
are given actually proves impossible. This is not what happened in this case.

The complexity of the lifting work in Alphen aan den Rijn demanded additional
attention during execution. In broad terms, the operating teams worked cautiously
and precisely according to the lifting plan. However, the lifting plan provided no
ballasting plan and in contradiction of the basic rule for tandem lift operations, the
cranes were deployed at their maximum capacity. This could already have been
sufficient grounds for the operating team to doubt the feasibility of the lifting
operation. The team expressed no such doubts. Instead they decided to follow the
plan, albeit via a series of unsafe actions. However, the lifting plan demonstrated
crucial shortcomings so that even if executed faultlessly, the toppling of the lifting
rig could not have been prevented.
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4

MITIGATION OF THE RISKS OF LIFTING
WORK BY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Summary

4.1
4.2

4.3

4.4

Context of the lifting assignment: renovation of the Julianabrug
Risk management by the construction consortium
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4.2.1

Choice to lift from the water
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4.2.2

Risks of lifting from the water
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4.2.3

Central role of the construction company in the chain
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Municipality as contract-awarding party
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Focus on restricting nuisance levels

4.3.2 Contract strategy
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Risks of lifting and safety for the surrounding environment

The municipality as licensing authority
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4

MITIGATION OF THE RISKS OF LIFTING
WORK BY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Summary

The previous chapters analysed the lifting accident: the preparation phase and execution
were discussed, together with the circumstances on the day in question. In particular the
lifting plan demonstrated major shortcomings so that even if carried out faultlessly, the
failure of the lifting rig could not have been prevented. As such the direct cause of the
accident is known. This in turn leads to the question to what extent the other parties in
the chain had identified the risks of the failure of the lifting rig in advance, and how they
(could have) planned to manage these risks. After all, the lifting operation was not a
unique project but was part of the full-scale renovation of the Julianabrug.
Stakeholders
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Municipalty
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• permit
• supervision

Consultancy and engineering firm
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Figure 14: Organization chart for the stakeholders and their relationships
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Paragraph 4.1 outlines the context in which the lifting operation was carried out, namely
the renovation, the stakeholders and the tendering and contracting processes.
Summary

The Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn, owner of the bridge, decided to renovate the
Julianabrug because it was in a poor state of repair, and was causing noise nuisance. The
municipality awarded the contract for the renovation to the construction company and
the steel constructor, who together (as the construction consortium) had won the public
tendering procedure. This chapter analyses the role and responsibility of these parties.
The central question is the extent to which they recognized and managed the risks
involved in the lifting works.
The construction consortium, that was responsible for execution of the overall renovation,
including the lifting of the bridge section, is dealt with in 4.2. The question is asked why
the decision was taken to lift from the water and not from the bank or from the bridge
itself. A description is then given of how the construction company and the steel
constructor managed the chain on the basis of managing the risks of the lifting works.
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Paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4 analyse the role of the Municipality of Alpen aan den Rijn. The
Board sees it as the responsibility of a municipal authority to ensure the safety of its
citizens. This responsibility applies all the more when high-risk activities are undertaken
on behalf of the same municipal authority. In this connection, the municipality fulfils two
roles: that of contract-awarding party and of guarantor of public safety.

4.1

Context of the lifting assignment: renovation of the Julianabrug

The Julianabrug was built in 1953. Via the Willem de Zwijgerlaan, the bridge forms an
important link between the eastern and western parts of Alphen aan den Rijn. An
inspection in 2011 revealed that the bridge was in a poor state of repair. After emergency
repairs were carried out on the bridge in that year, the question rose as to what to do
with the bridge.
Over time, the bridge section had become deformed, so that the moving part no longer
fitted cleanly on the bridgehead, and rattled whenever traffic passed over it. The heavy
traffic on the bridge (approximately 15,000 vehicles per day) and the policy of allowing
freight traffic at night meant that local residents had suffered noise nuisance for years.
The noise burden as a result of the intensity of road traffic was such that renovation work
became compulsory on the basis of the Noise Nuisance Act.64
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List of decisions of the Mayor & Aldermen of Alphen aan den Rijn 4 March 2014.
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Figure 15: View of the old Julianabrug (open) in Alphen aan den Rijn. (Photograph: drone pictures Dick van

Definitions

Smirren)

Objectives of the renovation
The municipality wanted to end up with a bridge that fulfilled the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

no more overdue maintenance in the concrete/brickwork structures (including the
abutments; bridgeheads, guide structures and bascule cellar);
a structural and useful life of fifty years;
sustainable and safe management;
safe operation from the Steekterpoort control centre;
performance requirements for the passage of road and shipping traffic;
requirements on machine safety (CE marking); and
no environmental nuisance as a consequence of traffic over the bridge.

It was vital that the construction and demolition work would cause the least possible
inconvenience (nuisance, access to shops, etc.). With this in mind, the municipality
involved a consultation group of local residents in the renovation process. It was also
vital that the bridge should match well with the surrounding environment. The operational
management and maintenance of the bridge were the responsibility of the Province of
Zuid-Holland.65 The bridge had to comply with the requirements imposed by the
province.
Tendering and contracting
The municipality launched a public tendering procedure for the renovation of the
Julianabrug. Because the various elements of the work impacted on one another, the
municipality decided to put the project out to tender, as a single package. According to
the municipality, dividing up the work would result in risks at interfaces between the
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65 The province carries out maintenance and management of the Julianabrug on behalf of the Municipality of Alphen
aan den Rijn.
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individual parts. The municipality also deliberately opted for a so-called Engineering &
Construct contract, in which the basic design of the bridge remained with the municipality,
while the detail engineering and execution were the responsibility of the contractor. The
municipality decided to entrust risk management to the best placed parties, in the
judgement of the municipal authorities, namely the contracted construction parties. As
such, the municipality decided not to become involved in execution.
The tender was announced on 22 April 2014. After the closure date, only one market
party 66 had submitted a tender: the consortium of the construction company and the steel
constructor. The project team at the municipality determined that the tender submission
from the construction consortium was legally valid, and fulfilled the requirements imposed
on it by the municipality. The price offered was also well within the financial framework. On
8 July 2014, the contract was awarded to the construction consortium.
Support for the municipality by consultancy and engineering firm
The municipality had little knowledge concerning integrated construction contracts and
bridge design. The municipal authorities therefore sought support from a consultancy
and engineering firm (from now on referred to in this report for the sake of brevity as ‘the
consultant to the municipality’). The firm had knowledge of the application of composite
construction materials (the bridge section was to be constructed using steel girders and
a composite road surface) and had experience with movable bridges and integrated
tendering contracts. In the tendering phase, the support consisted of all the investigations
needed to arrive at a set of specifications ready for tendering, and drawing up the tender
specifications. The role of the consultant then focused on the administrative and processbased contract management. The assignment issued by the municipality to its consultant
focused on the elaboration of the bridge design and the quality of the bridge to be
supplied, and not on the working method to be deployed, and the actual execution. By
opting for an Engineering & Construct contract, the municipality had decided to not
become involved in the execution, and to leave the choice of working methods to be
employed to the construction parties. For that reason, these aspects were also not
included in the subject area in which the municipality sought support from its consultant.
The municipality did not supervise the execution of the work, also not via the engineering
firm that acted as consultant to the municipality.67
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Risk management by the construction consortium

When the municipality offered execution of the renovation work on the Julianabrug to
the market, the tender attracted the interest of the construction company. This was a
project that tied in well with the company’s scope. Based on further analysis of the job
description and the requirements imposed on it, it turned out to be a project involving

66

Summary

It is possible that the multidisciplinary character of the work in relation to the relatively limited size and lead time
for the project played a role in discouraging potential parties from submitting tenders.
As part of the project, the municipality had hired a firm that independently assessed the design in respect of risks,
monitored and evaluated execution: the so-called Technical Inspection Services. Assessment was focused on
evaluating the structural safety and included an assessment of the design, technical inspections, inspections
during execution and approval following handover. The assessment did not involve the execution work such as
lifting, nor the safety for the surrounding environment.
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multiple disciplines. One of those disciplines involved construction of a bridge section
with steel girders and a composite road surface. The main area of expertise of the
construction company was concrete structures, with less knowledge of steel construction.
That element of the project required a steel constructor. The construction company
contacted a steel constructor with considerable experience in bridge building. One of
the divisions of the construction company had previously worked alongside the steel
constructor, with a satisfactory outcome.
The two parties agreed to submit a tender as a so-called consortium. The construction
company was responsible for the majority of the work; the division of labour amounted
to roughly 80% for the construction company and 20% for the steel constructor. After
the contract was awarded, the companies signed an agreement in which they recorded
how the tasks and responsibilities would be divided. According to the agreement, the
steel constructor was responsible for the demolition of the old bridge section and for the
fabrication and installation of the new bridge section. All other work on the bridge such
as the execution design for the bridge section, work on other objects,68 acting as main
contractor in the consortium, contacts with the municipality and all overarching and more
process-based issues were the responsibility of the construction company.
Subcontractors: hiring a crane operator and barge operator
Due to the numerous disciplines necessary to complete the work, a number of
subcontractors were involved. Depending on the section of the work for which
deployment of the subcontractor in question was needed, the subcontractor was hired
either by the construction company or the steel constructor.69 The steel constructor was
responsible for the demolition of the old bridge section and the construction and
installation of the new bridge section. Using construction cranes, the old bridge section
had to be lifted from the bridge, and the new bridge section lifted into place. That
required the services of a crane operator. During the tendering phase, the steel
constructor contacted a crane operator with which it cooperated and had established a
sound working relationship. The construction consortium was largely free to choose
which subcontractor it wished to hire for the work. The only condition the municipality
had imposed was that the details of subcontractors responsible for a specified proportion
of the work 70 had to be submitted, in advance. This condition did not apply to the crane
operator, since the share of the project allocated to the crane operator remained below
the limit imposed by the municipality.
Following the order had been awarded, during the preparation phase for the work, the
steel constructor and the crane operator consulted regularly on the lifting operations
needed to remove the old bridge section and to install the new bridge section. Over
time, the idea gradually took on shape, resulting in the eventual plan to lift the new
bridge section into position using mobile cranes operating from barges. The steel

68
69
70

Such as surfacing, railings/noise abatement screens, concrete work, preservation, transportation and electrical
installations.
The construction company hired eight different subcontractors. The steel construction company hired only the
crane operator.
Subcontractors with a share of 20% of the contractor’s fee and subcontractors with engineering work with a value
in excess of € 50,000.
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constructor awarded the contract to carry out this work to the crane operator, on 29 April
2015.71 The amount for this work was approximately two percent of the total contract fee
for the renovation of the bridge. This illustrates the scale of the lifting work in relation to
the size of all the other tasks that had to be carried out in the framework of the renovation.
The contract specified that use would be made of cranes on barges, based on the
operating principle that the crane operator was required, among other tasks, to draw up
the necessary (sub)transport plans and lifting plans, including calculations and outrigger
forces, and to submit these plans for approval to the steel constructor. The steel constructor
also included the specification in the contract that the crane operator would be responsible
for ensuring that the lifting work was supervised by an experienced project manager.
For its part, the crane operator hired the barge operator to supply the barges including
the tugs/push boats for moving the barges. The crane operator also hired a transport
company to transport the bridge section from the production location of the steel
constructor to the working location in Alphen aan den Rijn.
4.2.1 Choice to lift from the water
Even during the phase when the tender for the ‘Koningin Julianabrug renovation’ project
was being prepared, there was talk of opting to lift from the water. The steel constructor
contacted the crane operator during this phase, which led to the idea of lifting the bridge
section into position partially or fully from the water. Both the steel constructor 72 and the
crane operator had previously carried out lifts from the water.
The possibility of partially or fully carrying out the lifting operation in Alphen aan den
Rijn from the water was in part based on the information provided by the municipality in
the framework of the tendering procedure. In various tendering documents from the
municipality, reference was made to lifting work from the water. The following passage is
a quote from one of these documents.73

‘For the replacement of the leaf, one or more cranes will probably be deployed. Work
on the leaf may be carried out from the water using floating equipment. If use is to be
made of cranes operating from the bridge deck/abutment, it will be necessary to
check whether the bridge can bear the load of the equipment. This point will have to
be further elaborated during the next phase. In all lifting operations there is a risk of
falling materials, the falling/toppling of equipment and objects being hit. These risks
and possible suggestions for risk management must be included in the health and
safety plan (H&S plan).’
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73

Based on the price quotation submitted by the crane operator on 4 February 2015.
2008 Schoterbrug in Haarlem (lifting using a shearlegs and a mobile crane on a barge); 2009 Muiderbrug bicycle
link across the Amsterdam Rijnkanaal (two shearlegs); 2012 Cycle bridge Den Uylbrug in Zaandam (two mobile
cranes on barges, two mobile cranes on the bridgeheads and a mobile crane on a barge); 2014 Victoriebrug in
Alkmaar (mobile cranes on barges).
This relates to the health, safety and environmental plan accompanying the design phase of the project ‘renovation
Koningin Julianabrug Alphen aan den Rijn’.
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The municipality expressed concerns about the load-bearing capacity of the abutments,
which may not have been strong enough to support large construction cranes. Based on
these concerns, in its tendering documents, the municipality had specified that if the
contractor intended to apply loads to the abutments, he would have to check their loadcarrying capacity in advance. On the basis of the information from the municipality, the
construction consortium assumed that it was not possible to make use of the abutments
for lifting the bridge section into position. The next passage from an e-mail from the
steel constructor to the crane operator on 18 June 2014 shows that this was one of the
reasons to consider lifting from the water: ‘We must assume that we will not be able to
place cranes on the abutments or bascule cellar covers. Beside the bascule cellar, a car
park is also available as a location for the cranes. Unfortunately, the control room is also
located on this site. An alternative could be to lift from the water (with cranes on barges).’
Based on the proposal to lift fully or partially using cranes on barges, on 24 June 2014,
the crane operator submitted an offer to the steel constructor. Because the deadline for
the tender submission was approaching (27 June 2014), the construction consortium
submitted its tender with an estimated amount for the work from the crane operator,
without a final decision on which equipment would be used. In the framework of the
preparations for the installation of the new bridge section in the bridge, there was regular
consultation between the steel constructor and the crane operator concerning the lifting
work to be carried out. This consultation started at the end of 2014. The final consultation
took place approximately one week before the bridge section was due to be installed.
Over the course of time, the lifting plan took on a more concrete form.
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Figure 16: Lifting rig on the water, consisting of three barges, a support frame and two mobile cranes. (Source:
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The successful lifting operation involving the Victoriebrug in Alkmaar in July 2014
strengthened the confidence of the operators in their ability to lift the bridge section of
the Julianabrug into position, using mobile cranes on barges, in a tandem rig (see
paragraph 3.2). As previously stated, however, this operation was not comparable to the
operation in Alphen aan den Rijn.

Summary

The investigation also revealed that the possibilities for placing construction cranes on
the banks were limited. These limitations were the consequence of the following aspects:

Consideration

•

•

•

•

The area surrounding the bridge is densely built up. The banks of the Oude Rijn are
mostly taken up by plots of land occupied by homes and businesses. Partly because
of the fact that large cranes use outriggers, it was not easily possible to locate large
cranes close to the bridge.
The municipality imposed requirements on the extent to which roads close to the
bridge could be blocked off for traffic. The objective was to keep to a minimum the
disruptions caused to local residents and local businesses as a consequence of road
closures.
The construction consortium decided to install an emergency bridge alongside the
Julianabrug in order to comply with the requirement imposed by the municipality to
provide a temporary river crossing for pedestrians and bicycle traffic, across the
Oude Rijn. This could also have been achieved with a ferry, but the emergency bridge
would cause less nuisance to non-motorized traffic. However, the emergency bridge
took up space in the immediate vicinity of the Julianabrug. As a result, the car park
next to the Julianabrug was not available as an installation site for a construction
crane. The emergency bridge could possibly have been dismantled for the lifting in
of the bridge leaf, but the consequence would have been that for almost a week,
cyclists would have had to follow an alternative route to cross the Oude Rijn.74
The soil in the area in question is of a peat-like consistency. These soil conditions
could have represented problems for the stable installation of large construction
cranes.

The Safety Board has not been able to determine to what extent these considerations
played a role in deciding to lift from the water, due to the fact that various different
statements have been issued on this question. It is however clear that the basic idea to
lift from the water was retained following the tendering phase, and that the above
described aspects confirmed the parties in their choice rather than giving them reasons
to consider a lifting operation from the banks or the abutments.

The steel constructor and the crane operator already opted to lift from the water
during the tendering phase. This choice was based on information from the
municipality that the abutments may not have been sufficiently strong, a statement
that was subsequently not questioned. Because of the inherent risks of lifting on the
water, such consideration would have been reasonable.
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4.2.2 Risks of lifting from the water
Given the immediate cause of the accident in Alphen aan den Rijn, it is relevant to
determine to what extent the construction parties had identified the risk of the lifting rig
falling over, in advance, and how they had intended to manage this risk.
The companies involved in the renovation drew up a series of documents in which the
risks were inventoried. In this paragraph, we analyse the following documents.
•
•
•

Summary

Consideration

Health and safety plans
Installation and Removal Plans of the steel constructor
Task Risk Analysis of the crane operator
Abbreviations

An overview of the relevant risks relating to the lifting work, in as far as contained in
these plans, appears in appendix J, identified risks related to the lifting work.
H&S plans75
The construction consortium was required to establish an H&S file and to draw up H&S
plans. This obligation was part of the contract with the municipality, but is also a
consequence of the Working Conditions Decree. The objective was to guarantee that
the structure would be built and maintained and could be used in a safe and healthy
manner. Within the construction consortium, the construction company was responsible
for H&S management. Throughout the process of risk management, the project manager
of the construction company occupied the role of Health and Safety coordinator. The
responsibilities of the H&S coordinator include ensuring efficient cooperation between
all construction parties and the provision of sound information and instructions to all
parties involved. For the entire project, the construction company drew up an H&S plan
for the design phase and an H&S plan for the execution phase. In the H&S plan for the
design phase, the risk of the breaking free, falling or collision of the load is referred to.
The H&S plan for the execution phase identified a series of risks, including those relating
to the load falling from the cranes, situation-related conditions (strong wind, strong water
current), instability and the toppling of the construction cranes.
These H&S plans were based on the ‘HSE plan for the design phase’ 76 that was part of
the tendering documentation from the municipality. This HSE plan refers explicitly to the
risks of lifting heavy, prefabricated construction elements caused by falling objects or
the toppling of equipment (cranes).
Installation and Removal Plan
For the work related to the bridge section, including the lifting, the steel constructor
drew up a specific work plan during the course of the project, known as the ‘Installation
and Removal Plan’. This was a working plan for the demolition of the old bridge section
and the installation of the new bridge section, and included an overview of the related
risks and management measures. The installation drawings for the bridge section and
the lifting drawings from the crane operator were also an integral part of the plan. The
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See appendix H Legislation and regulations.
This refers to the health, safety and environment file that is part of the design phase for the project ‘renovation
Koningin Julianabrug Alphen aan den Rijn’. The objective is to manage health, safety and environmental aspects
within the project.
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steel constructor supplied the project manager of the construction company with the
Installation and Removal Plan, on 10 June 2015. Several months previously (in March
2015), the steel constructor had discussed its ideas in respect of the lifting operation
with the construction company. After the steel constructor had adapted the plan
following discussions with the crane operator and the construction company, and sent
the plan to the construction company on 23 July 2015, the construction company passed
on the Installation and Removal Plan to the municipality, by way of information, on 24 July
2015. This was approximately one week before the lifting operation for the installation of
the bridge section was due to start.
Task Risk Analysis (TRA)
In the run-up to the execution of the lifting works, the crane operator prepared a TRA for
the activities relating to the lifting into position of the bridge leaf (see also paragraph 3.2).
The purpose of a TRA is to identify and to manage the risks of high-risk operations in the
situation in which they are to be executed. This then refers to risks and management
measures geared specifically to the task and workplace in question. As was the case for
the H&S plans, the TRA of the crane operator focused heavily on industrial safety. The
importance of the stability of the barges was referred to. It can be deduced from the
TRA that the crane operator planned to manage these risks by means of a defensive
(cautious) work approach and by working in accordance with the lifting plan.
The crane operator sent the TRA to the steel constructor on 10 June 2015. The TRA is in
fact an integral part of the Installation and Removal Plan of the steel constructor. However,
the TRA contained in that plan did not match the TRA sent by the crane operator to the
steel constructor. The steel constructor had instead used a TRA from a previous project,
without first adapting it in accordance with the TRA for the Julianabrug project.
Insufficiently managed lifting risks
The description of the plans above shows that the risk of instability and of toppling of the
construction crane is referred to on several occasions. In these plans, for the management
of this risk, reference is made to the stability calculations and a stable configuration for
the equipment. Reference is consistently made in these plans to the lifting plan (or the
Installation and Removal Plan of which the lifting plan formed part), without the plans
being subject to any explicit conditions or an assessment. As a consequence, the
management of the risks for the most part depended on the quality of the lifting plan
and the way in which the crane operator and barge operator put the plan into action, in
practice (see chapter 3).
Effectively, on 3 August, the crane operator was working on behalf of both the steel
constructor and the construction company. Shortly before execution of the lifting work,
the construction company requested the crane operator to also carry the bull wheel and
a number of concrete slabs on the barges. This was a separate assignment from the
construction company to the crane operator, that was then included in the execution of
the work on 3 August. Neither the steel constructor nor the construction company
checked to determine whether the lifting plan and the stability calculations were sound,
or whether they ensured safe execution. They left it entirely to the crane operator to
ensure safe execution of the lifting work.
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The steel constructor included the lifting drawings in the Installation and Removal Plan in
the belief that the underlying calculations were correct. It was specified in the contract
between the two companies that the crane operator was required to submit the lifting
plan for approval. The steel constructor approved the lifting plan without examining the
calculations, while in fact, as analysed in chapter 3, this plan was insufficient in crucial
areas. The steel constructor had insufficient knowledge to fully understand the
calculations, but could nonetheless have posed critical questions. However, influenced
by years of smooth cooperation with the crane operator, the steel constructor did not
consider this necessary.
The construction company subsequently only checked whether there was a lifting plan
that could be submitted to the municipality, as requested by the municipal authorities,
and did not consider any elements beyond the interaction with its own work. The project
manager of the construction company assessed the Installation and Removal Plan from
the point of view of his role within the construction company, and not as overarching
project manager, and not as H&S coordinator for the entire project. His vision was one of
separate responsibilities: the installation of the bridge section was not the responsibility
of the construction company. He did not have the knowledge necessary to evaluate the
lifting plan. Nonetheless, he too could have asked critical questions. From its coordinating
role within the project, the construction company should have convinced itself that safe
execution was guaranteed, but failed to do so. The construction company simply passed
on the plan, which demonstrated shortcomings in crucial points, and was indeed
inherently unsafe, to the municipality.77
Neither the steel constructor nor the construction company considered the possibility
that the plan for the lifting operation could engender risks for the (densely built-up)
surrounding environment. Neither of the above referred to plans addressed this risk.
Since they failed to ask any questions on this point, because they did not consider
themselves in any way responsible for it, nobody observed that a method had been
presented according to which the lifting risk and as a consequence the risk for the
surrounding environment, was not managed.

The risk of instability and toppling of cranes was identified in a number of plans. The
management of this risk depended entirely on the lifting plan and the calculations
on which it was based. Neither the steel constructor nor the construction company
made certain whether the lifting plan and the underlying stability calculations were
sound. As a consequence, the fact that the method for lifting engendered risks, and
that the safe execution of the lifting operation was not guaranteed, was not revealed.
Based on its coordinating role, the construction company should have convinced
itself that safe execution was guaranteed, before submitting the lifting plan to the
municipality.
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77 The lifting plan is part of the Installation and Removal Plan that was sent to the Municipality on 24 July 2015.
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No process of risk management
In the various plans referred to above, the risks and management measures for the lifting
operation are considered. The elaboration of the risks and the management measures
differs between the plans, so there is no uniform picture of the risks as they occur in
practice, or of their management. It is not possible to determine who precisely should do
what in the situation that a particular risk arises. The steel constructor for example had its
own H&S plan, the content of which was not adopted in its entirety in the H&S plan
compiled by the construction company for the renovation of the Julianabrug. The Task
Risk Analysis of the crane operator also deviated from the task risk analysis in the
Installation and Removal Plan from the steel constructor. The picture that emerges from
the investigation is that previous plans from other projects were used as a source, and
that elements from those plans were combined without their being harmonized, and
without the content being compared and discussed. It is questionable whether the
content of the plans correctly reflects working practice.
The Safety Board observes that there was no lack of documents in which risks are referred
to. However, there was never an integrated process of risk inventory and evaluation. The
process of risk management was not seen as anything more than a fulfilment of an
obligation, which for the most part had in fact become an exercise on paper.

The risk inventory was not an integrated process. Although a number of different plans
considered the risks of the lifting operations and their management measures, because
these plans were not harmonized, the process was reduced to a paper exercise.

4.2.3 Central role of the construction company in the chain
The two participants in the construction consortium - the construction company and the
steel constructor - were formally equal partners. In practice, however, their relationship
was different. This fact had consequences for harmonization and information exchange
in the chain.
Unclear distribution of roles within the construction consortium
For the execution of the project, the construction company drew up a project
management plan. This plan specified that the construction company would coordinate
the activities of the steel constructor and that the project manager of the steel constructor
would report to the project manager of the construction company. This implies a
hierarchical relationship between the construction company and the steel constructor,
which appears to be that of main contractor and subcontractor. This matches the picture
established by the Safety Board of how the distribution of roles worked in practice, but
does not match the distribution according to the consortium agreement. Partly based on
the distribution in terms of scope of the work (80% for the construction company and
20% for the steel constructor) and the fact that the construction company was main
contractor, the construction company in fact occupied a prominent role in the entire
project, and acted accordingly. On occasion, the construction company took decisions
that related to the work of the steel constructor, and had financial consequences for the
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steel constructor, but of which the steel constructor was not notified in advance.78 In such
situations, the construction company treated the steel constructor more like a
subcontractor than an equal party. The fact that the steel constructor had other
expectations about the distribution of roles and cooperation between the parties led to
irritations between them, which became more obvious as the project advanced. These
irritations above all related to the distribution of responsibilities and the lack of openness
on the part of the construction company in respect of the steel constructor.
The construction company and the steel constructor signed up to the project as a
consortium, despite the imbalance in the share of the work (80% versus 20%). One of the
reasons was that the steel constructor was able to submit a reference project in the field
of movable bridges, which was necessary in order to be able to fulfil the tender
requirements. In addition, from a commercial point of view, a consortium construction is
more attractive than a main contractor-subcontractor construction. If parties submit a
tender as a consortium, the main contractor is not required to calculate a surcharge on
the cost price for that part of the work carried out by the consortium partner. Partly
because financial margins in the construction sector are under considerable pressure,
construction parties regularly opt to submit a tender as consortium partners. However,
the consortium of partners, certainly if their share of the work is not equal, leads to a lack
of clarity in the distribution of responsibilities. In the case in Alphen aan den Rijn, two
separate execution chains were established, within which harmonization proved a
stumbling block, and where the chosen form of collaboration (the consortium) in fact
created a wedge in cooperation. This is explained in the text below.
No line of communication between steel constructor and municipality
On a regular basis - every four weeks - progress discussions were held between the
municipality and the construction company (as representative of the construction
consortium). These discussions were chaired by the project manager of the construction
company, in his role as overarching project manager for the construction consortium. He
was the first point of contact for the municipality. The steel constructor was not present
during these progress discussions. In the information exchange between the construction
company and the municipality, there was no place for the steel constructor. The steel
constructor requested on several occasions to be included in the correspondence. This
never happened. As a consequence, there was no line of communication whatsoever
between the municipality and the steel constructor. For information about the replacement
of the bridge section and what this would mean, the municipality was dependent on
information from the construction company. The same applied in the opposite direction.
The steel constructor was dependent on the construction company for information about
issues submitted by the contract-awarding party. In the minutes of these progress meetings,
there is almost no reference to the work of the steel constructor, and as a result about the
lifting work. The steel constructor was side-lined. The municipality has stated that for a
considerable length of time, it had no idea of how the replacement of the bridge section
was to be carried out, or of the company hired to carry out the lifting operations. The fact
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This for example relates to the additional work costs agreed with the municipality on the basis of the reinforcement
of the bridge section.
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that the construction company itself had little expertise in the field of movable bridges may
have contributed to the fact that the lifting work was not placed on the agenda of the
progress meetings.
There was no line of communication between the steel constructor and the municipality.
In the opinion of the Board, this illustrates the fact that the construction chain in respect
of execution of the lifting work effectively consisted of two separate components. On
the one hand the municipality, its consultant and the construction company, and on the
other hand the steel constructor, the crane operator and the barge operator. Although
the construction company occupied a central role and as consequence an important
position in terms of information provision, this did not mean that the two elements were
in fact brought together. The municipality - the body responsible for public safety - and
the executing parties - who should have known the possible consequences for public
safety - were separate entities. The construction company was not only responsible for
the project management and for H&S coordination, but also acted as main contractor.
According to the Board, accepting that role brings obligations with it. These obligations
for example include integrated management of the process and responsibility for smooth
harmonization in the chain so that shortcomings in chain cooperation and in joint risk
management, as observed in Alphen aan den Rijn, do not occur.

The construction company adopted a key role for itself, whereby it was in a position
to gather the information on the basis of which the entire process could be
supervised and managed. However, this role was not sufficiently fulfilled. Due to the
sometimes difficult mutual relationships, the steel constructor was side-lined and for
the execution of the lifting work, the construction chain effectively consisted of two
separate components. The management and close harmonization that were in fact
needed in order to prevent shortcomings in chain cooperation and combined risk
management were absent. From the role which it had itself adopted, the construction
company insufficiently fulfilled the resultant responsibility.

4.3

Municipality as contract-awarding party

The Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn was involved in the renovation of the Julianabrug
in a number of different roles. This paragraph describes its role as contract-awarding
party for the renovation project, and paragraph 4.4 describes its role as licensing
authority, in the framework of the Environment Law (General Provisions) Act.
4.3.1 Focus on restricting nuisance levels
The aim of the municipality in renovating the Julianabrug was to provide a smoothly
functioning river crossing, and to end the nuisance experienced for a number of years by
local residents, caused by traffic over the bridge. In its own words, in respect of local
residents, the municipality was already ‘on the back leg’ in this respect. It was of primary
interest to the municipality to involve local residents as fully as possible in the renovation
process. The challenge was ensuring that they and other users in the area experienced
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the least possible inconvenience from the renovation of the bridge. The importance of
restricting inconvenience for the surrounding area as far as possible occupied a clear
position in the purchasing strategy for the project, and in the requirements imposed by
the municipality on the renovation of the Julianabrug.
Awarding criteria
Tenderers for the ‘Renovation of the Koningin Julianabrug’ project were required to
submit an action plan, together with their tender, that described the approach in respect
of three subjects. These subjects were the closure of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan (the
through road across the Julianabrug), limiting inconvenience for the surrounding
environment, and technical expertise. Appendix I contains a further description of these
subjects. The thinking of the project team at the municipality and of its consultant was
that in their various offers, the market parties could make a clear difference in respect of
one another, on these points. Furthermore, these were above all the subjects that were
important to the municipality, and in which the municipality foresaw risks.
Awarding took place on the basis of the determination of the ‘Most Economically
Attractive Tender (EMVI)’, whereby the tender is assessed for both price and quality. The
aim of the municipality was to ensure the fastest possible realization of the project, with
the least possible nuisance for third parties. As concerns the assessment in terms of
quality, the restriction of traffic played a prominent role. Of the four quality criteria, three
related to traffic nuisance, with the focus on the closure of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan.
The shorter the duration of the closure, the greater the advantage for the tenderer. It is not
unusual that the municipality attached so much importance to closing the road across the
Julianabrug for the shortest possible length of time. The flow of local traffic in Alphen aan
den Rijn and access to the shops and hotel, restaurant and catering facilities in the area are
in part dependent on the availability of this road. It is an important link road in the town.
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Figure 17: 
Aerial photograph of the Julianabrug and the through road over the bridge (the Willem de
Zwijgerlaan). (Source: Google earth)
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Requirements relating to nuisance
The importance of restricting inconvenience for the local area as far as possible was
underlined in the contract between the municipality and the construction consortium.
For an overview of the most important requirements, you are referred to appendix I
about the preparation and tendering procedure for the renovation work. These
requirements also mention the availability of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan. To help
encourage the construction consortium to ensure that the closure of this road lasted no
longer than was necessary, financial incentives were linked to the duration of the closure.
Every day that the Willem de Zwijgerlaan remained closed to motorized traffic for longer
than the period of time tendered by the contractor would result in a penalty of € 10,000.
Every day less, a bonus of € 2,500. The basic requirement also embedded in the EMVI
assessment was that whatever the circumstances, the Willem de Zwijgerlaan was not
allowed to be closed to traffic for more than 150 days. Following the demolition of the
old bridge, the new bridge had to be open to traffic within that period. In addition,
pedestrian and bicycle traffic over the Oude Rijn river was not to be interrupted at any
point. It was up to the contractor to determine how this could be achieved, for example
by hiring a ferry or building a temporary bicycle bridge. The municipality also aimed to
ensure that the running event in Alphen aan den Rijn would not be disrupted. The route
of this race followed the Willem de Zwijgerlaan. Not being able to use the Willem de
Zwijgerlaan for this event would cost the construction consortium a penalty of € 100,000.
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the least possible nuisance. This interest was reflected in the tender procedure for
the renovation of the Julianabrug. In the contract, the municipality above all aimed
to limit nuisance and inconvenience for third parties, and to ensure that the project
was realized rapidly. The safety of the surrounding environment was not an element
in these considerations.
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4.3.2 Contract strategy
Engineering & Construct (E&C)
The municipality decided to offer the bridge renovation for tender via an integrated
contract. The municipality decided on an Engineering & Construct contract on the basis
of the UAV-GC 2005,79 in which the basic design for the bridge was the responsibility of
the municipality, while the detail engineering and execution were entrusted to the
contractor. This was a deliberate choice. Among other reasons in respect of the noise
abatement screens, the municipality wished to take the leading role in the basis for the
design. Secondly, a long-term replacement of the bridge - with a service life of at least
fifty years - required specific and specialist knowledge of concrete renovation techniques,
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Uniform Administrative Conditions for Integrated Contract Forms. The UAV-GC consists of a set of conditions of
purchase and delivery for contracts in soil, road and hydraulic engineering. The model of the integrated contract
form assumes a limited role for the contract-awarding party in respects of issuing instructions and supervision.
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and of composite and hybrid steel-composite structures 80 and of electrical and
mechanical engineering installations. The municipality did not have this knowledge. On
the basis of an Engineering & Construct contract, this knowledge could be brought in
from outside and optimally utilized. Finally, according to the municipality, this type of
contract offered the advantage that the project risks could be positioned in such a way
that they were placed with the party best able to manage the risks in question.81
Focus on execution
On the basis of the choice for this type of contract, the consultant to the municipality
drew up the documents needed for placing the project on the market, and subsequently
ensuring its execution. The municipality had decided to draw up a large proportion of
the design, under its own management. The consultant to the municipality prepared a
basic design for the renovation.82 This basic design served as the starting point for the
work, and as a binding document was an integral part of the contract with the contractor.
On that basis, the contractor was required to draw up a definitive design and execution
design and ensure their realization. The municipality imposed requirements on the
construction work to be delivered (the new bridge) and requirements on the process for
its realization. The latter requirements did not relate to the actual execution. The actual
method of execution was among the areas in which the construction consortium was free
to choose its own solutions. For a further explanation of the outlines of the contract, refer
to appendix I on the preparation and tendering of the renovation.
The municipality was not in charge of execution of the renovation. The execution risks
were placed with the party which, in the judgement of the municipality, was in the best
position to manage them, namely the construction consortium. In this way, the
municipality had restricted its own possibilities for exercising any influence on safe
execution, on the basis of its role as contract-awarding party.
Monitoring
Monitoring by the municipality took place in accordance with the principles of systembased contract management. This is characterized by the holding of product assessments,
process assessments and system assessments. The underlying principle is to adopt a
conservative position, and to monitor on the basis of assessment and acceptance. In an
assessment plan and acceptance plan, the municipality laid down which documents the
construction consortium was required to submit to the municipality for assessment or
acceptance, and within which deadlines. For the municipality, the prime objective of
assessment was to gain an insight into the way in which the construction consortium
intended to work, and to assess whether this was in accordance with the agreements
reached. The assessment plan included among other items all written communication
documents to the surrounding environment (local residents, companies, institutions). In
respect of acceptance, the municipality went one step further. Before the construction
consortium was able to start work, the accompanying documents had to have been
accepted by the municipality. This choice offered the municipality the possibility of
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The bridge section was to be constructed from steel girders with a bridge deck of composite materials.
Passage from the explanatory notes to the decision for contract awarding, 2 July 2014, documents Mayor and
Aldermen.
In the tendering documentation, this is known as the ‘reference design’.
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intervening, by choosing to withhold acceptance. In that process, the municipality was
bound by the relevant stipulations in the agreement with the construction consortium. In
this case, the municipality had earmarked the project management plan, the traffic
management plan, the communication plan and the licence application as documents
that had to be submitted for acceptance. The construction consortium was required to
submit H&S plans and a work plan for lifting the bridge section into position 83 (see 4.3.3).
These were not earmarked as assessment documents or acceptance documents but as
‘other documents’. The fact that these documents were not subject to inspection by the
municipality illustrates the fact that the municipality trusted that the construction parties
would sufficiently manage the safety risks (of the lifting operation), and as a consequence
did not consider it necessary to adopt an alert approach in respect of those risks. From
the principle of system-based contract management, the municipality could have
ascertained how the process of risk management was supposed to function.
In the same way that the municipality aimed to prevent inconvenience for the surrounding
environment via its contract, this could have also applied to guaranteeing the safety of
the surrounding environment. The UAV-GC contracting approach in no way prevents an
active role on the part of the contract-awarding party. Contract-awarding parties are
able to provide (management) direction in different ways. For example via the action
plan at the moment of tendering (asking for a description of the approach to high-risk
activity), via the suitability requirements (asking for demonstrable experience with
specific lifting activities and risk management), via the contract (by imposing conditions
on the activity) or via the assessment and acceptance plan.

By opting for an Engineering & Construct contract, the municipality distanced itself
from the execution. The management of the execution risks was deliberately placed
with the construction parties. The chosen contract form did not represent any
obstruction to guaranteeing safety. The municipality could have employed the same
strategy as it employed in restricting inconvenience for the surrounding environment.
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4.3.3 Risks of lifting and safety for the surrounding environment
Work plan for lifting the bridge leaf into position
In its process requirements, the municipality had stipulated that the contractor must
draw up a plan for lifting the bridge section into position, the so-called ‘Working plan for
lifting the bridge leaf into position’. This plan was not subject to any deadline or
assessment or acceptance. With the Installation and Removal Plan from the steel
constructor, the construction consortium fulfilled this requirement. On 24 July 2015, the
construction company submitted the plan to the municipality. This was the first time that
the project team at the municipality had seen the plans for lifting the bridge section into
position, on paper. The project leader at the municipality had previously asked the
construction company to submit this plan on several occasions, but had been told that
the plan was still being prepared.
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Estimating the risk
The municipality had not considered that the lifting rig and the work carried out from
that rig could represent any danger for the surrounding area. The municipality assumed
that the executing parties would sufficiently manage the safety risks inherent in the lifting
operation, for the surrounding environment. The municipality was not aware until shortly
before 3 August exactly how this lifting operation would be carried out. That construction
cranes would be used was probable, but according to the municipality, the work could
just as easily have been carried out from the land. In the operation in 2011, when the
bridge section was lifted into and out of the bridge for repair work, according to the
municipality, the work had been carried out from land.84 The minutes of the progress
meetings with the construction company show that the subject of ‘lifting’ was never
discussed. The discussions concerning execution were dominated by the changes
needed to the design of the bridge and the exemption from the Flora and Fauna Act 85
which had to be obtained. In the meantime, the project manager of the construction
company had verbally shared a number of possible ideas about the lifting in of the bridge
section, with the municipality’s project team. The Safety Board was unable to determine
to what extent this verbally shared information gave a solid insight into the lifting plans.
The municipality could have known that the work would be carried out using construction
cranes from the water. The municipality had itself referred to this possibility in its
tendering documents (see 4.2.1). The lifting out of the bridge leaf in May 2015 had also
been carried out from the water, and during the previously mentioned lifting operation
in 2011, a crane mounted on a barge was also used. At a very early stage of the project,
the construction consortium knew that mobile cranes would be deployed on barges. The
related risks are mentioned in the H&S plans submitted by the construction consortium
to the municipality in the autumn of 2014 (see 4.2.2). In explicit terms, the risk is also
described in the HSE plan that forms part of the tendering documentation from the
municipality (see 4.2.1). That plan was drawn up in April 2014. On the basis of the
information available, the municipality could have known that a lifting rig on water was a
very realistic option. The precise rig configuration was only made clear to the municipality
approximately one week before the execution of the lifting work, when they saw the
Installation and Removal Plan, with the lifting drawings.
After receiving the Installation and Removal Plan, the project manager of the municipality
considered the plan and deduced that lifting would not be carried out from the
abutments. He was unable to evaluate the plan since he did not have the relevant
knowledge. No one within the municipal organization had that knowledge, including the
consultant to the municipality. Nonetheless, the project team could have posed critical
questions. This did not happen. The project team trusted that the drawings and
underlying calculations were correct, and saw no activity in the plan that required
additional attention in the framework of risk management. This assessment was based
on a number of considerations. The first was that the idea of lifting operations from the
water was not unique. Secondly, exceptional transport operations are regularly carried
out on the Oude Rijn whereby - in the vision of the municipality - comparable risks are
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Photographic material of this work shows that lifting was also carried out by a crane from a barge.
Because of the presence of bats under the bridge.
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involved. Such activities are governed by the provincial rules for waterway management.
The municipality has no role in that task. Finally, the municipality trusted the expertise of
the companies that were responsible for the lifting, assuming that as a rule, they were
best equipped to know how the work could be carried out safely. The municipality felt
that it could assume that the companies in question would take the correct management
measures.
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Figure 18: Size of the lifting rig in respect of the surrounding buildings (southern side view).

The municipality did not recognize the risks to which the surrounding environment would
be exposed. It could be deduced from the lifting drawings that the construction cranes
protruded high above the adjacent buildings. Certainly given the fact that these cranes
were not placed on a stable surface but on barges, this should at least have given rise to
the question how the risk of the cranes toppling was managed, and whether these
measures guaranteed the safety of the surrounding environment. The possibility that the
entire lifting rig could fall over never arose: neither in the mind of the municipality nor of
its consultant. The municipality and its consultant both assumed that the lifting of the
bridge section was neither unique nor special, without knowing precisely which
equipment or which method would be used for the lifting operation. Management of the
risk was placed entirely with the contractor (s) without the contract-awarding party posing
any critical questions. The municipality and its consultant should have ensured that the
construction consortium issued specific information about the lifting operation, so that
the municipality could have issued a timely response. The Safety Board certainly expects
from a public contract-awarding party that it takes an active approach in ascertaining
that the safety of the surrounding environment is guaranteed. The consultant to the
municipality also had a role to play in this respect. He should have realized that the lifting
operation from barges was not standard practice, certainly not when carried out in this
tandem configuration.
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Discussion of risks between municipality and construction company
Progress discussions were held on a regular basis - every four weeks - between the
construction company, the municipality and its consultant. These discussions followed a
fixed agenda. The items on the agenda were determined by the aspects expected in
every construction process, such as progress, bottlenecks, technical issues, deviations,
etc. H&S was one of the fixed agenda items. The minutes show that there was not a great
deal of discussion of safety issues. If H&S issues were discussed, they related to the status
of the H&S plan or the notification that workplace inspections had been carried out.
During each discussion meeting, attention was also separately focused on the top ten
project risks and the associated management measures. In these discussions too, safety
risks were seldom discussed.
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The aim of risk management was to identify potential threats and problems in good time,
and to respond with adequate measures to ensure successful realization. In real terms,
this meant that the construction company was required to hold risk sessions, and on that
basis keep the risk file up to date. During the risk sessions, the project risks were identified
and categorized on the basis of the probability of occurrence and the possible
consequences for image, safety, surrounding environment, quality, time and money. The
construction company, the municipality and its consultant attended these sessions,
generated input and contributed ideas. Furthermore, the municipality’s risk file (from the
tendering documents) served as the source document for the further work by the
construction company. Partly as a consequence, the priorities set by the municipality are
reflected in the project risks.
The top ten risks above all related to the progress of the work (time, money) and the
technical realization of the bridge. Considering the entire risk file, it is notable that the
criterion safety achieved a low score, certainly in comparison with the criteria time, money
and image. Wherever safety did achieve a high score, it related to the risk of unsafe work
situations and accidents involving the contractor, in other words industrial safety aspects.
There was also attention for the environment. Environmental pollution due to insufficient
screening during demolition work, potential structural damage in the surrounding
environment (subsidence of nearby premises) and reduced accessibility for emergency
services and unsafe situations for the surrounding environment and road users were
identified as risks.86 In respect of this latter risk, it can be concluded from the file that
attention for the surrounding environment was focused primarily on nuisance and
inconvenience. The fact that the renovation could represent a risk to the safety of the
surrounding environment, given that it was due to be carried out very close to the
surrounding buildings, is not reflected in the risk file at any point.
The municipality failed to ascertain whether and how the safety of the surrounding
environment was guaranteed during the execution of the lifting operations. The
municipality failed to ask any critical questions on this subject and relied on the expertise

86

Mourik, Risk file update dated 04-02-2015. On a scale of 0-150, these risks are quantified as follows: ‘Environment
is subject to pollution’:’7, ‘Unsafe situations for the surrounding environment and road users’: 0, ‘Damages or
claims during execution. Building damage in the surrounding environment (e.g. Subsidence of buildings /
objects).’: 37. ‘Insufficient attention for emergency services (fire brigade, medical services)’: 48, ‘Accessibility at risk
during realisation’: 52. Only this latter risks occurs in the top-10 risk lists.
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of the executing companies. Furthermore, in the periodic discussions of project risks
between the municipality and the construction company, no attention was paid to the
safety risks of the lifting operation, and the possible consequences in an urban environment.

4.4

Summary

The municipality as licensing authority

In this project, the role of the Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn was not only that of
contract-awarding party; the municipality was also the competent body on the basis of
the Environment Law (General Provisions) Act (Wabo). In this capacity, the role of the
municipality was to monitor environmental safety.
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Environmental licence
For the renovation of the Julianabrug, an environmental licence was required.87 This
licensing obligation was imposed due to the deviation from the zoning plan 88 and the
fabrication of parts of the bridge.89 Because the renovation of the bridge took place in
the Municipality of Alphen, the municipal authorities were both licence applicant and
licensing authority.
The project team from the municipality completed the application for the environmental
permit and supplied the appendices (including construction drawings) that were required
for the application, which was then submitted on 16 April 2014.90 The processing official
assessed the application according to the applicable requirements as laid down in the
Environmental Law Decree and the Ministerial Regulations on Environmental Law. His
judgement was that the application was complete and could be processed. On the basis
of the information from the application, the licensing authority determined whether the
structure to be built complied with the Building Decree and the municipal building
regulations.
The outward appearance of the new bridge was then assessed by the planning
committee. The result of the assessment was positive. The municipality then awarded the
licence on 12 June 2014 91 No objections were made.
According to the municipality, the application was processed in the same manner as
permit applications from third parties. The fact that the municipality awarded a permit to
its own organization is not an exceptional situation. On average, the municipality issues a
total of 600 building permits a year, of which 10 to 15 to itself. The municipality is also
indirectly involved in licence applications made by contractors on construction projects
for which the municipality is contract-awarding party.92
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Permit on the basis of article 2.1 of the Environment Law (General Provisions) Act. The environmental permit is a
single integrated permit for building, residents, listed buildings, space, nature and the environment.
The deviation from the zoning plan consisted of exceeding the permitted construction height of three metres.
These parts are: the installation of the linking steps, the movable components, the operating and control installation
and the noise abatement screens, structural alterations to the bascule cellar, alterations to the bridge keeper’s house.
Submission via the national online system for environmental permits; the Online Environmental Desk.
In issuing the licence, the municipality operated the four-eyes principle. In other words, the application and the
resultant decision were assessed by a second licensing officer. No points for attention emerged from this peer
assessment.
For the renovation of the Julianabrug, the environmental permit was applied for by the municipality. For
applications in which the municipality is indirectly involved, the application is submitted by the executing party.
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Municipal building supervision
No supervision was carried out on the safe execution of the lifting work. Building
supervision of the Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn is prioritized according to the
nature of the work to be carried out. Supervision is always provided in the event of
activities subject to compulsory licensing, and important structural works, and works in
the framework of fire safety. According to the municipality, the lifting of the bridge
section was not covered by these categories.
Construction safety plan optional - safety measures compulsory
The Building Decree specifies that the execution of construction and demolition work
must be such that unsafe situations or negative consequences for the health of usability
of the surrounding environment are prevented as far as possible.93 To prevent unsafe
situations, measures must be taken that guarantee the safety of the construction site and
the surrounding area. Contrary to this obligation to take measures, the measures
themselves need only be recorded in a construction safety plan at the request of the
competent body (here: the municipality).94 If the competent body does not consider a
construction safety plan necessary, the requirement to include such a plan with the
licence application is waived. The Building Decree contains no criteria that specify when
a construction safety plan is required. It would seem obvious that the extent to which
safety risks for the surrounding environment can be expected will be the determining
factor for such a requirement. In the explanatory memorandum to the article in the
Building Decree on the construction safety plan, we read that execution in practice will
depend on the location and the presence of buildings and people in the immediate
surroundings.
No construction safety plan for renovation of the Julianabrug
No construction safety plan was prepared for the renovation of the Julianabrug. The
licensing authority within the municipality did not consider a construction safety plan
necessary, and therefore did not request such a plan. According to the licensing officer,
this was not a complex construction project and the construction site could be well
cordoned off. This consideration was based above all on the construction of the structure
itself, and not the execution methods. At the time of the application, these methods
were in fact not known. The municipal project team relied entirely on the licensing officer.
The fact that the consultant to the municipal project team had determined that a
construction safety plan was (probably) one of the documents to be submitted did not
change the situation.95
In respect of the construction site, the licensing officer simply assumed the cordoning off
as contained in the project documentation. The tendering documents show that the site
for the project was cordoned off as shown by the red line in the following figure:
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Article 8.2 of the Building Decree.
The Building Decree specifies the minimum requirements in the construction safety plan. Municipalities can
themselves request additional information.
Inventory of the licence for the Koningin Julianabrug Renovation.
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Figure 19: Site demarcation showing the project boundaries in red. (Source: tendering documents)
Abbreviations

The marked out construction site included the Willem de Zwijgerlaan (the section as far
as the cross-roads) with a number of adjacent sites in the immediate environment. The
section of the Oude Rijn where the lifting operations were to be carried out, namely the
section between the point where the barges were moored and the bridge, was not
included and remained beyond the scope of the defined project boundaries.
The Building Decree specifies that measures have to be taken to ensure the safety of the
surrounding environment. This relates to the environment within which an effect caused
by the construction work can occur. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Building
Decree states that the aspect safety in the surrounding environment also refers to
activities which (for technical and/or practical reasons) take place at some physical
distance from the actual construction location, but which are focused immediately on the
construction location. The lifting operations for the lifting in of the Julianabrug are an
example of such activities. In all reasonableness, it can be assumed that these lifting
operations formed part of the construction work on the bridge. This means that the
lifting operations from the lifting of the bridge section through to the placement of the
bridge section in the bridge were subject to the scope of the Building Decree. As a
consequence, the environment surrounding the place where the three barges were
moored and where lifting operations were carried out should have been protected on
the basis of the Building Decree.
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Figure 20: Despite the fact that the lifting rig was located some distance from the bridge structure, the lifting
operation was part of the construction work on the bridge. (Source: drone images Dick van Smirren)

The licensing department of the municipality could have suspected that the work would
engender safety risks for the surrounding environment. That information was indeed
known to the project team within the municipality. For the assembly of large construction
elements, such as the bridge section, lifting equipment would be needed. The renovation
was to be carried out close to surrounding buildings. A number of buildings are located
within a distance of less than five metres from the bridge. In such a context, safety
demanded additional attention. The fact that the licensing authority demanded no
construction safety plan and the municipal project team (the applicant) also saw no need
for such a plan (quite aside from legal considerations) illustrates that the municipality
assumed that simply mentioning the risk of the toppling of a crane meant that the
environmental risk was managed. The importance of assessing this element in the
framework of the licensing process was thereby completely ignored.
Construction safety plan not standard practice
Over the past three years, a construction safety plan has been drawn up on 31 occasions,
for projects in the Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn, for which the municipality was the
body authorized to issue the environmental licence.96 With an average of 600 building
licences per year (including small, simple construction projects and more complex
construction projects), this equates to 1.5% of all building licences. The municipality has
no assessment framework for determining whether a construction safety plan is
appropriate. There is no municipal policy on how the safety of local residents and other
persons located close to construction work can be guaranteed in the event of construction
projects. The Safety Board would specifically expect just such a policy to be in place,
since the law imposes no criteria on when a construction safety plan is required, while a
consideration framework would make it possible for the licensing authority to assess in a
transparent manner whether a construction safety plan is needed. This was not the case
in Alphen aan den Rijn.
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Construction safety plan submitted later
When the environmental licence was issued (in June 2014), it was not yet clear how the
bridge section would be lifted into the bridge. This working method was part of the
execution of the renovation work, for which the public tendering procedure was still
underway, at that time. In practice, it is more the rule than the exception that the precise
execution method is not known at the moment when a building licence is applied for.
That however is no reason to not demand a construction safety plan. The licence can be
issued subject to the condition that the construction safety plan be submitted at a later
stage, as is often the case in construction projects of this type. Although in itself such a
plan is not a guarantee of safe execution, the plan does provide information about the
risks and risk management. Such information enables the competent body to assess
whether the safety of the surrounding environment is guaranteed before the work is
carried out. In this way, the construction safety plan has a signalling function.

In its role as competent body, the municipality focused no attention on the safety of
the surrounding environment during the lifting operation. The awarding of the
licence and supervision were focused on the bridge to be realized. Safety risks were
not considered. A construction safety plan could have ensured that these safety risks
were taken into account. However, the municipality judged that such a plan was not
necessary.
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On 3 August 2015, the new bridge section of the Koningin Julianabrug in Alphen aan
den Rijn was due to be lifted into position. Two mobile cranes operating from barges on
the water were deployed. During the lifting operations, both cranes with the lifted bridge
section capsized and the entire configuration toppled into the adjacent built-up area.
Miraculously, no persons were injured but the damage was considerable: a number of
homes were completely destroyed.

None of the parties involved realized that the lifting of the bridge section engendered
risks for the surrounding environment and for individual citizens. It was known that
the lifting operation was to be carried out in a densely populated environment.
None of the parties realized that this represented potential serious consequences
for the local residents.
All the parties involved suffered a blind spot in respect of the safety of the
surrounding environment, in the preparation and execution of the bridge renovation
work. The crane operator and the barge operator bore primary responsibility for the
safe execution of the lifting work. However, they did not live up to this responsibility.

On the basis of the investigation, the Dutch Safety Board concludes that the root cause
of the accident lay in the preparation phase of the lifting operations.

The crane operator and the barge operator underestimated the complexity of the
lifting operation and did not fully understand the safety risks. Their preparations fell
short in several crucial areas, resulting in a lifting rig with insufficient stability. Even if
carried out faultlessly, the accident could not have been prevented.

The operation not only went wrong on 3 August, but far earlier on the drawing board of
the cane operator and barge operator. The principle underlying the lifting work was the
lifting plan, but this plan lacked crucial factors relevant to stability. For example, the plan
took no account of movements of the cranes, the influence of the objects present on the
barges, the natural bending of the crane mast and the wind. There were no margins for
error so that the lifting rig lacked sufficient compensation for uncertainties and
irregularities in execution.
In other respects, too, the preparation work pushed the boundaries. Both the cranes and
barges were used outside their scope of operation. The cranes were loaded to 100% of
their rated capacity, and there was no ballasting plan for the barges to ensure horizontal
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stability of the barges during every stage of the lifting operations. The crane operator
and barge operator demonstrated excessive belief in their own abilities and thereby
underestimated the complexity of the lifting works. This fact surprises the Board since
they only had limited experience with similar tandem lifting operations from the water,
and neither had previously carried out such operations in a built-up environment. The
crane operator and barge operator did not deploy the necessary expertise to ensure
correct preparation for a lifting operation of this kind.

The two participants in the construction consortium - the construction company and
the steel constructor - failed to ascertain whether the lifting plan and its underlying
calculations were sound. There was no systematic or integrated risk management.
The construction company failed to sufficiently fulfil its role as project manager for
the entire project.

During the preparation phase for the lifting operation, the risk of instability and toppling
was identified in a number of plans. The management of those risks depended entirely
on the quality of the lifting plan and the calculations on which the plan was based.
However, the steel constructor approved the lifting plan without question, and without
examining the calculations.
As project manager, the construction company occupied a key role. It was in a position
to gather all the information on the basis of which the entire process of risk management
could be supervised and managed. This did not happen. The management and
responsibility for close harmonization needed in order to prevent gaps in the chain
cooperation and joint risk management were missing.

As contract-awarding party for the renovation and as licensing authority, the
Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn failed to ascertain whether the safety of the
surrounding environment was guaranteed.

As contract-awarding party, the Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn focused on restricting
inconvenience for the environment during the construction work, such as noise nuisance,
traffic disruption and reduced access to companies, but did not consider the safety of
the surrounding environment.
Also in its role as competent body, the municipality focused no attention on the safety of
the area surrounding the lifting operation. The process of licensing focused on the bridge
to be realized. As licensing authority, the municipality decided not to demand a
construction safety plan. In a construction safety plan, the contractor for the construction
work is required to explain the safety risks for the surrounding environment, and detail
how they are managed. A construction safety plan could have ensured that the safety
risks to the surrounding environment had been considered.
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1. appoint a single central party who bears responsibility for a systematic process of risk
management for the entire construction process, including safety for the surrounding
environment and
2. require the other parties to cooperate with one another, subject to the control of the
duly appointed party, in the manner necessary for the effective organization of that
process of risk management.
The risk responsibility and cooperation obligations must be laid down clearly and
coherently in the general terms and conditions 97 accompanying agreements entered into
between the contract-awarding party and the parties participating in a construction
project.
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Safety for the surrounding environment as an awarding criterion

To the Minister for Housing and the Central Government Sector:
Ensure that in tendering procedures for construction projects in urban areas, safety for
the surrounding environment is included as an awarding criterion, and is further regulated
in contracts.

1
Introduction

4 Responsibility of municipalities for safety of the surrounding
environment
To the Minister for Housing and the Central Government Sector:
Embed a risk-based assessment framework in the Buildings Decree that determines
under which circumstances a Construction Safety Plan is required as a precondition for
the awarding of an environmental permit.
Ensuring safety is one of government’s core tasks. If high-risk construction projects are
presented for the awarding of a permit, the municipality must make certain that safety of
the area surrounding a construction is guaranteed. A legal instrument for this already
exists, in the form of the construction safety plan. However, this plan is optional. The
Dutch Safety Board is of the opinion that the construction safety plan could be used
more often and more intensively to ensure the safety (of the surrounding environment) in
construction projects. In response to the question of the circumstances in which a
construction safety plan is required, the Dutch Safety Board considers it important that
municipalities be supported in this process by a legally laid down assessment framework.
In this manner, the risk assessment whether a construction safety plan is required will
become substantiated and transparent.

97

Definitions

Specifically this refers to the following terms and conditions: the Uniform administrative terms and conditions for
the implementation of civil engineering works and technical installation works 2012 (UAV 2012); the Uniform
administrative conditions for integrated contract forms (UAV-gc 2005); and the General terms and conditions for
consulting engineers and architects (DNR 2011).
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The Dutch Safety Board considers it of crucial importance that lessons be learned from
the lifting accident in Alphen aan den Rijn. First and foremost, this applies to the
companies directly involved. Secondly, improvements are needed at sector level. The
Dutch Safety Board would propose the clear setting of standards in tendering procedures
and construction contracts. Finally, municipalities should be more active in complying
with their duty of care for the environment surrounding construction works, when issuing
environmental building permits.

1 Knowledge and Expertise of construction companies involved in the
lifting works in Alphen aan den Rijn
To crane operator Peinemann Kranen B.V.:
In addition to measures already taken on the basis of your own investigation: increase the
expertise within the company concerning the possibilities and limitations of cranes in
relation to the work to be undertaken, and duly adjust your working methods so that safe
use of the cranes is guaranteed.
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To barge operator Koninklijke Van der Wees B.V.:
Increase the expertise within the company concerning the possibilities and limitations of
barges in relation to the work to be undertaken, and duly adjust your working methods
so that safe use of the barges is guaranteed.

2
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To steel constructor BSB Staalbouw B.V.:
In case of subcontracting, make sure you are convinced that the subcontractor takes
responsibility for safe execution of the work.

3
Preparations
and execution

To construction company Mourik Groot-Ammers B.V.:
As project manager for construction projects, ensure that you underpin your management
role in respect of the chain partners in such a way that adequate risk management is
performed, for the entire construction process.

4
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Responsibility for risks in the construction sector
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To the Minister for Housing and the Central Government Sector:
Together with the construction sector, ensure that contract-awarding parties, in the
agreements they enter into with parties participating in a construction project:
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JUSTIFICATION OF INVESTIGATION

A.1
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Objective

The accident in Alphen aan den Rijn shows that accidents involving construction cranes
in an urban environment can have considerable consequences. It is therefore essential
that these activities be carried out in a manner as safe as possible for the surrounding
environment. By identifying the primary and underlying causes, the aim of the
investigation by the Safety Board is to help improve safety.

A.2
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Investigation questions

The investigation questions are:
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1. How can we explain why the construction cranes and bridge section toppled
over during the lifting of the bridge section?
2. How did the construction parties identify, evaluate and manage the risk of the
toppling of the construction cranes and bridge section?
3. What conditions were imposed on environmental safety in the execution of lifting
operations?

A.3
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Scope and focus

The investigation covers the period following the choice by the Municipality of Alphen
aan den Rijn from the study of variants for the renovation of the Julianabrug, through to
the moment of the accident when the construction cranes toppled over during the lifting
of the bridge section. The cranes and the lifted bridge section fell onto a number of
houses located on the eastern bank of the Oude Rijn river. The scope includes the
planning, invitation to tenders, tendering procedure, harmonization between the parties
in the process, the planning (of the works), the issuing of licences, the monitoring of
planning and preparation, risk analyses and communication plans from both the contractawarding party and the contractors. In terms of technology, the focus was not on the
initial movement that led to the accident, but to the susceptibility of the selected
configuration to any deviation, since that is the area in which the greatest lessons can be
learned. The investigation considered the extent to which the technical status of the
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equipment and the execution method influenced the occurrence of the accident.
However, this proved to be of little if any relevance.
The investigation is not focused on the salvage operation following the accident, and the
damage repair. Information relevant to the investigation which did emerge during the
salvage operation for the equipment in question has been included in the investigation.

A.4
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The structure of the investigation

The investigation into the accident is structured according to the phases through which
the renovation process of the Julianabrug passed: the initiation phase, the tendering and
awarding of the renovation contract, the work preparation and planning and the
engineering of the bridge section and the lifting operations on 3 August 2015, the aim of
which was to install the bridge section. Depending on the phase in this process, a number
of different parties played a leading role, in turn resulting in a shift in the perspective of
responsibilities.
At the start of the renovation process (initiation and tendering), the Municipality of
Alphen aan den Rijn was the leading party. In this phase of the process, the investigation
focuses primarily on the role of the municipality as:
•
•
•

initiator, the party responsible for the schedule of requirements and contractawarding party,
licensing authority (in as much as the work was not carried out on the water),
supervisor of the licence later in the process, during the execution of the renovation
process.

Following the awarding of the renovation contract, the construction consortium takes a
leading role in the engineering and work preparation and in the lifting operations on
3 August 2015. The investigation in these phase focuses primarily on the role of the
construction consortium as:
•
•
•

main contractor: collaborating partners in the construction consortium and the
agreements between them,
contractor in relation to the contract-awarding party, the municipality,
main contractor in respect of the subcontractors involved in the (preparation) of the
lifting operations, namely the crane operator and the barge operator.

During the engineering, work preparation and execution of the lifting operations, various
different subcontractors were involved. Each of them played a role in the planning and
harmonization of the works, and each had individual responsibilities for their sub
operations. The investigation focuses of the role of the subcontractors as:
•
•

Appendix A
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contractor in relation to the contract-awarding party; the construction consortium,
party responsible for the planning and execution of their own works, whether or not
subject to the management of the construction consortium.
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Subsequently, to answer each of the investigation questions in each phase, sub questions
were formulated from the perspective of the parties. The resultant structure provides
clear handholds for the content of the study and ensures that no elements of the
investigation process are missed.

A.5

The phases of the investigation

The investigation combined two parallel investigation components focused on answering
the investigation questions. One component started with the initiation phase (planned
preparation) and was focused primarily on the role of the municipality during the entire
renovation process, with a specific focus on environmental safety. The other component
began with the start of the accident on 3 August 2015, and focused on the construction
consortium and its subcontractors during the execution of the (preparations for the)
lifting operations. From this point, the timeline of the renovation process was reviewed,
in relation to engineering and work preparations. The two investigation components
demonstrated clear overlaps and were brought together during the course of the
investigation. The hinge point between the two investigations coincides with the moment
at which the work preparation for the lifting work on 3 August 2015 was started. This
includes the choice of working method and the agreement between the main contractor
and the subcontractors.

A.6

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Information collection, analysis and judgement

Technical investigation into the execution of the lifting operations
For the technical investigation into the lifting operations, use was made of the following
sources:
•
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photographic and video material. This includes material from the Safety Board
(produced at the accident location and during the examination of the construction
cranes) itself and of the companies involved, the police, the media, local residents
and other witnesses. An appeal was also made to the public to provide picture
material to the Safety Board;
data readouts from the data logger of the large 700-tonne construction crane;
examination, inventory and analysis of the nature of the damage in particular to the
construction cranes;
technical documentation for the construction cranes and questions answered by the
crane manufacturers involved (including documentation);
e-mail correspondence between the main contractors in the construction consortium
and their subcontractors (crane operator and barge operator), in which the exchanges
included lifting plans and printouts of the calculations, during the preparation for the
lifting operations;
dimensions and weights of the objects involved (mast of the crane, the bridge section
etc.), inventoried by the SZW Inspectorate;
report of the local weather conditions during the lifting operations by the KNMI;
interviews with the employees of the crane operator and the barge operator involved;
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•
•
•
•

reports of the technical investigation and of interviews held by the police and the
SZW Inspectorate;
visits to both crane manufacturers;
details from similar lifting activities (including Victoriebrug Alkmaar);
standards and guidelines from the sector, and an interview with the sector association
for Vertical Transport, a classification society and the Human Environment and
Transport Inspectorate (ILT).

Risk management and environmental safety
For the investigation into risk management and environmental safety, the following
sources were consulted:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

documents concerning the tendering procedure, the awarding and management
activities of the municipality (from the moment of initiation through to actual
execution);
communication with local residents;
minutes of the construction meetings, progress reports, etc.;
applicable legislation and regulations;
communication between parties in the construction consortium, and with their
contract-awarding party and subcontractors;
relevant documents from the construction consortium concerning the execution of
the works (H&S plans, risk file, project management plan, etc.);
licences and exemptions (applications and documents issued);
legal investigation: the IBR (Institute for Construction Law) examined the legal
framework and issued advice on that point; a lawyer specializing in tendering
procedures determined whether the tendering procedure was legally correct;
informative discussions; Ministry of Domestic Affairs and Kingdom Relations on the
Building Decree, potential tendering candidates.

Analysis
To analyse the information obtained from the various sources, the following activities
were undertaken:
•

•

•
•

98

On behalf of the Safety Board, the companies Orca Offshore b.v. and SAETECH
carried out analyses into the stability during the lifting operations in relation to the
preparation phase.
A number of different timelines were drawn up with the purpose of arranging the
events during the work, and the communication and documentation prior to
execution.
Using the TRIPOD 98 method, an analysis was carried out of the direct and underlying
causes of the accident, and the context within which it occurred.
The Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI) carried out a picture analysis on behalf of the
Safety Board, on the basis of the collected picture material. This picture analysis
made it possible to classify the pictures of the lifting operations and the toppling
over of the cranes, and to validate the data from the data logger.

TRIPOD is an analysis technique developed to explain and manage the occurrence of human failure.
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Judgement
To appreciate the investigation results in the analysis phase of the investigation, a
reference framework was drawn up describing the underlying principles applied by the
Safety Board in general terms, in respect of the problems observed. This forms the basis
for the overall judgement. The themes are:
•
•
•
•
•

urban environment
professionalism of the parties
management in the chain
systematic process of risk management
public responsibility
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These themes were defined on the basis of the bottlenecks that emerged from the
investigation.
The theme professionalism of the parties was further elaborated by the Board, with a
view to analysing and assessing the engineering approach to the lifting operations. As is
the case with all activities with potential safety risks, it is essential that the parties involved
understand what they are doing. To thoroughly understand the mechanisms involved in
the use of construction cranes on barges, the parties involved must be capable of
combining and applying the relevant principles from mathematics and physics, for
example in respect of stability. The aim is to arrive at solutions that deliver the best
results in terms of function, economy and safety. In order to arrive at a safe working
method, and to map out possible gaps in knowledge, it is of crucial importance that
during the preparation phase, the parties share knowledge of the relevant mechanisms
and the relationships between them. If it emerges that knowledge is indeed missing, it is
vital that external expertise be brought into the project. Together, the parties should
have a thorough understanding of the parameters that influence a safe working method.
This includes the discussion of such factors as assumptions, limiting parameters and
uncertainties in knowledge, so that these can be taken into account in the calculations
and the safety margins to be applied. In this report, all these aspects together are
covered by the term engineering.
Internal investigation by the crane operator
The crane operator itself had an investigation carried out into the accident. For that
investigation, the company Aboma in collaboration with Euro-Rigging B.V. was asked to
investigate and identify the causes of the accident in Alphen aan den Rijn, and to identify
lessons that can be learned from this accident. The Safety Board took note of the results
of the investigation as recorded in the investigation report ‘Lifting incident Peinemann
project Koningin Julianabrug Alphen aan den Rijn’ dated 11 March 2016.
Report
The investigation resulted in this report. This report contains the key findings of the
investigation, and is not a complete summary of all investigation information collected or
analyses carried out.
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A.7

Interviews

In the framework of this investigation, approximately fifty interviews were held with
individuals involved directly, and representatives of the parties involved. These semistructured interviews were compiled into a report that could be examined for inaccuracies
by the interviewee and signed as approved. The following parties, among others, were
interviewed:
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Involved construction companies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

engineering consultancy firm that advised the municipality
construction company
steel constructor
crane operator
barge operator
manufacturer of small crane (400 tonnes)
manufacturer of large crane (700 tonnes)
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Government authorities
•
•
•
•
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Municipality of Alphen aan den Rijn
Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate
Ministry of Home Affairs and Kingdom Relations
Province of Zuid-Holland
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Other
•
•

local residents and other witnesses
various experts, sector representatives, etc.
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Guidance committee

For this investigation, the Dutch Safety Board appointed a guidance committee. This
committee was made up of external members with expertise relevant to the investigation,
and was chaired by a member of the Dutch Safety Board. The external members were
represented on the guidance committee in a personal capacity.
The guidance committee met on four occasions during the investigation to exchange
ideas on the structure and results of the investigation, with the Safety Board and the
project team. The committee fulfilled an advisory role within the investigation; final
responsibility for the report and the recommendations lie with the Dutch Safety Board.
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The guidance committee for this investigation was composed as follows:
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E.R. Muller (chairman)

Board member of the Dutch Safety Board

H.L.J. Noy

Associate member of the Dutch Safety Board

R. de Borst

Professor of Civil Engineering

P. Eerland

Director owner Lekstroom Transport B.V.

A. Goedee

Former CEO/Board member at Dockwise, Boskalis and Heerema

C.J.G.M. de Vet

Member of the Governing Board of the VNG (Association of Netherlands
Municipalities)
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N. de Vries

Former Board Chairman Koninklijke BAM Groep N.V.

A.W.C.M. Vrouwenvelder

Emeritus professor in Civil Engineering, senior researcher at TNO
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Project team

The project team was composed as follows:

E.K. Verolme

Investigation manager

B.M.L.D. Renier

Project manager

T.T. van Prooijen99

Investigator

G.J. de Rover

Investigator

A.J. Tromp

Investigator

A. van der Zande MBA

Investigator

M. Baart MPS

Consultant Research and Development
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In the investigation, further use was made of the expertise of the following experts: Orca
Offshore b.v. (stability), SAETECH (work planning), Institute for Construction Law
(environmental safety) and C.E.C. Jansen (Professor of Private Law at VU Amsterdam and
Professor of Private Construction Law University of Tilburg).
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Until 12 February 2016.
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REACTIONS TO THE DRAFT REPORT
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In accordance with the Safety Board Act, a draft version of this report was submitted to
the parties involved. The following parties were requested to check the report for factual
errors and ambiguities.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alphen aan den Rijn (municipality)
BSB Staalbouw B.V. (the steel constructor)
Koninklijke van der Wees B.V. (the barge operator)
Mourik Groot-Ammers B.V. (the construction company)
Peinemann Cranes B.V. (the crane operator)
Witteveen + Bos ingenieurs- en adviesbureau (consultant to the municipality)
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All parties responded to the draft version of the report. The comments received were
processed as follows:
•

•

Corrections to factual errors, additions at detail level and editorial comments were
adopted by the Board (where relevant). The appropriate text sections in the final
report were revised. These comments have not been separately listed.
Wherever the Dutch Safety Board did not adopt the comments, an explanation is
provided of why the Board decided not to do so. These comments and the explanatory
notes are contained in a table available on the website of the Dutch Safety Board
(www.safetyboard.nl).
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EQUIPMENT AND EXPLANATION OF TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
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For various operations, use was made of three barges, one barge for the transport of the
bridge section (the Attack), and two barges on which the two construction cranes were
placed. There were two mobile construction cranes on the barges: a Liebherr construction
crane of the type LTM 1400-1 (referred to here as a the small construction crane) was
placed on the barge Lastdrager 24 (referred to here as the narrow barge). A Terex
construction crane of the type AC700 (referred to here as the large construction crane)
was placed on barge E1601 (referred to here as the wide barge).

C.1
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Barges

The barge Lastdrager 24 is 66.05 metres long, 11.40 metres wide and 3 metres high. The
barge weighs 354 tonnes and had an empty draught of 0.55 metres. The maximum gross
deadweight is 1146 100 tonnes, at which point the barge has a draught of 2.14 metres. The
maximum deck load is 11 tonnes/m2. The barge has 25 compartments, that can be filled
with ballasting water, for balance.
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Figure 21: Barge Lastdrager 24. (Source: Barge operator)
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100 1146 tonnes in fresh water, 1184 tonnes in salt water.
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The barge E1601 is 60 metres long, 13 metres wide and 3 metres high. The barge weighs
348 tonnes and unladed has a draught of 0.51 metre. The maximum gross deadweight is
1606 tonnes, at which point the barge has a draught of 2.61 metres. The maximum deck
load is 10 ton/m2. The barge has 24 compartments that can be filled with ballasting water,
for balance.
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Figure 22: Barge E1601. (Source: Barge operator)

The barge Attack weighs 230 tonnes, and unladen has a draught of 0.51 metres. The
barge is 45 metres long, 11.4 metres wide and 2.15 metres high. This barge therefore
deviated from the lifting plan (revision E) which showed a barge of approx. 55 m x 11.5 m.
The support frame with the bridge section was placed on this barge.
Appendix H.4 discusses the classification of the barges Lastdrager 24 and E1601.

C.2

Construction cranes

Mobile telescopic cranes
The lifting operations were undertaken using two mobile telescopic cranes. Cranes of
this type are commonly deployed in the construction sector. Due to their construction
method, mobile cranes are capable of making a large number of movements, both in a
horizontal and vertical plane, or a combination of the two. The telescopic crane is capable
of moving a load in several different ways: by slewing, by topping up, topping down and
by lifting and lowering the load vertically. These movements are shown in diagrammatic
form, in the following figure.
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outrigger force

Figure 23: Components, movements, forces and basic terms relevant to mobile telescopic cranes

The construction crane can be erected in a variety of configurations. By sliding the
telescopic sections of the mast in and out, a specified mast length can be achieved,101
that remains unchanged during the actual lift. It is also possible to vary the outrigger
base 102 and the volume of the counterweight.
For each configuration, a lifting table is available that reflects the relationship between
the maximum radius and the load to be lifted; the smaller the radius the heavier the
permitted weight of the load. The maximum weight of the load that can be lifted is
defined by the term ‘safe working load’. Parameters such as wind conditions are often
separately listed. In its lifting tables, Liebherr (the manufacturer of the small crane)
assumes: maximum 9 m/s.103 For construction cranes from Terex (manufacturer of the
large crane), the following applies: maximum 9.8 m/s.104 This wind restriction applies to
‘normal’ use of the cranes on a solid and level surface.
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101 Not every mast length can be achieved, because the mast sections have to be slid in or out over specified distances
(e.g. 0%, 45% or 90% of the length) at which points they are anchored (with pins).
102 Distance between the outriggers in the horizontal plane (contour around the outriggers).
103 Assuming a resistance coefficient of 1.2, and a surface area of the load of not more than 1 m2 per 1 t mass (source:
Liebherr, Mobilkran LTM 1400-7.1, Technical Specification). Assuming a surface area of the bridge leaf of 15 m x
15 m = 225 m2 and a mass of 180t, the leaf is somewhat more susceptible to wind than is assumed in the Liebherr
lifting tables.
104 Source: Terex, Translation of the original manual AC700. This value applies for the mast configuration and length
selected in Alphen. Here, a resistance coefficient of 1.2 was assumed, and a surface area of the load of not more
than 1 m2 per 1 t mass. Assuming a surface area of the bridge leaf of 15 m x 15 m = 225 m2 and a mass of 180 t, the
bridge leaf is somewhat more susceptible to wind than assumed in the Terex lifting tables.
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The majority of cranes, including those in Alphen, are equipped with protection devices
including the load moment protection LMB. This is activated if the crane is deployed
beyond the scope of operation of the lifting table, for example if it is required to lift a
load that is too heavy. The LMB then blocks unsafe movements such as lifting, topping
up and topping down.105 Lowering the load and slewing remain possible.
Mobile telescopic cranes are intended to be used on a level and stable surface. They are
strong as long as the load remains suspended directly below the top of the mast. They
are less resistant to sideways loads (pulling out of alignment or as a result of an unlevel
surface).
When using cranes on barges, the position of the centre of gravity in the x, y and
z-direction is essential. This changes as the status of the crane changes (angle of slew,
angle of topping up). The position also depends on the crane configuration and the
weight of the load. The centre of gravity height, the height of the top of the mast and the
free hanging of the load exercise a considerable influence on the location of the vertical
centre of gravity. Traditional calculation methods assume that as soon as a load is
suspended freely, its force acts at the top of the mast. Based on this principle, the centre
of gravity of a crane with a freely suspended load is higher than the centre of gravity of
an unladen crane. Due to this influence from the load, the centre of gravity of crane and
load is also high, if the top of the mast is high (for example due to topping up or a
configuration with far extended telescopic sections).
Small construction crane
The (small) Liebherr LTM 1400-1 crane is a 7-shaft crane. In withdrawn condition it is
more than 18 metres long, 3 metres wide and 4 metres high. Its mass is approx.
106 tonnes.106 The crane is equipped with a 60 metre-long main mast, and can be fitted
with a maximum counterweight of 180 tonnes. It is possible to extend the crane to a
mast length of approx. 130 metres. With the possibility of lateral tensioning, the capacity
of the crane is considerably increased as compared with no or normal tensioning. The
maximum radius is 100 metres. For lifting the maximum safe working load of 400 tonnes,
the mast may be not more than 15 metres long, with a maximum radius of 3 metres.
Large construction crane
The (large) Terex AC700 crane is a 9-shaft crane. Withdrawn it is almost 21 metres long,
3 metres wide and 4 metres high. The mass is approx. 125 tonnes.107 The crane is
equipped with a 60 metre-long main mast and can be fitted with a maximum
counterweight of 160 tonnes. It is possible to extend the mast of the crane to a mast
length of approx. 150 metres. With the possibility of lateral tensioning, the capacity of
the crane is considerably enlarged as compared to no or normal tensioning. The
maximum radius is 110 metres. For lifting the maximum safe working load, the mast may
not be more than 15.5 metres long, with a maximum radius of 3 metres.

105 Lifting and topping up are unsafe, because the load is lifted; topping down is unsafe because that increases the
radius.
106 87.3 tonnes for the carriage and 27.4 tonnes for the mast (source: manufacturer).
107 74 tonnes for the carriage and 51 tonnes for the mast with lateral tensioning (source: manufacturer).
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TIMELINE FOR PREPARATIONS
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On 3 August 2015, the crane operator, working on behalf of the steel constructor, carried
out the lifting work for the Julianabrug in Alphen, on barges supplied by the barge
operator. The first contact between these parties concerning the work took place in June
2014. At that time, the parties already knew one another, having previously carried out
several projects together. This appendix describes the process of preparation and the
communication between these parties.

D.1

Previous cooperation (period prior to June 2014)

The crane operator and the barge operator had worked together on several previous
occasions. As a result, for them working with a construction crane on a barge was not a
new phenomenon, but only on two previous occasions had they carried out a tandem lift
from two barges, namely in 2012 (bicycle bridge Den Uylbrug Zaandam) and in the
summer of 2014 (bicycle bridge Victoriebrug Alkmaar). On both occasions, the work had
been undertaken on behalf of the steel constructor.
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Figure 24: Installation of the cycle bridge

Figure 25: Installation of the cycle bridge

Den

Victoriebrug

Uylbrug

Zaandam

website crane operator)

D.2

2012.

(Photograph:

Alkmaar

2014.

(Photograph:

J. Stouthandel Fotografie)

June 2014

On 18 June 2014, the steel constructor emailed details of the work to be undertaken to the
crane operator, with a request to draw up a price quotation for removing the old bridge
and fabricating the new bridge. In the request for offer, among other elements, reference
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was made to lifting the new ballast block weighing 100 tonnes into position, from the
water, and transporting the 60-tonne bridge leaf by barge, and subsequently lifting it into
place, in an upright position. Because it was assumed that no cranes could be positioned
on the bridge abutments and bascule cellar covers, the car park adjacent to the bascule
cellar was referred to as a possible setting-up location for a construction crane. Lifting the
elements into position with a crane, from a barge, was named as an alternative.
Also in June 2014, in the framework of the Julianabrug project, the initial contact took
place between the crane operator and the barge operator. This contact was by telephone,
and represented a continuation of the years of cooperation between the two parties. To
be able to prepare a price quotation for the steel constructor, the crane operator
supplied the barge operator with a few outline details on 23 June 2014: a situation
drawing with two cranes, each placed on a separate barge, outrigger forces and mast
lengths for the two construction cranes: a Liebherr LTM 1400-7.1 and a Terex AC650.
The crane operator assumed the execution of a tandem lift from barges. After the
feasibility of these plans had been checked using the PIAS calculation programme, the
barge operator submitted an offer for the run to and the on-site work in Alphen aan den
Rijn with two tugs/push boats and two barges, the Lastdrager 23 and 24.108
On 24 June, the crane operator issued its price quotation to the steel constructor for the
lifting out of the old bridge and the lifting in of the new bridge. This price quotation
included the following activities: ‘Installing new Ballast in cellar’ and ‘… sailing to
Julianabrug Alphen a/d Rijn. There installing the bridge leaf using 2 cranes operating
from barges’. The offer also included the mass of the ballast block and bridge leaf
(110 tonnes and 60 tonnes, respectively).
Interviews with the parties involved have revealed that the steel constructor considered
the price in the offer to be on the high side. In a verbal discussion between the two
parties, the amount of the offer was reduced by various means, including scrapping
certain of the tasks (including the removal of the old ballast block by the crane operator)
and by calculating the on-site hours for the employees more critically. The steel
constructor did not issue a formal order confirmation for the initial quotation from the
crane operator.
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July through to December 2014

Between July and October 2014, little or no preparation work was carried out by the
crane operator or the barge operator. In November 2014, the barge operator confirmed
to the crane operator that on the basis of the outrigger forces communicated, it was
technically possible to execute the work from barges.
In December 2014, using its calculation program PIAS, on the basis of a new lifting plan
supplied by the crane operator and the estimated combined centre of gravity height
provided by the barge operator, the barge operator checked the stability of Lastdrager 23.

108 Lastdrager 23 is a barge identical to the Lastdrager 24.
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The calculated GM was 2.70 metres. This was considered as sufficiently stable by the
barge operator, and on that basis, the plan appeared feasible. In this lifting plan, the
Lastdrager 7 was earmarked as the southern barge, and the Lastdrager 23 as the northern
barge, combined with two 400-tonne construction cranes of the type Liebherr LTM 14007.1. The plan assumed a load of 102.7 tonnes per crane. By this stage, the original plan in
which the bridge leaf and ballast block were to be lifted into position separately, had
been set aside. From that moment, it was clear that the bridge leaf and ballast block
formed a single unit.
On 23 December, the crane operator informed the steel constructor that subject to
restrictive conditions including the location of the lifting eyes, it would be possible to lift
the bridge leaf and ballast block together. This information was accompanied by a number
of appendices, including the PIAS calculation from the barge operator, and a lifting plan.
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January 2015 through to May 2015

At the start of February 2015, the crane operator requested a new price from the barge
operator, on the basis of a further specification of the works. The lifting out and
transporting of the old bridge, the delivery of the new bridge leaf and ballast block and
the installation of the new bridge were explicitly referred to in this application. The
request from the crane operator led to two new offers from the barge operator: one for
the transport of the bridge section and one for the lifting out of the old and lifting in of
the new bridge section. These offers were never confirmed in writing; the order was
instead issued to the barge operator by the crane operator, verbally (by telephone).
On 4 February, the crane operator submitted a new price quotation to the steel
constructor. This quotation was specified for phase 1 (the lifting out of the old bridge)
and phase 2 (the lifting in of the new bridge). Phase 2 included the following operations:
loading and supplying the bridge including ballast block via a barge, delivering two
cranes on barges, lifting the leaf from the barge and lowering it into position. At the end
of February, the crane operator sent a work plan to the steel constructor.
In mid-April, it became clear to the steel constructor that in order to reach the location,
the bridge section would have to be transported vertically by the crane operator. In the
meantime, the barge operator and the crane operator were in communication about the
availability of barges; the main emphasis was placed on the lifting out of the old bridge.
At that moment, the lifting out of the old bridge section was planned for week 19 (early
May) and the lifting in of the new bridge section for week 26 (end of June) 2015. On 4 May
2015, the old bridge was actually lifted out by the crane operator. Several days previously,
the crane operator had received the formal order confirmation from the steel constructor.
At the start of May, the steel constructor asked the crane operator to calculate the
stability of the barge with the draft design of the support frame. At the end of May, the
steel constructor then asked how much time was expected to be needed for the lifting of
the new bridge leaf including ballasting. The crane operator answered that three hours
had been planned for this work (the bridge would be installed by 10.00 hours if the work
was started at 07.00 hours).
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In mid-May 2015, the crane operator asked the barge operator to supply the barges
Lastdrager 7 and Lastdrager 23 for week 28 (July). Because the Lastdrager 7 was not
available in that period, the barge operator suggested deploying the Lastdrager 23 and
Lastdrager 24. The barge operator requested additional details from the crane operator
(the most recent drawing and the centre of gravity height), as well as advising fixing the
two barges together while sailing with the cranes and the bridge section suspended
between them. On 4 June, the barge operator received a new drawing, in which this
recommendation had been processed.
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June 2015

In June, the crane operator informed the barge operator that because ‘their client’ was
not yet ready, the work would not be carried out until week 31 (end of July). The crane
operator asked whether the Lastdrager 7 was available, together with the Lastdrager 23
or 24. The barge operator replied that only one barge was available, and went in search
of an alternative. In the meantime, at the urgent request of the steel constructor, during
the first two weeks of June, the crane operator sent a set of lifting drawings, a work plan
(update of the work plan from February) and the Task Risk Analysis (TRA) for the
installation of the Julianabrug, as part of the submission of a revised installation plan.
In mid-June, the crane operator received an offer from another barge operator for the
transport of the bridge section from the manufacturing location of the bridge section in
Friesland to Alphen aan den Rijn. The crane operator confirmed the offer by mail, with
the request to also send the stability calculations for the barge in question. On behalf of
this second barge operator, a structural engineering firm calculated the stability, and
reported on 23 July. The conclusion of the report was that subject to two conditions, the
stability of the barge on which the bridge section was to be transported represented no
problem. The report also advised not to sail in wind speeds exceeding a maximum wind
force of 3 Beaufort.
At the end of June, the construction company asked the steel constructor and the crane
operator whether it was possible to lift certain sections of the movement gear (gearbox
frame and platforms) into position prior to the lifting in of the bridge leaf.
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July 2015

At the start of July, there was e-mail correspondence between the construction company
and the steel constructor concerning the masses of the parts of the movement mechanism
(including the bull wheel, frame, axles, motors and gearbox). This eventually led to the
question to the crane operator whether a 58 tonne-weight could be placed on the barge,
and what consequences this would have for ballasting. The crane operator indicated that
the additional weight could be used for keeping the barge holding the support frame
level, while the steel constructor suggested that nothing was yet certain and that the
weight would perhaps be transported by inland shipping vessel. During this period,
there was intensive e-mail correspondence between the steel constructor and the crane
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operator concerning the design of the support frame. The lifting eyes were also a subject
of discussion in relation to the placing of the bridge in a horizontal position. On 6 July,
the crane operator sent another set of drawings to the steel constructor.
At the start of July, the barge operator informed the crane operator of a problem with
the stability of the barges. On the basis of the drawing dated 4 June 2015 and assuming
one large 700-tonne crane and one small 400-tonne crane, and the approximately
11.5 metre-wide Lastdrager 23 and Lastdrager 24, the barge operator had checked the
stability of the combinations. The conclusion of these calculations was that in the new
set-up, the barges were insufficiently stable for the small crane, and that would therefore
certainly also be the case for the large crane. The barge operator blamed this on the
changes to the lifting plan (positioning of the barges, positioning of the cranes on the
barges and the mast lengths of the cranes as laid out in the lifting plan). The barge
operator recommended using a wider (13 metre) barge for the large crane, lowering the
centre of gravity of the small crane to 12 metres (at this stage it was almost 16 metres)
and shifting the positions of the cranes on the barges.
Changing the position of the cranes on the barges proved impossible, given the limited
work space available at the bridge. The crane operator did however approve the
proposed 13 metre-wide barge. To lower the centre of gravity of the small 400-tonne
crane, in its plans, the crane operator shortened the mast from 41 metres to 36 metres.
The combined centre of gravity was hereby lowered to 14.5 metres. The execution of the
lifting operation also changed slightly in the plan: after lifting the leaf, it would be tilted
into a horizontal position so that, in the judgement of the crane operator, the centre of
gravity would be moved to a more favourable position during the sail to the bridge, and
the installation of the bridge section. On 6 July, the crane operator sent a new lifting
plan (revision C) to the barge operator. The information contained in this plan included
the placing of the 400-tonne crane with a 36-metre mast length on the approximately
11.5 metre-wide Lastdrager 24 as the northern barge. Lastdrager 7, with a width of
13.5 metres, was marked as the southern barge (despite the fact that the barge operator
had previously emailed that this barge was not available). This was the last lifting plan
received by the barge operator from the crane operator. The stability of this and of later
versions of the lifting plan were never checked.
On 10 July 2015, the crane operator asked the barge operator to first visit Groot-Ammers,
en route to Alphen aan den Rijn, to take two large items on board. The e-mail in question
to the barge operator failed to specify the nature of the items in question. On 20 July,
the crane operator also announced that three concrete slabs would have to be placed on
board, in Alphen aan den Rijn.
On 21 July, in preparation for the operation, the bridge section was placed on the
support frame on board the barge Attack, at the premises of the steel constructor. For
this work, the large and small cranes from the crane operator were deployed. Due to a
temporary problem with the small crane, during the execution of this job the small crane
was replaced by a crane from another company. Due to the strong winds, the bridge
section was not able to cross the IJsselmeer, until 30 July.
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Figure 26: Loading the

Figure 27: The barge Attack travelling under tow with the bridge

bridge leaf (Photograph: steel

leaf on board (Photograph: Anne de Boer, www.alphens.nl)

constructor)
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June
2014

18-06-14 Request for offer from steel constructor to crane operator.
23-06-14 Crane operator requests price quotation from barge operator and sends lifting plan.
23-06-14 Barge operator submits price quotation to crane operator after checking feasibility of
the lifting plan.
24-06-14 Crane operator submits price quotation to constructor.

November
2014
December
2014

Appendix B
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17-12-14 Crane operator sends new lifting plan to barge operator for lifting bridge leaf and
ballast block together.
23-12-14 Barge operator informs crane operator that stability of new plan is sufficient.
23-12-14 Crane operator reports to steel constructor that lifting of bridge section as single unit
is possible.

January
2015
February
2015
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03-02-15 Barge operator submits new offer to crane operator.
04-02-15 Crane operator issues new offer to steel constructor.
Appendix D
Timeline for
preparations

March
2015
April
2015
May
2015
June
2015

July
2015

August
2015

Appendix E
Lifting plan

29-04-15 Crane operator receives order confirmation from steel constructor.
04-05-15 Lifting out of old bridge section.

04-06-15 Crane operator submits new lifting plan to barge operator and steel constructor.

01-07-15
06-07-15
21-07-15
27-07-15
29-07-15

Barge operator reports insufficient stability of lifting plan to crane operator.
Crane operator submits revised lifting plan to barge operator and steel constructor.
Bridge section is loaded onto barge at steel constructor.
Crane operator and barge operator communicate on absence of ballasting plan.
Cranes are loaded onto the barges.
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03-08-15 Start of lifting operations Alphen aan den Rijn.
- blue: offer/order
- green: positive signal on feasibility
- red: warning
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Figure 28: Timeline for preparations.

On 27 July, the crane operator informed the barge operator that there would be one
day’s delay. The planning changed from 28 up to and including 30 July to 29 up to and
including 31 July. The barge operator the asked whether the crane operator had drawn
up a ballasting plan. The crane operator explained that this was not the case, explaining
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that they could not do so, due to the lack of the necessary (calculation) software, the
absence of details of the barges and the time needed for the work. One week later (on
3 August), the lifting operations were carried out using the barges Lastdrager 24 and
E1601, on the basis of a lifting plan revised in July (revision E). This final version was never
received by the barge operator. There were no ballasting plans available for the situation
in which the lifting operation was carried out, and the last stability calculations dated
from July 2015, and were based on a previous version of the lifting plan.
On 31 July, the construction company, the steel constructor and the crane operator
communicated by e-mail to harmonize the execution date. This e-mail also referred to
the planning, including consultation moments in the framework of safety and progress.
The mail also referred to the lifting in of the bridge leaf, the bull wheel and the presence
of the media.
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August 2015

On the morning of Monday 3 August at around 07.30 hours, the barge with the bridge
section propelled by tugs/push boats arrived at the lifting location in the centre of
Alphen aan den Rijn. The barge E1601 on which the large construction crane had been
placed also arrived at around that time. The large crane had been loaded onto the barge
in Dordrecht, on 29 July.
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Figure 29: Barge with bridge section arrives

Figure 30: Arrival in Alphen of barge E1601 with

in Alphen, accompanied by tug/push boat.

on board the large construction crane, still to be

(Photograph: crane operator)

erected. Photograph: crane operator)

On 3 August, the Lastdrager 24 with the small crane on board arrived in Alphen at around
08.30 hours, accompanied by a tug/push boat. The small crane had also been loaded on
board the barge in Dordrecht on 29 July, before sailing to Groot-Ammers to pick up the
bull wheel. On the next day, three concrete slabs were loaded onto the barge in Oude
Wetering (approx. 10 km north of Alphen). Early in the morning of 3 August, another
component was lifted onto the top of the bull wheel, by the small crane.
On 3 August, the construction company sent out a series of e-mails (including to the
steel constructor and the crane operator) concerning the progress of the work. The last
e-mail was sent around at 15.30 hours.
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D.8

Development of the lifting plan

During the preparation for the works, several different versions of lifting plans and
supporting documents were drawn up. The following table shows at which moment and
to what extent (important) parameters were changed, and which documents were sent
by the crane operator ( (k) to the barge operator (p) and vice versa. The ‘z’ in figure 32
stands for the centre of gravity height. The abbreviation LD stands for Lastdrager (the
name of the barge).
The various versions of the lifting plan took several different guises. Sometimes the plan
included a single drawing of the top view of the lifting rig; sometimes it consisted of
multiple drawings (a top view and side and/or front views). Because the top view drawing
was part of every version of the lifting plan, in the tables, every revision of this drawing is
referred to explicitly.
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Details of various lifting plans
Document

Document
date

KP

Date
KP

Appendix D
Timeline for
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Comments

1

1st drawing (without
outrigger forces)

23-06-14

KP

23-06-14

2

Cranimax/Liccon printout

23-06-14

KP

23-06-14

3

Drawing ‘Installing
Julianabrug’ First Issue

17-12-14

KP

17-12-14

Position of barges: separated, at bridge

4

PIAS printout

23-12-14

PK

23-12-14

GM=2.7m

5

Drawing ‘Installing
Julianabrug’ Rev A

11-05-15

K

N/A

Position of barges: end to end, leaf barge
adjacent

6

Autocad drawing
(according to Rev B)

04-06-15

KP

04-06-15

Position of barges: end to end, leaf barge
adjacent

7

Drawing ‘Installing
Julianabrug’ Rev B

04-06-15

K

N/A

Position of barges: end to end, leaf barge
adjacent

8

PIAS calculation (no
printout)

01-07-15

P

N/A

GM=0.5m

9

Drawing ‘Installing
Julianabrug’ Rev C

29-6-15

KP

06-07-15

10

Cranimax/Liccon printout
Rev B

14-07-15

K

N/A

Outrigger forces according to drawing rev C

11

Cranimax/Liccon printout
Rev E

14-07-15

K

N/A

Outrigger forces according to drawing rev E

12

Drawing ‘Installing
Julianabrug’ Rev D

14-07-15

K

N/A

Position barges: end to end, leaf barge
adjacent

13

Drawing ‘Installing
Julianabrug’ Rev E

30-07-15

K

N/A

Position barges: end to end, leaf barge
adjacent

Cranes: 2 different, not specified
Barges: 2 not specified
Position of barges: end to end, near bridge
Lifting eyes at bottom of bridge section
Appendix E
Lifting plan

Position of barges: end to end, leaf barge
adjacent

Figure 31: Chronology of various lifting plans.
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Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1
Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1
Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1
Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1
Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

Drawing ‘Installing Julianabrug’ First
Issue

PIAS printout

Drawing ‘Installing Julianabrug’ Rev A

AutoCad drawing (according to
conform Rev B)

Drawing ‘Installing Julianabrug’ Rev B

PIAS calculation (no printout)

Drawing ‘Installing Julianabrug’ Rev C

Cranimax/Liccon printout Rev B

Cranimax/Liccon printout Rev E

Drawing ‘Installing Julianabrug’ Rev D

Drawing ‘Installing Julianabrug’ Rev E

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Figure 32: Content various lifting plans.

Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

Cranimax/Liccon printout

2

Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

1st Drawing (without outrigger forces)

Type

Crane North

1

Document
Load

53t

102,7t

102,7t

?

97,8t

97,8t

98,3t

97,8t

97,8t

97,8t

Mast

30,9m

36m

41,1m

41,1m

36m

36m

41,1m

36m

36m

36m

Small crane on narrow barge

?

15,7m

?

?

15,7m

14,5m

?

?

11,5m

11,5m

11,5m

11,5m

10,2m

10m

10,25m

11,4m

11,4m

LD24

LD24

11,4m

11,4m

11,4m

11,4m

11,4m

LD24

LD24

LD24

LD24

Crane South

66m

66m

66m

66m

?

66m

66m

30,5m

36m

45,5m

45,5m

45,5m

45,5m

45,5m

45,5m

45,5m

45,5m

Liebherr LTM
1400-7.1

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

Terex AC700

10m

Mast

Terex AC650

Width Length Type

LD24

LD23

12m
11,5m

LD23

?

R=12m

Type

10m

Z

10m

10m

Radius

Barge North
Radius

10m

12m

18m

18m

18m

18m

18m

19,5m

19m

19,5m

Load

53t

102,7t

102,7t

?

97,7t

97,7t

98,2t

97,7t

97,7t

97,7t

Large crane on wide barge

LD7

LD7

LD7

LD7

?

16,6m

?

?

LD7

?

?

?

?

?

LD7

?

Type

?

Z

50m

50m

?

50m

50m

50m

50m

13,5m

13,5m

13,5m

13,5m

13,5m

13,5m

13,0m

Width Length

Barge South
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LIFTING PLAN

Appendix B
Reactions to the
draft report

The content of a lifting plan differs from project to project. In this report, the term lifting
plan refers to the plan for the execution of the lifting operations from barges. It is an
overarching term used for the collection of documents, including lifting drawings,
ballasting plans and descriptions of and agreements on the steps to be taken. The lifting
plan can be based on (stability) calculations and other documents. This appendix
describes the plan for the lifting job in Alphen.
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E.1 describes how the operating team intended to carry out the lifting operation. To
produce this description, the information obtained from documents was supplemented
by the information obtained during interviews. E.2 shows the mathematical underpinning
of the lifting plan. E.3 contains ‘the definitive lifting plan’ (in this report also referred to as
‘lifting plan revision E’).
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E.1

Appendix E
Lifting plan

The plan for the lifting operations in outline

Before the start of the work, the plan for lifting operations was recorded in a number of
documents. Here, the plan is described in outline, on the basis of these documents.
Since part of the plan was agreed verbally, use was also made of information obtained
during interviews.109
The steps of the lifting plan
The plan for lifting the bridge section into position assumed a starting situation of two
cranes, each on a separate barge, and the bridge section in a support frame on a third
barge that was moored on the western bank of the Oude Rijn.110 Broadly speaking the
bridge section was due to be lifted into position in five phases:
•

Step 1 ‘Initial lift’:
By lifting more weight into the cranes, in a step-by-step process, the bridge section
was to be lifted from the support frame (at an angle of 70°), at which point it would
be suspended in a practically vertical position (angle of 75°) clear of the support
frame;

109 Interviews with employees of the crane operator and barge operator.
110 The work plan that was drawn up for the lift operation includes the following text: ‘The crane barge will make use
of screening posts and as a consequence no further anchoring will be required’. It is possible that this term should
have in fact been ‘spud legs’. Interviews have revealed that anchoring the barges with legs was not a part of the
definitive lifting plan.
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•

•

•

•

Step 2 ‘Manoeuvring in between the cranes’:
After being lifted clear from the support frame, the bridge section was to be
manoeuvred in between the cranes;
Step 3 ‘Lowering to horizontal’:
Without further slewing, and by lowering the high side, the cranes intended to place
the bridge section in an almost horizontal position (angle 10°);
Step 4 ‘Sailing’:
The crane barges (linked together end to end) with the bridge section suspended
almost horizontally between them, propelled by two boats would sail approximately
100 metres in a northerly direction to the location of the bridge;
Step 5 ‘Lifting into position’:
The bridge section would be placed between the bridge abutments, in its almost
horizontal position.

Small crane

Large crane
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Bridge section in support frame at an angle of 70°
Position A

 Step 1
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Bridge section suspended freely ant an angle of 75°
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Bridge section suspended freely in between the cranes at an angle of 75°
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Bridge section suspended freely between the cranes at an angle of 10°
Position D
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Sailing with the bridge section suspended freely in between the cranes at an angle of 10°
Position D
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Large crane
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Lifting the brige section
into position between
the abutments at an
angle of 10°

Figure 33: Diagrammatic top view of various lifting positions and steps for lifting the leaf of the bridge and the
ballast block into position (Source: Dutch Safety Board)

During the so-called tandem lift, the cranes would operate carefully. Both during the
set-up of the cranes, while raising the load into the crane and during the steps of the
lifting operation described above, the barges would be held in a horizontal position by
pumping ballast water into the various compartments in the barges. It was the intention
to alternate lifting and ballasting, and to work in very small steps: a slope of 2° was set as
the criterion for halting lifting, and switching to ballasting.
Parameters for the lifting plan
The lifting plan took account of the following parameters:
•

•
•
•

•
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Limited strength of the abutments and bascule cellar covers: (right from the moment
of a request for offer to the crane operator by the steel constructor) it was assumed
that the bridge abutments and bascule cellar cover were insufficiently strong to
support cranes.
Restricted space in the immediate environment of the bridge: There was insufficient
space to position the cranes on land.
Transport of the leaf: Taking account of the free passage width on the transport route
to Alphen, the bridge leaf was to be transported in a practically vertical position.
Width of the bridge opening at the Julianabrug and emergency bridge: because of
the planned method for the lifting operations (sailing the bridge section into position
from one side with two barges positioned end to end) it was vital that a barge was
able to pass between the bridgeheads of the Julianabrug and the emergency bridge.
This represented a restriction on the choice of barges and cranes available. In this
method, the barge had to be narrower than the distance between the bridgeheads.
Bridge leaf and ballast block in one unit: The positioning of the bridge leaf and ballast
block as a single unit could be carried out faster, and in terms of assembly was a
simpler operation, than installation in two pieces.
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Planning timetable
A planning timetable was included in the work plan referred to above. This timetable ran
from 22 July (the loading of the bridge leaf on the barge at the premises of the steel
constructor) up to 29 July 06.00 hours (start of work at the work location in Alphen aan
den Rijn).

E.2

Underlying documents for the lifting plan
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To underpin and to ‘design’ the lifting plan, calculations were carried out at several
different times. The underpinning for the eventual lifting plan consisted of calculations
carried out using the Cranimax planning software for the large crane, and the Liccon
software package for the small crane. For each crane, for the three different lifting
positions, crane configurations were determined, and the outrigger forces calculated.111
The printout of the software is shown in figures 34 and 35 for the position in which the
accident occurred (position B in figure 33). By way of illustration, the printout for the
other two positions is included, in small format.
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111 These lifting positions coincide with positions B, C and D drawn in figure 33.
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Outrigger loading, load charts
and setup condition for crane no.: 1

Appendix A
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2014-463
Combination
Crane Model: AC700 - 85%

Serial number: 87034

Chart-number: 87937540

Combination: HASSL

Support: 12.2x12m

DS-code: 00081

Slew range: 0-360 °

Counterweight: 160,0t
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Test standard: 85%
Swing angle upperstructure: 33,0 °

Central ballast: -

Parts of line: 1x11

Load at: HA

MB-length: 45,5m

LK-code: 63

MB-angle: 63,9 °

Radius: 19,5m

Tele-sequence: 90-90-90-0

Gross load: (Incl. accessories) 97,7t

Max. load at radius: 99,0t
98,7% / 97,7t
max. radius with current gross load: 19,82m

Use to capacity:
Top view

90° view to upperstructure / boom

A-max = 167,8t
A-act = 80,9t

B-max = 167,5t
B-act = 165,6t
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C-act = 26,3t
C-max = 167,8t

D-act = 107,6t
D-max = 167,5t

Additional information

load charts
Radius [m]

Gross load [t]

TIP-height [m]

7,0

139,0

48,49

8,0

135,0

48,28
48,05

9,0

132,0

10,0

130,0

47,8

12,0

125,0

47,22

14,0

121,0

46,53

16,0

116,0

45,74

18,0

105,0

44,84

20,0

97,0

43,82

22,0

89,5

42,66

24,0

83,0

41,37

26,0

76,5

39,92

28,0

70,5

38,29

30,0

64,5

36,46

32,0

59,0

34,39

34,0

54,0

32,02

36,0

49,5

29,29

38,0

44,0

26,04

40,0

37,5

22,01

41,0

33,0

19,52

SL-counterweight utilization
active : 0 t
Crane, empty weight (net weight):
position in drawing (x; y; z):
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passive : 0 t
122,7t
0; 0; 0

Disclaimer
CAUTION: This planning tool software helps you to receive 'fast pre-results'. Please note that the
calculated ground pressures are theoretical values, which can only be accurate under certain
conditions. It is assumed that the crane is placed on firm and regular surface ! Further, it is
provided that the displayed Superlift / Derrickballast is within the min/max sector. As not all
influences e.g. deflection, wind loadings, crane movements are taken into consideration to this
planning software, the really ground pressures / outrigger loadings according to the amount of
such influences could be different from the calculated results in the software. The ground
pressures might be higher without gross load than the maximum pressures occurs with gross
load.
These results do not release the user from any duty of care, i.e. to check the crane values or the
values on the building sites (and to recalculate them if necessary). Neither craniMAX nor its
employees take the responsibility of errors which might emerge!
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created by on 14-7-2015 created with CRANE MANAGER 2014

Figure 34: Printout from Cranimax for the large crane for the lifting position in which the accident occurred
(position B in figure 33). (Source: Crane operator)
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Figure 35: Printout from the Liccon software system for the small crane for the lifting position in which the
accident occurred (position B in figure 33) (red line shows the slewing angle of the mast). (Source:
Crane operator)
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Outrigger loading, load charts
and setup condition for crane no.: 1

Outrigger loading, load charts
and setup condition for crane no.: 1

2014-463
Combination

2014-463
Combination

Crane Model: AC700 - 85%

Serial number: 87034

Chart-number: 87937540

Combination: HASSL

Support: 12.2x12m

DS-code: 00081

Slew range: 0-360 °

Counterweight: 160,0t

Test standard: 85%
Swing angle upperstructure: 0,0 °

Central ballast: -

Parts of line: 1x11

Load at: HA

MB-length: 45,5m

LK-code: 63

MB-angle: 75,1 °

Radius: 11,3m

Crane Model: AC700 - 85%

Serial number: 87034

Chart-number: 87937540

Tele-sequence: 90-90-90-0

Gross load: (Incl. accessories) 97,7t

Max. load at radius: 126,9t

Slew range: 0-360 °

Parts of line: 1x11

Load at: HA

MB-length: 45,5m

Gross load [t]

TIP-height [m]

7,0

139,0

48,49

8,0

135,0

48,28

9,0

132,0

48,05

10,0

130,0

47,8

12,0

125,0

47,22

14,0

121,0

46,53

16,0

116,0

45,74

18,0

105,0

44,84

20,0

97,0

43,82

22,0
24,0

89,5

42,66

83,0

41,37

26,0

76,5

39,92

28,0

70,5

38,29

30,0

64,5

36,46

32,0

59,0

34,39

34,0

54,0

36,0

Max. load at radius: 117,9t

A-max = 110,9t
A-act = 86,0t

B-max = 108,9t
B-act = 104,2t

C-act = 86,0t
C-max = 110,9t

D-act = 104,2t
D-max = 108,9t

SL-counterweight utilization
active : 0 t
Crane, empty weight (net weight):
position in drawing (x; y; z):

max. radius with current gross load: 19,82m

Use to capacity:
Top view

Radius [m]
passive : 0 t
122,7t
0; 0; 0

Disclaimer
CAUTION: This planning tool software helps you to receive 'fast pre-results'. Please note that the
calculated ground pressures are theoretical values, which can only be accurate under certain
conditions. It is assumed that the crane is placed on firm and regular surface ! Further, it is
provided that the displayed Superlift / Derrickballast is within the min/max sector. As not all
influences e.g. deflection, wind loadings, crane movements are taken into consideration to this
planning software, the really ground pressures / outrigger loadings according to the amount of
such influences could be different from the calculated results in the software. The ground
pressures might be higher without gross load than the maximum pressures occurs with gross
load.
These results do not release the user from any duty of care, i.e. to check the crane values or the
values on the building sites (and to recalculate them if necessary). Neither craniMAX nor its
employees take the responsibility of errors which might emerge!

A-max = 138,5t
A-act = 57,7t

B-max = 137,3t
B-act = 110,6t

C-act = 78,9t
C-max = 138,5t

D-act = 133,1t
D-max = 137,3t

Additional information

load charts
Gross load [t]

TIP-height [m]

7,0

139,0

48,49

8,0

135,0

48,28

9,0

132,0

48,05

10,0

130,0

47,8

12,0

125,0

47,22

14,0

121,0

46,53

16,0

116,0

45,74

18,0

105,0

44,84

20,0

97,0

43,82

22,0
24,0

89,5

42,66

83,0

41,37

26,0

76,5

39,92

28,0

70,5

38,29

30,0

64,5

36,46

32,0

59,0

34,39

32,02

34,0

54,0

32,02

49,5

29,29

36,0

49,5

29,29

38,0

44,0

26,04

38,0

44,0

26,04

40,0

37,5

22,01

40,0

37,5

22,01

41,0

33,0

19,52

41,0

33,0

19,52

created by on 14-7-2015 created with CRANE MANAGER 2014

Tele-sequence: 90-90-90-0

Gross load: (Incl. accessories) 97,7t

90° view to upperstructure / boom

Additional information

Radius [m]

LK-code: 63

MB-angle: 69,8 °

Radius: 15,3m

82,9% / 97,7t
max. radius with current gross load: 19,82m

Top view

load charts

Test standard: 85%
Swing angle upperstructure: 339,0 °

Central ballast: -

77,0% / 97,7t
Use to capacity:
90° view to upperstructure / boom

Combination: HASSL

Support: 12.2x12m

DS-code: 00081
Counterweight: 160,0t
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SL-counterweight utilization
active : 0 t
Crane, empty weight (net weight):
position in drawing (x; y; z):

passive : 0 t
122,7t
0; 0; 0
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Disclaimer
CAUTION: This planning tool software helps you to receive 'fast pre-results'. Please note that the
calculated ground pressures are theoretical values, which can only be accurate under certain
conditions. It is assumed that the crane is placed on firm and regular surface ! Further, it is
provided that the displayed Superlift / Derrickballast is within the min/max sector. As not all
influences e.g. deflection, wind loadings, crane movements are taken into consideration to this
planning software, the really ground pressures / outrigger loadings according to the amount of
such influences could be different from the calculated results in the software. The ground
pressures might be higher without gross load than the maximum pressures occurs with gross
load.
These results do not release the user from any duty of care, i.e. to check the crane values or the
values on the building sites (and to recalculate them if necessary). Neither craniMAX nor its
employees take the responsibility of errors which might emerge!
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Figure 36: Printout from the Liccon software system for the small crane and Cranimax for the large crane for
lifting positions C and D from figure 33. (Source: Crane operator)

No PIAS calculation was carried out for the eventual plan. A PIAS calculation was carried
out for an earlier plan, which demonstrated that the situation was insufficiently stable
(GM lower than the imposed criterion of 2.5 metres). A PIAS calculation was carried out
on a plan dated December 2014, which revealed that the rig had a GM of 2.7 metres.
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Figure 37: Output of PIAS calculation December 2014 (this was the last PIAS calculation which indicated that
the GM was larger than the imposed criterion of 2.5 metres, where the centre of gravity height of
12 metres is assumed.) The red boxes were drawn in by the Safety Board (Source: Crane operator)
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E.3

Definitive lifting plan

Definitive documents lifting plan
No lifting plan in the form of an all-encompassing digital document was ever actually
prepared for the lifting operations in Alphen. In this report, the word lifting plan is used
as an overarching term for a collection of agreements and documents containing
information about the execution of the lifting operations. The following set of documents
is referred to in this report as the ‘definitive lifting plan’ (or ‘lifting plan revision E’ 112):
•

•
•

A work plan consisting of two and a half pages, containing an outline description of
the work to be carried out, a planning timetable, a number of dimensions and weighs
and the sailing route,
A Task Risk Analysis (TRA) in which six tasks are listed together with the risks and risk
management measures for each task (see paragraphs 3.2.6 and 4.2.2),
Five drawings: see the following table and figures.

Drawing113

Nr.

Date

Revision

Installation of new Julianabrug - BA
Max. Weight: 187 tonnes

2014-463-2.1

30-07-2015

E

Installation of new Julianabrug - VA
Max. Weight: 187 tonnes

2014-463-2.2

14-07-2015

D

Installation of new Julianabrug - ZA
Max. Weight: 187 tonnes

2014-463-2.3

14-07-2015

D

Julianabrug set-up plan on barge
Max. Weight: 187 tonnes

2014-463-2.4

29-06-2015

B

Crane AC-700 set-up plan on barge

2014-463-2.5

05-08-2015114

A

Drawing 2.1 gives the clearest picture of the planned stages of the operation and for that
reason is reproduced here in large format. By way of illustration of the type of drawing,
drawings 2.2 up to and including 2.5 are reproduced here in small format.
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112 Revision E refers to the revision of the top view drawing which forms part of every (intermediate) version of the
lifting plan.
113 BA = top view, VA = front view, ZA = side view.
114 It is not clear why this drawing has a date after the accident.
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Figure 38: Drawing 2.1 from the lifting plan: top view of the lifting rig, settings of crane and lifting gear to be
used (source: Crane operator)
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Figure 39: Four of the five drawings from the lifting plan: front and side view, set-up of the bridge leaf on the
barge, large crane on barge. (Source: Crane operator)
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Definitive lifting plan in detail
The definitive lifting drawings and the underlying documents provide information for
example about the outrigger forces, crane configurations, the lifting gear to be used and
the barges:
•

•
•

Drawing 2.1 shows the top view and the strop plan for two lifting positions. Partially in
the drawing itself and partially in the separate table, such values as radius, mass of
load, length of mast, etc. are listed. The capacity to which the cranes are loaded is
shown for a single lifting position; the least critical;115
On the front and side view (drawings 2.2 and 2.3) a strop plan is included 116 and a
single lifting position;
Drawing 2.4 shows the set-up of the bridge leaf on the barge. Drawing 2.5 shows the
set-up of the large crane on the barge, taking account of the fact that the outriggers
protrude slightly.
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Barges:
Three barges are drawn in on lifting drawing 2.1:
•
•
•

Lastdrager 24 with the small crane
a 13 metre-wide and 50 metre-long unnamed barge with the large crane
an 11.47 metre-wide and 55.07 metre-long unnamed barge with the support frame
and bridge section.

Cranes
By combining the information on the lifting drawing with the information from the Liccon
and Cranimax printouts, the following figures about the crane can be deduced.
The lifting plan indicated the following configuration for the small and large crane:
Crane

Congiguration

Small

T 117

Large

HASSL119

Outrigger basis
10 m x 9,5 m
12,2m x 12,4m

Counterweight

Mast length

120t 118

36 m (46%+46%+46%+46%)

160t

45,5m (90%+90%+90%+0%)

According to the lifting plan, to lift the bridge leaf from the support frame, a radius of
10.2 metres was required for the small crane. The accompanying working load amounted
to 97.9 tonnes. The load to be lifted was 97.8 tonnes. This equates to 99.9% of the
available capacity.

115 Source: lifting table crane, lifting plan drawing E and Liccon printout. The 99.9% load of the left-hand lifting
position on drawing 2.1 is not directly visible on the drawing. The capacity of 92.3% for the right-hand lifting
position is shown.
116 A summary of the lifting gear to be used (including grommets, fastenings and chain hoists).
117 Code used by the crane manufacturer: only the main mast was used (T: Teleskopausleger), and no use was made of
a tensioner, jib or mast extension.
118 On the small crane, the counterweight can be extended slightly backwards. The lifting plan included no
instructions for this operation. On 3 August 2015, the counterweight was in its withdrawn position. For the
configuration in Alphen, the withdrawing/extension of the counterweight would have had practically no influence
on the working load.
119 Code used by the crane manufacturer: the main mast was used (HA: Haubtausleger), with a sideways tensioner
(SSL: Sideways Super Lift).
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The large crane was planned for a radius of 19.5 metres for lifting the bridge leaf from
the support frame. The load to be lifted was 97.7 tonnes. According to the Cranimax
software used, the safe working load of the crane at that radius was 99 tonnes. On this
basis, Cranimax calculated a capacity of 98.7%. According to the lifting table from the
manufacturer, however, at a load of 97.7 tonnes, the crane was loaded to 101.6% of its
capacity.120 For the three lifting positions (B up to and including D in figure 33) which
were assessed during the preparation phase for the lifting operation using the Cranimax
and Liccon planning software, the most important parameters are summarized in the
table below.

Small crane
Lifting
position

Load
[t]

Mast length
[m]

Radius
[m]

Slewing
angle [°]

Boom
angle[°]

Centre of gravity
height [m]

B

97,8

36

10,2

291

72,4

14,5

C

97,8

36

9,5

0

73,6

14,6

D

97,8

36

9,0

44

74,4

14,7

Lifting
position

Load
[t]

Mast length
[m]

Radius
[m]

Slewing
angle [°]

Boom
angle[°]

Centre of gravity
height [m]

B

97,7

45,5

19,5

33

63,9

onbekend

C

97,7

45,5

11,3

0

75,1

onbekend

D

97,7

45,5

15,3

339

69,8

onbekend
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Large crane

The table below is a summary of the planned capacity for the cranes, in the specified
3 lifting positions. The results from the planning software are compared with the lifting
table supplied by the crane manufacturers.

Lifting position

Small crane
Planning tool and lifting table
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Large crane
Planning tool

lifting table 121

B

99,9%

98,7%

101,6%

C

95,3%

77,0%

77,1%

D

92,3%

82,9%

83,0%
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120 The Cranimax software was set for American standards. These standards allow less margin between the safe
working load and the guaranteed load capacity of the crane, than in the applicable European standard EN 13000.
121 See previous footnote.
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It can be concluded from the table that in particular in lifting position B, the cranes had
been planned at or even beyond their maximum capacity. The mass of the load as
assumed in the lifting plan was checked on the instructions of the Safety Board. The
mass of the lifting gear was estimated too favourably in the lifting plan (too light). In
reality, the bridge section turned out to be lighter than planned. As a consequence, the
total load on 3 August was not heavier than planned (see appendix F.2).
Lifting gear
See appendix F.2 for an overview of the lifting gear from the lifting plan, as compared to
the lifting gear actually used.
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This appendix describes the situation and circumstances, the lifting rig and the events
during the lifting operations on 3 August 2015. The data from the data logger from the
large crane are also considered.

F.1

Situation and circumstances

This paragraph describes the circumstances and situation during the lifting operations
on the Oude Rijn on 3 August 2015.
Width of the bridge passage
Just to the south of the Julianabrug, the Oude Rijn is more than thirty metres wide.122
The maximum passage below the Julianabrug is normally 14 metres.123 For the work on
the bridge, a temporary scaffolding structure was attached to the concrete abutment,
narrowing the passage further. During the works, the passage was approximately
11.45 metres wide. Just to the north of the bridge, a temporary emergency bridge was
erected. When open, this bridge allowed passage width of 12 metres.
Water level, draught and current in the Oude Rijn
On 3 August, there was a slight current from south to north. The speed of the current,
the water level and the draught were not investigated, since there were no indications
that these could have played a role in the accident.
Weather and wind 124
The general weather forecast from the KNMI, prepared on 3 August 2015 at 06.06 hours
was as follows: ‘Today will be sunny and warm. During the course of the evening, cloud is
expected to gradually build up, but it will remain dry. The temperature varies between
26 degrees Celsius in the Wadden area to locally 33 degrees Celsius in the southeast.
The wind in the morning will be in a southerly direction, mainly moderate, on the coast
occasionally strong. During the second half of the afternoon, wind from the sea will bring
about some cooling in temperature, in the western half of the country.’ With the exception
of high slight cloud cover, Monday 3 August was cloudless. The sun shone practically
unhindered. During the course of the day, the temperature rose from approx. 16°C just
before sunrise to approx. 27°C. At the start of the afternoon, the wind changed from

122 Google maps.
123 ANWB, ANWB Wateralmanak, 2015.
124 KNMI, Reconstruction of the weather conditions on 3 August 2015 in Alphen aan den Rijn, November 2015.
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southerly to westerly. In the morning the wind was light to gentle (force 2 to 3) and in the
afternoon moderate (force 4).
According to a reconstruction based on the local KNMI stations, in Alphen aan den Rijn,
at the moment of the accident (16.00 hours), the average wind speed at an altitude of
10 metres (uninterrupted profile 125) was approximately 7 metres per second, with gusts
up to a maximum of 10 metres per second.126 On the basis of wind measurements in
Cabauw,127 the average wind speed at an altitude of 20 metres in Alphen aan den Rijn
was estimated at 7.5 metres per second. The wind was from a westerly direction, thereby
almost perpendicular to the bridge section. Obstacles close to the accident site resulted
in deviations in wind speed and wind direction as compared with the uninterrupted
profile. Close to the water surface, this meant the wind swirled, and travelled at lower
wind speeds than above the roofs of the buildings.

Wind force

Name

0

Calm

0 - 0,2 m/s

1

Light

0,3 - 1,5 m/s

2

Light breeze

1,6 - 3,3 m/s

3

Gentle breeze

3,4 - 5,4 m/s

4

Moderate

5,5 - 7,9 m/s

5

Fresh breeze
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8,0 - 10,7 m/s

Table: Beaufort scale.
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Lifting rig

In outline, the lifting rig on 3 August 2015 consisted of the following:
•
•
•

a narrow barge with a small construction crane,
a wide barge with a large construction crane,
a third bard with the support frame in which the bridge section was supported.
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125 A wind measurement in an open field, without disruption by buildings, trees and other obstacles.
126 Maximum average wind speed over a period of 3 seconds.
127 The KNMI has a measuring mast located in Cabauw approx. 25 kilometres southeast of the Julianabrug.
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Figure 40: Lifting rig consisting of barges, cranes and bridge section (Photograph: crane operator photographer)

The lifting rig was located approx. 100 metres south of the Julianabrug. The deck load
on the barges, the lifting gear used, the positioning of the barges in relation to one
another, the ballast conditions and the duty personnel are discussed here. Overview
drawings of the situation on the barges are also featured. The cranes and barges
deployed have already been described in appendix C.
Deck loads
A variety of weights (deck loads) were present on the decks of the three barges, including
the support frame, the cranes with the bridge section, the bull wheel, concrete slabs,
water pumps, work platforms, a container, a low-loader, crates of lifting gear, etc. The
most important deck loads are discussed.
Steel structures (bull wheel, inclined support frame and bridge section)128
The renovation of the bridge involved a number of steel structures. Relevant here are the
bridge section (bridge leaf with ballast block), the support frame and the bull wheel (a
large toothed wheel). The total mass of the bridge section was 180.3 tonnes, lighter than
the 187 tonnes assumed during the preparation phase.129 The bridge deck is approx.
15 metres wide and 15 metres long. Including the counterweight, the total length of the
bridge section is approx. 22 metres, whereby following installation, the hinge point is

128 Source: Various drawings including: BSB, Lifting plan, Lifting diagram LEAF, definitive 2.0, 18-06-2015 and drawing:
Mourik, Bull wheel drive, 27-8-2015.
129 Following the accident, the bridge leaf was weighed. Its mass was 180.3 ± 0.9 tonnes (source: ISZW). According to
the document BSB, Lifting calculation bridge leaf Kon. Julianabrug, 12-05-2015, the mass was 187 tonnes.
According to the document ‘Work plan’ in the possession of the company Peinemann, the mass was 197 tonnes.
According to the final drawing for the lifting plan (rev E dated 30-072015), the total load (incl. hoisting block and
rigging) was 195.5 tonnes, of which 187 tonnes for the bridge leaf.
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approximately 6 metres from the underside of the ballast block. For transport purposes,
the bridge leaf was placed in almost a vertical position on a support frame. The support
frame weighing approx. 33 tonnes was welded solidly onto a barge. In the support frame,
the highest point of the bridge leaf was located approx. 22.5 metres above the deck of
the barge. Together, the support frame and bridge leaf weighed approx. 215 tonnes. On
the narrow barge with the small construction crane, the bull wheel was mounted in a
frame. The mass of the frame and bull wheel together was approx. 40 tonnes.130 The
frame measured 9.2 x 3.3 x 5.7 metres (length x width x height).131
Cranes including load and lifting gear
The cranes deployed are described in appendix C. The cranes were linked to the bridge
leaf via a number of components, viewed from the top of the mast downwards:
•
•
•

lifting cable: via a series of reeves,132 this cable links the top of the crane to the
hoisting block;
hoisting block with lifting hook;
lifting gear:
–– Grommet (s) to the lifting eye on the ballast block and
–– Grommet (s) plus a pneumatic hoist 133 to the lifting eye on the ‘end’ of the leaf.
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Lifting eyes on the bridge section (4 lifting eyes in total: for each crane one lifting eye at
the top/end of the leaf and one lifting eye at the bottom/ballast block).134
On the morning of 3 August, it became clear that the lifting gear on the barges did not
precisely match the lifting plan. The work was carried out using the gear available, as
drawn in in the following figure.135 For comparison, the figure also shows the gear listed
in the lifting plan.
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130 During the salvage operation following the accident, the mass of the bull wheel and frame was measured, at the
request of ISZW, using a crane. The total mass was 41.93 tonnes (Source: ISZW, Report of findings of investigation
during the salvaging phase).
131 Mourik, Bull wheel drive, drawing no. MGA-TE-0003216, 27-8-2015.
132 The number of turns of the lifting cable, forming this connection.
133 Pneumatic hoist needed for tilting the bridge section during the operation, from a practically vertical to a
practically horizontal position.
134 The strength of the lifting eyes and their attachment to the bridge section was not investigated in this investigation
since this had no influence on the stability of the lifting rig.
135 Source: ISZW, Report of findings of the strop plan and drawings 2.1 to 2.5 of the lifting plan.
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Figure 41: Discrepancies between situation on 3 August and lifting plan in respect of the lifting gear used and
their SWL. (Photographs: Dick van Smirren)
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It can be concluded form the figure that in the situation on 3 August, there were no
‘weaker’ links than planned in the lifting plan (30 t SWL 136 between the crane and ‘the
end’ of the leaf and 75 t on the ballast block side). The lifting gear used was however
slightly heavier than planned. Calculations undertaken on behalf of the Safety Board also
reveal that the masses of the lifting gear in the lifting plan were estimated too light.
However, because the bridge leaf was approx. 3.5 tonnes lighter per crane,137 in reality,
the total load was approx. 2.5 tonnes lighter per crane than planned, see the table.

Lifting plan

Check of figures lifting plan138

Situation 3 August
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Hoisting block:

2,3 t

Hoisting block:

2,3 t

Hoisting block:

2,3 t

Lifting gear:

2,0 t

Lifting gear:

2,8 t

Lifting gear:

2,9 t 139

Subtotal:

4,3 t

Subtotal:

5,1 t

Subtotaal:

5,2 t

Bridge section:

93,5 t

Bridge section:

93,5 t

Bridge section:

90,2 t

Total load:

97,8 t

Total load:

98,6 t

Total load:

95,4 t

Table: Mass of the load 140 for the small crane (the value for the large crane is 0.1 tonnes lower; the hoisting
block for this crane is 2.2 tonnes).

Other deck loads
The other deck loads are drawn in on the overview drawings later in this appendix.
Positioning of barges and cranes
In the morning of 3 August 2015, all the equipment was present at the location. The
barges were positioned in respect of one another and attached together and to the
western bank, using hawsers (rope). Initially the barge with the bridge section was not in
the correct position in relation to the crane barges. By moving the crane barges
approximately 4 metres, the position of the cranes was corrected in respect of the bridge
section. The barge with the bridge section was approx. 5 metres shorter on both sides,
than shown on the drawing. This explains the necessary adjustment to the plan. Picture
material shows that the barge with the support frame and the narrow barge with the
small crane were not moored fully alongside one another, along their full length. The
separation at the point of the small crane was approx. 20 cm, which increased the radius
of the small crane. In terms of its position, the lifting rig almost precisely matched the
lifting plan. The cranes were in the right position on the barges, and deviations in respect
of the planned lifting position were limited to not more than a few degrees in terms of
the crane angles, and decimetres in terms of the distance to the load.141

136 SWL = Safe Working Load, or working load. For the majority of lifting gear, the actual capacity is a factor of
5 greater, subject to such conditions as suspension of the load directly beneath the lifting hook.
137 The lifting plan assumed a load of 187 tonnes which turned out to be 180.3 tonnes. Assuming an even distribution
of the mass of the bridge section across the two cranes, each crane supported 90.15 tonnes instead of 93.5 tonnes.
138 Saetech report, Analysis of quality of preparation and execution, REP-1512-002, 04-02-2016 (investigation on
behalf of the Safety Board).
139 Estimate: 0.1 tonne additional mass for the difference in the lifting gear used as compared to the plan.
140 The contribution of the lifting cable to the load was not included.
141 Source: picture material and data from data logger of the large crane (see F.4).
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Ballast conditions
Following the accident, the police measured the volume of water in the ballast tanks of
the two crane barges.142 Given the time that passed between the accident and the
measurements, because of the difficult measuring conditions at the accident location
due to the inclination of the barges and because of damage to the barges, the
measurements may not precisely reflect the volumes of ballast water during the accident.
However, there are no reasons to assume that the order of magnitude of the measured
values deviate considerably from the situation on 3 August. The measured values are
summarized in the overview drawings later in this appendix.143
Personnel, cooperation and communication
At the location, personnel for (or on behalf of the following) were present:
•
•

•
•

The construction company: they were present at the construction site at the
Julianabrug, and were not involved in the lifting and ballasting work.
The steel constructor: they were present to offer support for the release of the bridge
leaf from the support frame, and for installing the lifted-in bridge section; they were
not involved in the lifting and ballasting work.
The crane operator: they were present on the barges to execute the lifting operations.
The barge operator: they were present on the barges and tugs/push boats to carry
out ballasting work and to sail the barges.

The following figures gives a broad indication of the locations of the employees of the
various parties, shortly before the accident.
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142 The measurements were taken in September at the accident location and following the salvaging of the barges in
October 2015.
143 Sources: ISZW, Report of findings of investigation during the salvaging phase and police, Report of findings
PL2600-2015040697-3, supplemented with notes recorded by an employee of the barge operator, who was
present during the measurement.
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Steel constructor:
- Team leader installation
- Installation/planning assistant
- Installation assistant

Captain
(barge operator)
Crew
(barge operator)
Crew
(barge operator)

Construction company:
- Project manager
- Project coordinator execution
- Foreman
- Team leader installation
- Mechanical service engineers (2)

Crane driver 400t
Crane driver 700t
(crane operator) Rigger
(crane operator)
(crane operator)
Rigger
(crane operator)
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Captain
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Barge E1601

Barge LD24
Barge Attack

Rigger
(crane operator)
Collaborative foreman
(crane operator)

Rigger
(crane operator)
Collaborative Rigger
(crane operator)
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Foreman
(barge operator)
Crew
(barge operator)

Figure 42: Diagrammatic overview of personnel on location during the accident (the employees underlined
with a single line were able to communicate with one another via a radiotelephone channel; the
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double underlined employees were also in communication with one another, via another channel).

The collaborative foreman of the crane operator was in overall charge, and was assisted
by an experienced rigger 144 who coordinated the lifting operation via radiotelephone. In
addition to this ‘coordinating rigger’, two other riggers were provided with radio
telephones. The radiotelephones in the cabs of the two construction cranes were on the
same channel as the radiotelephones of the riggers. Coordination between lifting and
ballasting was the responsibility of the collaborative foreman of the crane operator and
the foreman of the barge operator. The barge foreman was in charge of the crews of the
tug/push boats, who operated the water pumps for ballasting. All the personnel of the
barge operator were linked together via their own radiotelephones (on another channel
than that used by the crane operator). In as much as any communication took place
outside the radiotelephone channels, this communication was spoken. Only operating
personnel of both the crane operator and barge operator were present at the location.
The project manager of the crane operator was available by telephone for the
collaborative foreman, and was in attendance during the start-up meeting at the location,
in the morning.
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144 A rigger is a person who carries out support tasks during a lifting operation, such as attaching the lifting gear to
the load. At the crane operator, crane drivers who are not deployed as drivers during the job can work as riggers.
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Complete lifting rig
The lifting rig as present 3 August 2015 is shown on the following photographs.
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Figure 43: Overview of the configuration of barges, cranes and the bridge leaf. (Photographs: crane operator
photographer and drone picture Dick van Smirren)

Figure 44 shows the barges in respect of one another. An overview drawing of each
barge appears on the next few pages. These overview drawings include information from
a variety of sources: information from photographic and video material from before and
after the accident has been combined with information from the parties involved, in
136 van 183
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relation to the barges themselves and the objects on the barges. Use has also been
made of data from measurements carried out on behalf of ISZW. The drawings were
used in the calculations by Orca Offshore b.v. (see appendix G). In these calculations,
account was taken of the fact that the drawings may deviate slightly from the actual
situation in terms of dimensions, masses and ballast conditions. The following drawings
are reproduced:
•
•
•

Lastdrager 24: the narrow barge with the small construction crane,
E1601: the wide barge with the large construction crane,
Attack: the barge with the support frame.
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Figure 44: Top view of the configuration of barges, cranes and bridge leaf.
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Current
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Contour of barge
according to lifting plan

45

Bow
40

Elevator platform with basket
Mass: approx. 4 t?

Location LD24 & E1601
Location LD24 & E1601
according to lifting plan
Crate Mass: ?

35

30

Elevator platform with basket
Mass: approx. 4t?

20

15

Van
Mass: approx. 1,4t?
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Support frame
Mass: approx. 33,4t

25

Bridge leaf with ballast block
Mass: approx. 180,3t
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Measured masses Attack

Water in ballast tanks Attack
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•
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Van: 1.4t according to own estimate
Bridge leaf including ballast block: 180.3t
according to Salvaging report
Crate: unknown and insufficiently relevant
according to own estimate
Elevator platforms with basket: 4t
according to own estimate
Support frame: 33.4t according to BSB
drawing

Not measured
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Barge E1601 60 x 13 x 3m

Appendix A
Justification of
investigation

Tug/
push boat
20,45 x
5,41 x
2,13m

North

Ballast tank: is full
Ballast tank: partially full

Appendix B
Reactions to the
draft report

Ballast tank: unknown
Current
60

Bow
55
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terms and
definitions

Starboard

Port
Crate kifting gear
Mass: ?

50

45

40

Wind

Appendix D
Timeline for
preparations

35

Container 3 x 2,4 x 2,6 m
Mass: 1,5t
30

Semi-trailer ballast
Mass: 18,5t

Stack of 4 plates 2,5 x 1,46 m
Mass: 2,7t x 4
25

20

Plates 2,5 x 1,46 m
Mass: 0,6t x 3
Terex Crane
Mass: 125t
Ballast block
Mass: 10t x 2
Valve 8 x 1,55m
Mass: 5,8t

Location Attack according to lifting plan
Counterweight
Mass: 160t
Container
Massa: ?

15

10

Crate
Mass: ?

Location Attack

Crate
Mass: ?
0

meter

14 12 10

8

6

4

2

0

Crate lifting gear
Mass: ?
Lifting gear
Mass: 5t

Measured masses E1601

Water in ballast tanks E1601

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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5

Generator
Mass: ca. 1,5t?

Appendix E
Lifting plan

Generator unit: 1.5t according to own estimate
Ballast blocks: 10t according to Peinemann
Container with plates: unknown and
insufficiently relevant according to own
estimate
Crane: undercarriage 74t and mast with SSL
51t according to e-mail Terex
Plates: 0.6t according to Peinemann
Counterweight: 160t total according to
Saetech analysis
Stack of 4 plates: 2.7t per plate according to
Peinemann
Container: 1.5t according to Peinemann
Lifting gear: 5t according to Saetech analysis
(approx. 5.5t according to ISZW)
Steel valves: 5.8t according to Peinemann
Semi-trailer: 18.5t according to vehicle
registration

•

•
•

1B: full according to Police report
1C: full according to Police report
2B: full according to Police report
2C: 223cm and 156cm water (measured
respectively on port side and starboard
side at inclination of approx. 6.8° to port)
according to Police report
7C: 15cm water (measured on port side at
inclination of approx. 6.8° to port)
according to Police report
4CB, 6S and 7S: not measured according
to Police report
The other tanks were (practically) empty
according to Police report
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Barge Lastdrager 24 66,05 x 11,45 x 3m
12 10

meter

8

6

4

2

Appendix A
Justification of
investigation

0

65

60

55

50

Liebherr crane
Mass: 105,7t

Appendix B
Reactions to the
draft report

Lifting gear
Mass: 5t

45

Stack of 4 outrigger plates
Mass: 9,4t

Counterweight
Mass: 120t
Plates2,5 x 1,16m
Mass: 0,5t x 4

40

Appendix C
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35

Location Attack
Bull wheel + frame
Mass: 42t

30

Concrete slab 4 x 7,5m
Mass: 14,2t
Location Attack according to lifting plan

25

Concrete plate 4 x 7,5m
Mass: 12,4t

20

Concrete slab 2,2 x 7,5m
Mass: 8,9t

15

Scissor elevator platform
Mass: ca. 6t

Lifting yoke 2 x 2 m
Mass: 1,5t

10

Port

Starboard
Container with plates
Mass:?

Appendix D
Timeline for
preparations

5

Wind

Boeg

Appendix E
Lifting plan

0

Current

Tug/
push
boat
19,8 x
5,35 x
2,52m

Ballast tank: is full
Ballast tank: partially full

North

Appendix F
Accident situation
and timeline

Measured masses Lastdrager 24

Water in ballast tanks Lastdrager 24

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lifting yoke: 1,5t according to Peinemann
Scissor elevator platform: 6t according to
Salvaging report
Bull wheel + frame: 41,93t according to
Salvaging report
Plates: each 0.5t according to Peinemann
Stack of outrigger plates: 2.35t per plate,
therefore 9.4 t total according to Peinemann
Counterweight: 120t total according to
Saetech analysis
Container with plates: unknown and
insufficiently relevant according to own
estimate
Small concrete slab: 8.9t according to
Salvaging report
2 large concrete slabs: 12.4t and 14.2t
according to Salvaging report
Crane: undercarriage 87.3t and mast 27.4t
according to e-mail Liebherr
Lifting gear: 5t according to Saetech
analysis (approx. 5.5t according to ISZW)

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

F: 39cm water according to Police report
(measured on starboard side at inclination
of approx. 4.5° to starboard)
1S: full according to Police report
2S: full according to Police report
2P: to top of lateral frame according to
Police report (measured on port side at
inclination of approx. 4.5° to starboard)
3P: 163cm water (measured on port side at
inclination of approx. 4.5° to starboard)
7S: 73cm water (measured on starboard
side at inclination of approx. 4.5° to
starboard)
AS: 24cm water (measured on starboard
side at inclination of approx. 4.5° to
starboard)
The other tanks were (practically) empty
according to Police report and Salvaging
report
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F.3

Events on 3 August 2015

The events on 3 August are described below on the basis of interviews with the persons
involved and analysis of video and photographic material.

Appendix A
Justification of
investigation

Events prior to the accident (up to approx. 16.00 hours)
Period 08.30 hours-15.30 hours (set-up of cranes and lifting of load)
In the morning of 3 August, at around 08.30 hours, all the material was present at the
location. The barges were positioned in respect of one another, and attached together.
The cranes were set up. The large crane was set to 10 reeves, while it operated on 8
reeves. The load was suspended from the crane in a step-by-step process. In the
meantime, the ballasting team kept the barges horizontal. There were a number of minor
setbacks which required extra time, such as problems with the compressor and an air
hose on a pneumatic hoist and the already mentioned repositioning of the barges. The 3
hours estimated in advance as being required for lifting the bridge into position proved
unrealistic. In the e-mail prepared by the construction company during the course of the
day concerning the progress of the work, this became clear: at 11.45 hours, a delay of
approx. 1 to 2 hours was reported, and the expected end time for the complete operation
by the crane operator and the steel constructor was reported as approx. 16.30 hours. At
15.29 hours, reference was made to a delay of approx. 4 to 5 hours, with an expected
end time for the work by the crane operator and the steel constructor of 21.30 hours.
Period 15.30 hours-16.00 hours
When the load was almost fully suspended in the cranes, as it was first almost lifted clear
of the block at the bottom of the support frame on the northern side, it shifted slightly
towards the small crane. The large crane lagged slightly behind in terms of lifting and
ballasting.
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Figure 45: Bridge leaf free

Figure 46: Underside of

Figure 47: Bridge leaf is lifted

from the support frame at the

bridge leaf lifted free on the

clear; strop with chain hoist

top, underside still on the

northern side, and shifted

lying next to the support

support block, time: approx.

slightly towards the small

frame, time: approx. 16.05

15.30 hours. (Photograph:

crane, time: approx. 15.55

hours. (Photograph: witness)

crane operator photographer)

hours. (Photograph: witness)

For the sake of safety, using a number of strops with a chain and chain hoist between
them, the leaf was fixed to the support frame, on the northern side, to prevent the bridge
leaf (suddenly) sliding off the support frame, on this side. At around this time, the decision
was taken to bypass the LMB on the small crane, because the crane was almost at its
limit.
From approximately thirty minutes before the accident, the statements of the persons
interviewed start to deviate somewhat. The greatest common denominator in the various
statements reveals the following story: The strop around the bridge leaf was a preventive
measure. A chain hoist was used for attachment, but the strop never came under tension.
When the large crane had made up the backlog, the bridge leaf could be lifted in a
straight line, from the support frame, whereby the bridge leaf shifted slightly (order of
magnitude of centimetres) towards the large crane. At that point, the strop was hanging
loose, and was removed. No picture material is available showing the strop attached to
the bridge leaf. The picture material available does not contradict the story of the strop:
a photograph taken around 15.55 hours shows no strop; a photograph during the
accident shows a strop next to the support frame, and pictures after the accident clearly
show the intact strop and chain hoist.
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Figure 48: E
 nlargement of figure 47 showing the chain hoist next to the support frame, time: approx.
16.05 hours. (Photograph: witness)
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Figure 49: Strop with chain hoist lying intact next to the support frame (Photograph: drone picture, police)

Once the bridge leaf was lifted clear of the support frame, a break of several minutes 145
was taken, to observe how the bridge leaf behaved, and to consult. At that point, the
bridge leaf was suspended somewhere between several and several tens of centimetres
vertical distance above the support frame.146 The horizontal distance is unknown; in the
investigation, it was not possible to confirm or exclude any horizontal contact between
the underside of the ballast block and the support frame. Because the bridge leaf
remained suspended in a stable position, the decision was taken to move on to the next
stage: manoeuvring the load in between the cranes. At that moment, no further ballasting
work was carried out; no more pumping was undertaken, and the two crane barges were
laterally horizontal.

145 The statements about the precise number of minutes differ somewhat; the greatest common denominator
suggests a period of between 5 and 10 minutes.
146 According to an analysis of video images, the distance is estimated at approx. 50 cm.
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Events during the accident (approx. 16.00 hours-16.10 hours)
According to the statements and the characteristic events that are visible in video footage
and on photographs, a timeline has been reconstructed of the accident. At around 16.06
hours, on the instructions of the coordinating rigger, both crane drivers switched to the
next stage of the lifting operation. The large crane was to carry out the action ‘lower top
up’, in other words bringing the load towards the crane, at the same height) while the
small crane was to slew to the left. As a result, the load should have moved towards the
two cranes. In his own words, the driver of the small crane slewed his crane two teeth to
the left. The driver of the large crane had just topped up by a few centimetres, when he
saw the barge with his colleague’s small crane start to very quickly heel over. It is not
possible to determine the precise moment at which the crane movements were initiated
by both drivers. At the moment of the accident, wind was blowing from a westerly
direction, as confirmed by the observed movements of a flag and trees in the work
environment. The precise wind speed at that moment is not known. The combination of
images and statements shows the following succession of events:
Time147

Relative time [s]

16.06:17

0

Start of accident148

16.06:20

3

A receding movement by the wide barge in respect of the barge
Attack, which had started 1 minute previously, halted

16.06:21

4

Visible tapping of bridge section

16.06:23

6

Treetops in background move gently

16.06:26

9

Audible tapping sound

16.06:27

10

Visible inclination of narrow barge with small crane

16.06:30

13

Treetops in background move clearly

16.06:37

20

Visible twist of bridge section towards small crane

16.06:44

27

Shouting: ‘He!’

16.06:47

30

Shouting: ‘Top down!’ (2x)

16.06:57

40

Brief stagnation visible in inclination of narrow barge

16.06:59

42

Driver of large crane exits cab and leaves crane platform

16.07:03

47

Driver of small crane reaches barge Attack

16.07:05

48

Visible inclination of wide barge with large crane

16.07:09

52

Mast of small crane fails
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147 The timing was determined by comparing the data from the data logger of the large crane with video footage.
Because the time from the data logger was not synchronised with the ‘actual time’ (atomic clock), the time here
used may deviate from the true time.
148 The true starting point of the accident cannot be determined. On the basis of the picture material, this moment
has been taken as the zero point.
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Time147

Relative time [s]

Event

16.07:10

53

Lifting eye on top of bridge section on the large crane side
breaks free

16.07:15

58

Small crane has toppled completely

16.07:17

60

Bridge section rotates around its longitudinal axis, pulling on
large crane

16.07:25

68

Large crane fully toppled
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The following series of photographs illustrates this timeline:
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Figure 50: Situation after 10s, 20s and 30s, starting at 0s at 16:06:17. (Photos: video Dick van Smirren)
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lifting eye attached (prior to
accident approx. 14.00 hours)
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lifting eye broken free
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37 sec

55 sec

Figure 51: Situation after 37 seconds and after 55 seconds, inclination of barge and failure of mast of small
crane just above the undercarriage, and breaking free of lifting eye, and the situation after the
accident. (Photographs: crane operator photographer and Dutch Safety Board)
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At the moment when the mast of the small crane fails, the narrow barge beneath this
crane demonstrates a sideways inclination of 10° to 15°. The toppling over of the small
crane with the bridge section causes the large crane to also topple over.
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Figure 52: Situation after 60 - 65 seconds, moment that the bridge section rotates around its longitudinal axis
and pulls over the large crane, via the bottom lifting eye (Photograph: Crane operator photographer)
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F.4

Output from the large crane data logger

The large crane was fitted with a data logger. The data was read out following the
accident. The clock in the data logger was approximately 5 minutes ahead of time.149 The
data logger does not make a continuous record. It only starts to record the position and
settings of the crane, and movements of the joystick, when 99.5% capacity is exceeded.
It also records special actions such as changes to the crane configuration or the bypassing
of the LMB. The data logger recorded 32 moments on 3 August 2015. The table below
shows a number of data from the record for these 32 moments. Alongside this data, the
corrected time (by 5 minutes) and relative time used in the table in the previous paragraph
have been added.
In interpreting the data, it is important to realize that the moment at which no record was
made, actions and changes may have taken place. The data logger was used in an
analysis of the events shortly before and during the accident and to compare the position
and settings of the crane with the lifting plan (revision E).
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149 The clock from the data logger is not synchronised with the ‘actual time’ (atomic clock). As a result, the time used
here may deviate from the true time.
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Lifting plan rev E,
stap 1

99,0

97,7

19,5

63,9

327,0

Topping up (-) / Topping
down (+)

Lifting (-) / Lowering (+)

Height of mast head [m]

Slewing angle [°]

Mast angle [°]

Radius [m]

Load [tonnes]

Maximum load according
to lifting table [tonnes]

Capacity [%]

Time data logger
[h:min:s]

Time corrected [h:min:s]

Time relative [min:s]

Data from the data logger of the large crane

ca. 44,5

N/A

9:58:58

10:03:58

100

0,0

0,0

28,6

0,0

0,0

3,5

0

0

N/A

11:14:30

11:19:30

3

1048,0

2,9

7,7

74,4

337,7

32,8

0

0

N/A

12:40:49

12:45:49

5

962,0

4,5

19,5

64,0

328,2

44,4

0

0

-02:25

16:03:52

16:08:52

100

97,9

97,5

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-02:24

16:03:53

16:08:53

99

97,9

97,4

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-02:16

16:04:01

16:09:01

100

97,9

97,5

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-01:59

16:04:18

16:09:18

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,6

-44

0

-01:59

16:04:18

16:09:18

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,6

-47

0

-01:59

16:04:18

16:09:18

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,6

-47

0

-01:56

16:04:21

16:09:21

100

97,5

97,1

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,5

0

0

-01:56

16:04:21

16:09:21

99

97,5

97,0

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,5

0

0

-01:52

16:04:25

16:10:24

100

97,5

97,1

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,5

0

-18

-00:44

16:05:33

16:10:33

99

97,9

97,4

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:39

16:05:38

16:10:38

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:39

16:05:38

16:10:38

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:39

16:05:38

16:10:38

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:37

16:05:40

16:10:40

100

97,7

97,3

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,6

0

-20

-00:35

16:05:42

16:10:42

99

98,0

97,5

19,1

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:25

16:05:52

16:10:52

100

97,5

97,1

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,5

0

-23

-00:25

16:05:52

16:10:52

99

97,8

97,1

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

-22

-00:25

16:05:52

16:10:52

100

97,5

97,1

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,5

0

-23

-00:25

16:05:52

16:10:52

100

97,5

97,2

19,2

65,1

324,2

44,5

0

-23

-00:21

16:05:56

16:10:55

99

98,2

97,7

19,1

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:20

16:05:57

16:10:56

100

98,0

97,6

19,1

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

0

-00:07

16:06:10

16:11:10

100

97,9

97,5

19,2

65,2

324,2

44,6

0

-26

-00:06

16:06:11

16:11:11

99

98,3

97,6

19,1

65,3

324,2

44,6

0

-28

-00:05

16:06:12

16:11:12

100

98,3

97,9

19,1

65,3

324,2

44,6

0

-28

-00:03

16:06:14

16:11:14

99

98,3

97,8

19,1

65,3

324,2

44,6

0

-18

+00:43

16:07:00

16:12:00

100

96,6

96,5

19,4

65,3

324,9

44,5

0

0

+00:44

16:07:01

16:12:01

99

97,2

96,7

19,3

65,5

324,9

44,5

0

0

+00:48

16:07:05

16:12:05

100

104,0

103,9

17,9

66,0

325,1

45,2

0

0

+01:00

16:07:17

16:12:17

393

129,7

509,8

0,0

91,1

325,1

49,0

0

0

Table: Data from the data logger of the large crane and lifting plan (grey bar).
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Comparison between the positions and settings of the crane and the lifting plan
The previous table shows the tables from the lifting plan. The data logger reveals that
the load was approximately as heavy as planned. The lifting plan assumed 97.7 tonnes.
The load recorded by the data logger ranged between approx. 97 and 98 tonnes.
According to the lifting plan, the radius was 19.5 metres. The actual radius was 19.1 to
19.2 metres, and therefore slightly smaller. This matches the slightly steeper angle of the
mast in respect of the horizon: approx. 65° instead of the approx. 64° from the lifting
plan. The slewing angle was approx. 324°, so that the angle of the crane lateral to the
barge was approx. 3° less. The deviations in respect of the lifting plan are limited: they
are in the order of magnitude of degrees and decimetres.
Events shortly before and during the accident
The graphs in figure 53 show a series of records from the data logger during and shortly
before the accident.
The graphs show no unusual movements by the large crane: the movements at nonrecorded moments are unknown, but given the limited changes in for example the angles
and radius, large movements between the recorded moments are unlikely. The minor
variations can be explained by wind, movements of the barge and vibrations following
crane movements (by the large crane and the small crane).
One noticeable fact is that shortly after 16.07:00, the load on the crane increases hugely.
The table shows a load of 509.8 tonnes at 16.07:17. This is very probably the moment at
which the bridge section rotates around its longitudinal axis, and pulls the large crane
with it. Based on this moment in time, the times recorded in the data logger are matched
with the times from the picture material.
At several different moments, the table shows that the crane had reached its maximum
capacity (in the column ‘utilized capacity’ shown by the text: 100%). These records mean
that capacity had been taken up in excess of 99.5%. The 100% level was not exceeded in
the lead-up to the accident; at no point was the LMB actually activated. This is shown by
the records from the data logger and the difference between the columns ‘Maximum
load lifting table’ and ‘Load’ in the table. Because the crane was already close to its
maximum capacity, it can be deduced from the data that shortly before and at the start
of the accident, the crane could not have taken up much if any of the load from the small
crane.
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Load [ton]
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104
103
102
101
100
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99
98
97
96
16:03:30

16:04:00

16:04:30

16:05:00

16:05:30

16:06:00

16:06:30

16:07:00

16:07:30
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Radius [m]
19,5

19,0
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18,5

18,0

17,5
16:03:30

16:04:00

16:04:30

16:05:00

16:05:30

16:06:00

16:06:30

16:07:00

16:07:30
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Mast angle [°]
66,0
65,8
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65,6
65,4
65,2
65,0
64,8
16:03:30

16:04:00

16:04:30

16:05:00

16:05:30

16:06:00

16:06:30

16:07:00
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325,2
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324,2
324,0
16:03:30

16:04:00

16:04:30

16:05:00

16:05:30

16:06:00

16:06:30

16:07:00

16:07:30

Figure 53: Data from the data logger of the large crane shortly before and during the accident (start of the
accident around 16:06:17).
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The table shows the movements of the joystick for the actions lifting/lowering and
topping up/topping down. The maximum travel of the joystick equates to a value of 200.
The table shows that the movements made by the joystick were small (maximum 47 on a
scale of -200 to +200). The duration of these movements cannot be determined because
the data logger did not record every second. The lowering approx. 2 minutes before the
accident and the action topping up shortly thereafter could be explained by attempts by
the driver to keep the bridge leaf in position. Whether this interpretation is correct cannot
be determined with any certainty. The action topping up appears to have been initiated
half a minute earlier than was estimated on the basis of the video footage. The precise
moment of the start of the movement of the crane can no longer be determined. The
data from the data logger match the statements from the operating team, who explained
that they were in the process of topping up, when the accident occurred.
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INVESTIGATION BY ORCA AND SAETECH
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As part of its investigation into why the cranes and the bridge section toppled over
during the lifting of the bridge section, the Dutch Safety Board called in the assistance of
Orca Offshore b.v. for the maritime aspects and SAETECH for the operational aspects.
They carried out a technical evaluation of the accident. The Safety Board asked them to
undertake the following:
•
•
•
•

An analysis of the quality, technical feasibility and vulnerability (how susceptible was
the plan to failure) of the lifting plan 150 and its underpinning.
Calculation of the technical feasibility and vulnerability of the lifting plan, in other
words a recalculation.
Calculation of one or more accident scenarios to identify the scenario that occurred.
The simple recalculation of the lifting plan (stability) of the Victoriebrug in Alkmaar
and identification of the differences between that operation and the lifting plan in
Alphen aan den Rijn.

Where the Dutch Safety Board has used these technical evaluations in this report, the
evaluation reports in question are referred to. The reports are available in the Dutch
language on the website of the Dutch Safety Board (www.safetyboard.nl):
•
•
•

Orca Offshore b.v., Onderzoek ongeval Julianabrug - Berekenen Technische
haalbaarheid en kwetsbaarheid, reference 153026.DOC.001, 15 June 2016
SAETECH, Ongeval Julianabrug Alphen a/d Rijn - Analyse kwaliteit voorbereiding en
uitvoering, reference REP-1512-002, 15 June 2016
SAETECH, Ongeval Julianabrug Alphen a/d Rijn - Analyse technische haalbaarheid,
reference REP-1512-003, 15 June 2016
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150 For composition see appendix E.
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The framework of relevant legislation and regulations and guidelines for the safe
realization of the renovation of the Koningin Julianabrug in Alphen aan den Rijn consists
of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

safety of the surrounding environment during construction work,
health and safety during the execution of construction work,
safe passage of shipping traffic,
stability of barges,
lifting with cranes.
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Safety of the surrounding environment during construction work

Environmental licences
On the basis of the Environmental Law (General Provisions) Act (Wabo) an environment
licence was required for executing construction work such as the renovation of the
Julianabrug in Alphen aan den Rijn.151 The reasons why this licence was required related
to the construction of parts of the bridge 152 and the deviation from the zoning plan.153
The Wabo relates to a variety of activities that can influence the physical human
environment, such as demolition, construction, installation, erection and use. The law is
above all a procedural law. The substantive frameworks are not laid down in the Wabo,
but in other laws and decrees, such as the Building Decree.
The authority to reach a decision on an application for an environmental licence lies with
the mayor and aldermen of the municipality where the project is primarily to be
undertaken,154 unless otherwise specified by general administrative order. In this case,
the authority was entrusted to the Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipality of Alphen
aan den Rijn, as a consequence of which the municipality was both licence applicant and
licensing authority.
On the basis of the Wabo Act, the competent body must refuse the licence if the activity
fails to comply with the criteria laid down in the Act.155 As concerns the construction,

151 Wabo, article 2.1, paragraph one.
152 These parts include: the installation of the connecting stairs, the movement mechanism, the operating and control
installations and the noise abatement screens, structural alterations to the bascule cellar, alterations to the bridge
keeper’s house.
153 The deviation from the zoning plan involved the exceeding of the permitted building height of 3 metres.
154 Wabo, article 2.4, paragraph one.
155 Wabo, article 2.10.
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these criteria include regulations from the Building Decree and the Building Regulations.
For the purposes of assessment by the competent body, the application for the licence
must contain sufficient information. The information the applicant is required to submit
depends on the submission requirements 156 from the Ministerial Ruling on Environmental
Law (Mor). For a construction activity, the Mor specifies that the applicant must include a
construction safety plan as intended in the Building Decree, with a view to preventing
unsafe situations and limiting nuisance during building. This is a conditional submission
requirement. The Mor in fact refers to an article from the Building Decree, in which it is
specified that the construction safety plan must be drawn up at the request of the
competent body. If the competent body does not consider a construction safety plan
necessary, the requirement to include such a plan with the licence application is waived.
If the competent body demands a construction safety plan, this does not mean that the
plan must be available in all circumstances, when the application is submitted. Various
legal judgements 157 lead to the conclusion that the plan can be submitted to the
competent body after the application decision has been made, but before the start of
the construction work.
The competent body only imposes regulations on the environmental licence in as much
as the relevant requirements are not laid down in the general rules (such as the Building
Decree).
Building Decree
Every structural object to be built or renovated in the Netherlands must comply with the
regulations from the Building Decree; this requirement therefore also applies to the
renovation of the Julianabrug in Alphen aan den Rijn. In outline, the Building Decree
imposes requirements on the structural object to be completed. However, a small part of
the Decree relates specifically to construction and demolition work, so as to avoid unsafe
situations during execution, and to limit nuisance levels. The Decree specifies that when
executing construction and demolition work, measures must be taken to prevent:
a. ainjury to persons on adjacent plots or on the public highway, public waters or public
green areas adjacent to the construction or demolition site;
b. injury to persons entering the construction or demolition site without authorization;
and,
c. damage to or obstruction of roads, structures located in the road and any other (im)
movable properties on an adjacent plot or on a public highway, public water or public
green area adjacent to the construction or demolition site.158
According to the Explanatory Memorandum to the Building Decree, prevention of injury
relates both to the prevention of injury to persons on adjacent plots and injury to persons
present on the construction site without authorization. The safety of the personnel
working on the construction site is subject to the Working Conditions Act. The way in

156 Ministerial Regulations on Environmental Law, article 2.2.
157 Court of Maastricht, 17 July 2008, ECLI:NL:RBMAA:2008:BD9225. Court of Amsterdam, 13 April 2012,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2012:BW7263.
158 Building Decree, article 8.2.
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which this article is implemented in practice will depend on the location and the presence
of buildings and people in the immediate environment. This offers the space necessary
for a tailor-made approach and places the primary responsibility with the party executing
the work. This Explanatory Memorandum states that ‘safety in the surrounding
environment’ relates to ‘injury to persons, or damage to or obstruction of roads,
structures or movable properties located in the vicinity of the construction or demolition
site’. A reasonable explanation of this provision means that approach routes that lead to
the vicinity of the construction site are not included in the ‘surrounding environment’ as
intended in article 8.2, but that the surrounding environment does include locations
where activities are carried out outside the actual construction site, focus directly on the
construction site, but which (for technical reasons) take place at some physical distance
from that site.
Construction safety plan
The safety measures 159 in a number of cases must be laid down in a construction or
demolition safety plan. The competent body determines from case to case whether a
construction or demolition safety plan is required. The Building Decree imposes no
criteria for the designation of a construction safety plan. However, the Explanatory
Memorandum does state: if no environmental licence is required for the execution of the
construction activity. There are no other specific frameworks.
The Building Decree lays down the minimum requirements in such a plan.160 Municipalities
themselves can request additional information, as in the case of the Municipality of The
Hague. The Municipality of The Hague has developed a specific policy in that respect.
The The Municipality of The Hague for example asks that all risks and their management
measures be mapped out in the safety plan. This goes further than the substantive
requirements from the Building Decree. The next page gives an example.
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159 That are needed in order to comply with the obligations from article 8.2 of the Building Decree.
160 Building Decree, article 8.7.
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Produce an overview of all risks:
•
•
•
•

the safety risks relating to the surrounding environment, that exceed the
boundaries of the construction and/or demolition site;
during the preparation of the site for construction and/or demolition;
during construction and/or demolition;
during the construction and/or demolition close to or within the sphere of
influence of parts of buildings and/or structural objects and/or sites in use by
third parties.

Analyse each risk and describe them in the form of one or more risk aspects:
For example:
•
•

•

what are the determining lifting elements in terms of size, number and frequency?
do the accompanying construction safety zones fit into the available construction
site, and if not, what are the relevant proposals/possibilities in the surrounding
environment?
who is required to cooperate or issue approval or permission?
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Describe for each risk aspect:
•
•
•

all possible management measures;
all possible inspection and acceptance moments;
in the event of a disaster, it must be possible to demonstrate that all measures
that were reasonably possible were taken.

Enforcing management measures:
•
•
•

H.2

describe how management measures can be enforced by the contract-awarding
party;
describe how the safety organization is set up.
for example: who has which authority to act?
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Health and safety during the execution of construction work

Working conditions legislation
The Working Conditions Decree imposes obligations on employers in the construction
industry and contract-awarding parties, in respect of the health and safety of employees
on the construction site. The aim of these obligations 161 is to ensure a clear picture of the
health and safety risks in the various phases of the construction process, and to ensure
that those risks are managed. Although it is laid down in the Working Conditions Act 162

161 Working Conditions Decree.
162 Working Conditions Act, article 30 paragraph one.
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that employers in the construction sector must cooperate, there are numerous examples
in practice, where this does not happen. In that connection, coordination and cooperation
in respect of health and safety have been given a specific place in regulations.
H&S plans
In construction projects of a certain size, and in which the activities to be undertaken
represent specific risks to the health and safety of employees, a Health and Safety plan
(H&S plan) must be drawn up.163 These are activities/projects as intended in European
Directive 92/57/EEC. This Directive contains a list of activities that represent special
risks.164 These include among others the installation/removal of heavy prefabricated
elements, as was the case for the renovation of the Julianabrug. This refers to hazards
which exceed the standard risks involved in regular construction activities.
The H&S plan is an essential document containing information about the risks and the
necessary management measures in the project, and the agreements between the
various parties. The operating principle is to provide a place for the management of the
inventoried risks, in one of the phases of the construction process. To start with, the
contract-awarding party should draw up an H&S plan for the design phase; this should
be part of the schedule of requirements. Subsequently, the executing party is required
to draw up an H&S plan for the execution phase, on the basis of the design phase plan.
The Working Conditions Decree lays down the minimum requirements of the H&S plans.
Under all circumstances these requirements include an inventory and evaluation of the
specific hazards arising from the simultaneous and successive execution of the
construction work. For these hazards, the plans must also describe the measures, the
agreements on the execution of these measures and the way in which the measures and
their execution are supervised.165 The H&S plan for the execution phase also has a
function in the joint responsibility for ensuring good working conditions on the
construction site. That responsibility requires cooperation and coordination. To ensure
that such cooperation is both efficient and successful, it is essential that all parties
involved be correctly informed and instructed.
H&S coordination
For the renovation of the Julianabrug, an H&S coordinator had to be appointed for the
design phase and an H&S coordinator for the execution phase. The project fulfilled the
criterion that the work in the execution phase was to be undertaken by two or more
employers.166 The coordinator in the execution phase of this project was provided by the
construction company. It is laid down in the Working Conditions Decree that the coordinator
has the task of putting the health and safety plan into practice. He is also tasked with
organizing and coordinating cooperation between the parties on the construction site. In
that framework, the coordinator must ensure that it is clear how the management measures
from the H&S plan are to be implemented, and by whom. The coordinator then ensures that
the agreements are complied with, and as necessary can issue instructions, if the
management measures are not or are only insufficiently implemented.

163
164
165
166

Working Conditions Decree, article 2.28.
Appendix II to the Directive in question.
Working Conditions Decree, article 2.28.
Working Conditions Decree, article 2.29
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H.3

Safe passage of shipping traffic

Provincial waterway regulations
For various aspects of the work for the renovation of the Koningin Julianabrug, permission
was needed from the Province of Zuid-Holland, in connection with the possible hindrance
to shipping traffic on the Oude Rijn. The province is responsible for water management
in regional waters in the province, including the Oude Rijn, with the aim of ensuring that
ship movements on these waters are made and remain possible. Waterways management
in the Province of Zuid-Holland is organized by the Provincial Waterways Regulations.
The authority of the province is based on the Water Act.
Permission was first required to temporarily restrict the width of the passage below the
bridge, to occupy moorings and to temporarily shut the river to shipping, entirely. On
the basis of the Waterways Regulations, the province issued the necessary exemptions.
Shipping had to be halted in order to lift the old bridge section out and to lift the new
bridge section into position. Even if work had not been carried out from the water, but
from the abutments or from the banks, shipping traffic would have had to be halted. The
aim of the Waterways Regulations is to protect the freedom and safety of shipping, and
to maintain and ensure the usability of the navigation channel and the banks. Safety for
the surrounding environment is not covered by these regulations. The province also
issued an exemption to the barge operator for transporting the bridge leaf and the
cranes, on the water.
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Stability of barges

Barges can be registered as seagoing vessels or as inland shipping vessels. For both
regimes, requirements are imposed for guaranteeing the stability of the vessel during
operations such as those in Alphen aan den Rijn. The barges deployed in Alphen aan
den Rijn, the Lastdrager 24 and E1601, were registered as seagoing vessels and classified
as barges.167 As such, they are required to comply with (sea) shipping legislation. A
description is given below of the legislation and regulations that applied to these barges
in terms of their stability, and how the situation during the operations in Alphen aan den
Rijn relates to those requirements. The relevant guidelines from the offshore industry are
also discussed briefly.
Ships Act
Among the provisions in the Ships Act are safety regulations concerning the ship, the
captain, his crew and their equipment. The aim of these regulations is to prevent shipping
accidents. A captain is only authorized to undertake a journey if the vessels are
accompanied by the valid certificates. These certificates are only issued when the
requirements of the certificate have been fulfilled. The Shipping Inspectorate (today part
of the Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate - ILT) is responsible for supervising
compliance with the Ships Act and any underlying legislation and regulations.

167 This is shown by the Certificate of Registry (class: Barge) of the E1601 (year of construction 1999) and the Certificate
of Seaworthiness (trading area: Unmanned Towed Transport) and the Certificate of Classification (class: Barge) of
the Lastdrager 24 (year of construction 2009).
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The Shipping Inspectorate is also authorized to grant exemption from compliance with
statutory requirements, if necessary with additional regulations, and on condition the
exemption represents no risk to the ship and those present on board.
Ships Decree 2004 and 1965
In the Ships Decree 2004 and 1965, a description is given of the safety requirements with
which ships must comply in order to obtain the necessary certificates. This legislation
encompasses the international provisions with which the Netherlands is required to
comply, among others in the framework of the IMO 168 resolutions.
In accordance with the Ships Decree 1965, all vessels must be in possession of a national
Certificate of Seaworthiness. One of the requirements for obtaining this certificate is that
stability requirements be met. Together with the results of the stability test,169 sufficient
stability data must be submitted to the Head of the Shipping Inspectorate. The stability
of the vessel must at least comply in all possible operating conditions with the criteria
imposed by the Head of the Shipping Inspectorate
Under certain circumstances, ships must also be in possession of a national safety
certificate (article 3a of the Regulations governing the safety of seagoing vessels).
Announcement to Shipping 255/1990
In the Announcement to Shipping 255/199, the Shipping Inspectorate announced which
stability requirements barges are required to comply with:170
•
•

•

The surface below the curve of arms of static stability up to the angle at which the
maximum arm occurs must be at least 0.08 mrad;
The static angle of inclination as a consequence of an even wind pressure of 0.54 kPa
may not exceed the angle whereby half of the original freeboard remains in the
applicable load condition;
The scope of the curve of arms of static stability must at least be:
–– 20 degrees for barges with a length L of 100 metres or less;
–– 15 + 0.1 x (150 - L) degree for barges with a length L of more than 100 metres, but
less than 150 metres;
–– 15 degrees for barges with a length L of 150 metres or more.

Classification societies
For Dutch ships, Dutch classification societies (recognized by the EU) are designated to
carry out inspections on behalf of the Dutch government, and to issue the related
certificates. Seagoing vessels (wishing to) sail under the Dutch flag are initially inspected
by the Dutch classification societies and then periodically inspected to determine
whether they comply with the regulations and whether the certificates can be extended.

168 IMO stands for International Maritime Organisation, an agency of the United Nations.
169 The stability test is used to determine the empty weight of a vessel and the centre of gravity of the vessel. In this
test, a weight equal to approximately 1% of the displacement is placed on deck and moved from the centre to one
of the two sides. According to the angle of inclination adopted by the vessel in this test, the metacentric height
(GMO) can be calculated and on that basis the KG of the empty vessel.
170 Intact stability of barges, intended for the transport of deck cargoes; notice to shipping. This publication was
published on 22 January 1998 in the Netherlands Government Gazette, by the Minister of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management.
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Guidelines from the offshore industry171
GL Noble Denton is a consultancy firm working for the offshore industry. This company
has drawn up guidelines for specific offshore activities such as lifting operations from
ships, on the basis of its own experience in the offshore industry. One of these guidelines
applies to lifting operations using two cranes from two barges in inland waters.172 For
stability during the lift, another guideline applies.173 Both guidelines can deliver loading
factors which can be used for the strength calculation for the lifting rig and for the
stability calculations. See the report from Orca Offshore b.v.
Situation in Alphen aan den Rijn
The barges used were certified by a classification society on the basis of the Ships Act.
One of the certificates, the load-line certificate with the accompanying examination
report serves to demonstrate that a barge complies among others with the stability
requirements. The examination that relates to the certificate and the Stability Book for
the barges deployed shows that for the stability calculations, use as an unmanned
transport barge was assumed, with a maximum load-height of 10 metres. The use in
Alphen aan den Rijn (mobile high equipment) is therefore beyond the scope of operation
covered by the Stability Book (static load up to a maximum height of 10 metres).
The national safety certificate for the Lastdrager 24 shows that this barge is categorized
as ‘Ship not propelled by mechanical means. Unmanned towed transport.’ This means
that the barge is categorized for transport operations, not for manned operations as
undertaken in Alphen aan den Rijn. The execution of manned operations is reserved to
vessels categorized as ‘manned operation’. One of the requirements on vessels for
‘manned operation’ is that a range of health and safety facilities must have been provided.
The fact that people are not intended to work on this barge is also reflected by the
statement on the national safety certificate for the LD24: ‘Total number of persons for
which life-saving appliances are provided: 0’.
The barges were in other words used beyond the scope of operation of their certificate.
The barge operator did not request an exemption for this work from the ILT, via the
classification society that certified the barges. As a result, neither the classification society
nor the ILT were able to assess in advance whether this non-certified use of the barges
was responsible.
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Lifting with cranes

Guidelines from crane manufacturers
The manuals for the two cranes used in Alphen outline the scope of operation of the
cranes. These manuals state that the cranes are intended for working on a stable and
horizontal surface whereby a deviation of 0.1° (large crane) or 0.3° (small crane) is
permitted. Unlike for example offshore cranes, these cranes are not designed to be used

171 These guidelines played no role in the preparations for the lifting works in Alphen. They are referred to here
because they provide a picture of the available methods for preparation for a lifting operation from barges.
172 GL Noble Denton (2013). Guidelines for Marine Lifting & Lowering Operations (Rep No. 0030/ND Rev. 5).
173 GL Noble Denton (2013). Guidelines for Marine Transportation (Rep No. 0027/ND Rev. 10).
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on barges. By way of comparison: cranes designed especially for use on board a ship
often have a permitted angle of inclination of 3° and sometimes even 5°. To make it
possible to nonetheless use mobile telescopic cranes on barges, both crane
manufacturers drew up a memorandum, separately from one another, in 2011, listing a
number of conditions for the use of their cranes on barges.
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The manufacturer of the large crane imposed the following conditions:174
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assuming an angle of inclination of 1°: reduce the working load by 20%.
Assuming an angle of inclination of 2°: reduce the working load by 35%.
The angle of inclination may not exceed 2°.
The telescopic sections of the crane may not be extended by more than 45%.
Take account of additional regulations, since the crane has been changed into a piece
of floating equipment.
The calculations must be underpinned in respect of buoyancy, tilting, influence of
waves and ballasting method.

At the bottom of its notification letter, the manufacturer states that the use of this type of
crane on a barge should be viewed as an exceptional use of the crane.
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In a letter from the manufacturer of the small crane, the following guidelines are
included:175
•
•
•

•

•

Under no circumstances may the maximum load from the lifting table be exceeded.
The lifting cable may never exceed an angle of 2.5° lateral to the perpendicular.
It is the responsibility of the crane operator to determine whether safe use of the
crane on the barge is possible. You are strongly recommended to consult a marine
engineer or heavy lift engineer.
The longitudinal and lateral inclination of the barge must be calculated by a marine
engineer. Lifting tables must be used that take account of the calculated lateral
inclination. These special tables can be requested from the manufacturer for the
crane configuration where only the main mast is used. For other crane configurations,
a maximum lateral inclination of 0.3° must be complied with.
The crane operator is responsible for sound interaction between the crane and the
barge in terms of functionality, technical operation and stability. This must have been
clarified and checked, in advance.

Assessment framework for lifting operations from barges
This paragraph describes how the Dutch Safety Board - in part based on insights gained
from the analysis of the accident in Alphen aan den Rijn - views the responsibilities borne
by the executing parties during construction operations using mobile telescopic cranes
placed on barges. In this paragraph, the general starting point for the reference
framework contained in chapter 1 is focused more directly on this specific case. This
principle states that responsibility for safety in any construction operation lies with the

174 Letter Terex, ‘AC crane on barge’, 3 November 2011.
175 Source: Liebherr-werk Ehingen GmbH, Liebherr LTM and LR Cranes - Operation on a floating Barge, 18-05-2011.
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party undertaking that operation. The Safety Board views these operating parties as
primarily responsible for the safety of the activities in question. They, better than anyone,
know which risks their actions engender, and which measures have to be taken in order
to manage those risks as well as possible.
As is the case for all operations involving potential safety risks, it is essential that the
parties involved understand what they are doing. To be able to thoroughly understand
the mechanisms of the use of construction cranes on barges, the parties involved must
be capable of combining and applying relevant insights from mathematics and physics,
for example in relation to stability. The aim is to arrive at solutions that deliver the best
functional, economic and safety performance. In order to arrive at a safe working method
and to map out any possible gaps in knowledge, it is essential that during the preparation
phase, the parties share knowledge of the relevant mechanisms and the relationships
between them. If it emerges that there are knowledge gaps, it is vital that external
experts be involved in the project. The parties together must have an understanding of
the parameters that influence a safe working method. This includes taking account of
such factors as assumptions, limiting parameters and knowledge uncertainties, so that
these are taken into account in the calculations, and in any safety margins to be complied
with. In this report, all these aspects together are referred to as engineering.
The Board also expects crane operators to be conversant with the scope of operation of
their cranes and the relevant regulations, and to operate in accordance with these
guidelines and regulations. The Board expects a barge operator to demonstrate
knowledge of and to apply the legislation and guidelines applicable for the shipping
industry. For the use of cranes on barges, it is necessary for this knowledge to be
combined.
The Board expects that in the preparation phase for the use of mobile telescopic cranes
on barges, a process is undertaken in which the interaction between crane and barge is
considered, in line with the guidelines referred to above.
During the preparation phase, an estimate must be made of the necessary calculations
(simple, orientation, complex or extensive). This requires a knowledge and understanding
of possible critical/relevant mechanisms and the relationship between them (what could
happen), the order of magnitude and sensitivities of the figures and parameters (what
has considerable influence), restrictions (what is not possible), underlying principles,
assumptions and uncertainties (wat do I not know (precisely)) and margins (where am I
close to the limit and where not). Parties working with mobile telescopic cranes on barges
must themselves be able to estimate whether they have the necessary (marine)
engineering knowledge in-house, or whether such expertise must be insourced.
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Finally the preparation phase must result in a plan in which the following points are
covered:
•

•
•
•
•

Buoyancy, stability and inclination of barges, taking account of:
–– All masses present (crane and other objects) and ballasting conditions
–– Dynamic forces on the lifting rig, such as wind, slewing of the cranes, water
movement (waves, current), etc.
(Reduced) capacity of the crane and lifting gear, taking account of the angle of
inclination of the barges or a lower working load than normal.
Crane-specific conditions for use on barges, such as limitations on the degree of
extension of telescopic sections.
Required margins to compensate for uncertainties and deviations in execution, such
as an incorrect movement by a crane, a larger mass or radius, etc.
Frameworks/parameters to be maintained in practice, and possible measures to be
taken in the event of problems (what-if scenarios, for example what if the job suffers
hours of delay, what if the safety device is activated, what happens in the event of a
defect in the crane, what if the weather changes, etc.).
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PREPARATION AND TENDERING PROCEDURE FOR THE RENOVATION WORK
This appendix describes the way in which the renovation of the Julianabrug was prepared
for and how the tendering procedure was undertaken by the Municipality of Alphen aan
den Rijn. A number of different phases and moments can be distinguished.
2011
2012
2013 31 January
2013 18 July
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

22 April
27 June
2 July
8 July
31 July

Key components of the Julianabrug in very poor condition;
Study into possible variants for Julianabrug;
Municipality decides to renovate the bridge;
Start of preparation of schedule of requirements (assignment to
consultancy firm);
Renovation announced to the market: start of tendering;
Closing date for tenders;
Proposal to award to construction consortium;
Awarding letter to construction consortium;
Joint signing of basic agreement.

The course of the process and the choices made in the framework of that process by the
municipality are explained below.
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Decision to renovate the Julianabrug

Study of variants
After urgent repairs were carried out on the bridge in 2011, the question arose about
what to do with the bridge. A safe, reliable, smoothly functioning crossing of the Oude
Rijn at the site of the Koningin Julianabrug was essential to traffic circulation in Alphen
aan den Rijn, and of key importance to shipping traffic along the Gouwe-Oude RijnHeimanswetering route, part of the so-called Staande Mast route. In connection with the
question how a futureproof bridge could be created, a study was carried out in 2012 into
the possibility of replacement or renovation. Five different variants were investigated.176
This variant study led on 31 January 2013 to the decision by the municipal council of
Alphen aan den Rijn to replace parts of the bridge, and to carry out a partial renovation
(together referred to as ‘renovation’). Of all the variants, renovation delivered the shortest
execution period and the lowest costs. Renovation was expected to cause the least
inconvenience for the surrounding area, a vital element given the complaints from local

176 The aim of the study was to arrive at a sound balance between financing, functionality, urban impact, technical
parameters/possibilities, future developments, planning consequences, environmental requirements such as noise
and air quality, construction time/blocking the waterway and the extent to which the variants fulfilled the objectives
of a safe, reliable, manageable and functional crossing, in making the eventual choice.
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residents about bridge noise. Of the variants investigated, only renovation remained
within the amount reserved by the municipality. For the execution of the renovation work
in 2014, € 10.1 million was made available.
Project phases
It was important to ensure sufficient traffic flow in and around Alphen aan den Rijn.
Because the other bridge, the Steekterbrug, was also to be reconstructed, the renovation
of the Julianabrug could not be carried out simultaneously with the reconstruction of the
Steekterbrug. The Steekterbrug reconstruction was planned for 2015 through to 2017.
The work on the Koningin Julianabrug therefore had to be planned before or after this
period. The choice was made to renovate the Julianabrug before the Steekterbrug.
Replacement had to be completed by mid-2015. The following phases were identified in
the project:
•
•

I.2

preparation phase: 1 August 2013 to end of June 2014 (ending with an awarding
recommendation);
execution phase: from July 2014 to spring 2015 (starting with the awarding of the
contract).
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Support in both phases

The municipality had access to little knowledge of drawing up and supervising integrated
contracts and preparing a design for the bridge. Because of this lack of knowledge, the
municipality opted to hire external support. The scope of service required was such that
the order for this service provision had to be put out to public tender. On 11 April 2013,
the requested service (the provision of engineering services, process supervision and
consultancy for the preparation of the schedule of requirements for the Koningin
Julianabrug crossing) was announced to the market on TenderNed. The closing date was
10 June 2013. Four firms submitted a tender. Of these, a consultancy and engineering
firm 177 was selected, that had knowledge of the use of composite building materials. The
bridge section was to be constructed of steel girders with a composite covering layer.
The consultancy and engineering firm in question also had demonstrable experience of
movable bridges and integrated tendering contracts. On 18 July 2013, the order was
awarded to the firm, by letter. Awarding of the contract was announced on 30 July 2013.
The work by the consultancy firm encompassed both the preparation phase and the
execution phase. During the first phase, the assignment included all relevant tasks
including the necessary investigations for arriving at a schedule of requirements ready
for tendering, in accordance with the UAV-GC 2005 parameters. In the second phase,
the role focused on contact management during the execution of the schedule of
requirements, namely administrative and process-based contract management and
technical support for the municipal services. The assignment from the municipality to its
consultant focused on the elaboration of the bridge design, and the structure to be
delivered, and not on the working methods to be employed. By opting for an Engineering

177 The tendering parties were assessed on the basis of their action plan and price.
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& Construct contract, the municipality had already decided not to become involved in
the execution method. As a consequence, execution was not one of the subjects for
which the municipality requested external support. After all, the contracted construction
parties were free to select the working method they wished to employ.
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Preparation of the schedule of requirements

Investigations
In the preparation phase, it was essential to obtain a clear picture of what was needed for
the bridge renovation. To map out the existing situation and to assess the necessary
work, a number of studies were carried out. These included studies relating to the status
of the structure (including the abutments), geotechnology, noise, the presence of
asbestos, flora and fauna, etc. An inventory was also made of which licences, exemptions
and notifications were needed to carry out the work in the area in question. These
included an environmental licence, a water licence, various exemptions and notifications.
As concerns the environmental licence for the bridge construction work, the inventory
stated that a construction safety plan was a submission requirement.
Some of the necessary permits had to be organized by the municipality during the
preparation phase; the remaining permits were the responsibility of the contractor,
during the execution phase. On the basis of the compete overview of all licences,
exemptions and notifications, a submission strategy was drawn up. The aim of this
strategy was to obtain the necessary permits, and to integrate the submission of the
relevant notices as smoothly as possible in the preparation and execution process,
thereby avoiding any unnecessary delays.
The results of the various studies served as a basis for the basic design for the bridge,
and as a consequence for the schedule of requirements.
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Requirements on the structure to be supplied
The bridge renovation called for the following activities (non-exhaustive list):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintenance work on the concrete and brick structures (abutments, bridgeheads,
guide structures and bascule cellar);
replacement of the bridge leaf;
replacement of the movement mechanism;
replacement of the operation and control systems;
renovation of the bridge and the bascule cellar;
fitting of noise abatement screens and noise-reducing asphalt;
completing a connection to the Steekterpoort control centre.

On the basis of these various studies, the general operating principles for the bridge and
the schedule of requirements from the Province of Zuid-Holland, the consultant to the
municipality prepared a basic design. The requirements imposed by the province related
to the control and operation of the bridge but also to the mechanical components of the
movable bridge. The basic design served as the starting point for the overall project.
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Using the basic design, the contractor had to prepare a definitive design and an execution
design, and on that basis carry out the work. The requirements with which the project
had to comply were laid down in required specifications for the product.
Requirements on the process
By opting for an Engineering & Construct contract, the municipality had also decided to
distance itself from the work of the contractor and to leave execution to the contractor.
In the framework of contract management, requirements were however imposed on
quality management and quality assurance by the contractor. These comprised a series
of administrative and process obligations, laid down in required specifications for the
process. The most relevant of this series of obligations for this investigation are explained
below.
Risk management
Management of project risks was placed with the contractor via the obligation to
undertake risk management during the execution phase. At least once every 6 weeks,
the contractor was required to organize risk sessions, and on that basis to draw up and
update a risk file, to ensure the constant availability of a complete and up-to-date picture
of the situation.
Quality management
The aim of quality management was to guarantee that product and process quality were
achieved in a managed and transparent manner. The contractor was for example required
to keep a record of and to report to the municipality on any deviations. During the course
of the project, the contractor had to be in possession of an ISO 9001 certificate.
H&S management
The aim of H&S management was to guarantee that the structure was completed in a
safe and healthy manner for all natural persons and legal entities involved. The contractor
had to appoint an H&S coordinator, and to draw up an H&S plan for the design phase
and execution phase, and a contingency plan.
Environmental management
The contractor was made responsible for a wide range of environment-related activities
such as obtaining the necessary licences, communicating with third parties, preventing
damage and disruptions and guaranteeing access and accessibility. In that connection,
the required specifications called upon the contractor to draw up a ‘working plan for
lifting the bridge leaf into position’.
Requirements on execution
The municipality imposed no requirements on the execution method. After all, execution
was entirely the responsibility of the contractor. The municipality did however list a series
of conditions that influenced the way in which the contractor was able to implement the
work. These conditions related primarily to access to the area during work. A number of
relevant requirements are listed below.
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Closure of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan
The Willem de Zwijgerlaan - the through road across the Koningin Julianabrug - was an
important traffic thoroughfare for through traffic and local traffic in Alphen aan den Rijn.
The challenge during the execution phase was to carry out the work in such a way that
the disruption to users and the surrounding area was limited as far as possible. The
tendering documentation shows how important access to the Willem de Zwijgerlaan was.
For motorized vehicles, the bridge could be fully closed off temporarily, but a time limit
and a penalty scheme were introduced. Every day the Willem de Zwijgerlaan was closed
off to motorized traffic for longer than the period proposed by the contractor, a € 10,000
fine would be imposed; every day less would generate a bonus of € 2,500. The basic
requirement was that the Willem de Zwijgerlaan could under no circumstances be closed
to traffic for more than 150 days. Following the demolition of the old bridge, the new
bridge had to have been reinstalled within that time limit.
Obstacles to traffic in the surrounding area
In addition, pedestrians and bicycle traffic had to be able to cross the Oude Rijn, without
interruption. It was up to the contractor to decide how to achieve this, for example by
using a ferry or installing a temporary bicycle bridge.
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Figure 54: Overview of the roads around the bridge. (Source: Google earth)

Local traffic on the streets that pass below the bridge (the Emmalaan/Wilhelminalaan
and the Hooftstraat, see the figure above) had to remain unobstructed as far as possible,
during the work on the bridge. Motorized traffic could be interrupted by the work for not
more than two consecutive weeks. Bicycle and pedestrian traffic in these streets had to
be possible, at all times.
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A number of catering/entertainment outlets and shops are located on the Hooftstraat.
For that reason too, access had to be maintained. This also applied to the homes of local
residents.
Disruption to river traffic on the Oude Rijn
The Oude Rijn itself was of considerable importance for river traffic on the Gouwe Oude Rijn - Heimanswetering route. This traffic was to be interrupted as little as possible
by the work. For the work on the bridge - in this case for the lifting out and lifting into
position of the bridge leaf - the Oude Rijn could in principle be closed off for a maximum
of two times 48 hours.178
Handover date and annual run
The entire project had to be completed at the latest by 15 April 2015. The municipality
also attached considerable importance to allowing the annual run (De 20 van Alphen) to
take place on 1 March 2015. If the Willem de Zwijgerlaan was not available on the race
day, a fine of € 100,000 would be imposed on the contractor.
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Public tendering procedure for the work

The tendering procedure for execution of the work was announced on TenderNed on
22 April 2014. The tendering guidelines, required specifications, contract documents
and informative appendices were published on that date. The closing date for tenders
was more than two months later (27 June 2014). During this period, a number of parties
downloaded the tendering documents, and submitted questions. These questions were
processed and published in information memorandums. None of the questions related
to the safety risks for the surrounding environment. To be able to correctly assess the
condition of the existing bridge, the municipality also organized a survey. Various
interested parties attended.
During the tendering procedure, the consultant supported the municipal project team. On
the basis of the objectives and principles outlined by the municipality for the work, the
municipal project team and the consultant elaborated a purchase strategy. In addition to
the requirements the work had to fulfil (as described in the previous paragraphs), conditions
and criteria were formulated for the tenders and the tendering parties. These related to
the details and evidence the market parties were required to submit with their tender, the
grounds for exclusion and the criteria according to which the selection would be made.
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Tendering requirements
Action plan
To make it possible to assess and compare the approach to the work proposed by the
tendering parties, the market parties were required to submit an action plan with their
tender. The action plan had to describe three specific aspects.

178 The closure times were subsequently altered in consultation with the Province of Zuid-Holland.
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1. The closure of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan
For the construction work, specifically the removal of the old bridge leaf and the
installation of the new bridge leaf, the Willem de Zwijgerlaan - the through route
across the bridge (see previous figure) - had to be temporarily closed to traffic. The
closure of this road represented a serious hindrance to traffic flow in Alphen aan den
Rijn. All tendering parties were asked to specify how they intended to keep traffic
hindrance to a minimum. Based on the number of days the tendering party considered
necessary for closure - subject to the restriction of a minimum and maximum period
imposed by the municipality - the tenderer also had to indicate how the risks of
exceeding the period of closure were managed.
2. Limiting disruption for the surrounding area
Secondly, the tendering parties had to show how they would meet the municipality’s
requirement to keep nuisance and disruption for the immediate environment to a
minimum. This related not only to local residents but also nearby businesses,
associations and institutions, and road users in the immediate environment who could
be hindered by detours and road closures.
3. Technical expertise
Finally, the action plan had to discuss the delivery of a safe bridge system, in particular
obtaining the necessary quality labels for the bridge, the so-called SIL classification
and CE marking 179 and collaboration with the Technical Inspection Services (TIS).180
The municipality and Witteveen+Bos viewed obtaining the quality labels as a crucial
step in the process, which demanded a careful approach to the entire project. There
was concern about the risk of not obtaining the quality approvals. It was up to the
contractor to show how this risk would be covered.
The thinking of the municipal project team and its consultant was that the market parties
could distinguish themselves in their offer on these points. Above all, these were subjects
of key importance to the municipality for the completion of the work, and in respect of
which the municipality foresaw possible risks.
Reference projects
The professional capacity of the tendering party had to be based on a list of reference
projects. The tendering party had to demonstrate the following experience in a period
of five years prior to the tendering date:
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179 The CE mark (CE: Conformité Européenne) on a construction project provides information about the performance
of the product and essential characteristics for use of the product. It is a declaration of conformity. A precondition
for the commissioning and operation of the bridge following handover was that the installations and systems
complied with the European safety regulations and bore a CE mark. SIL stands for Safety Integrity Level and offers
a yardstick for functional safety. In 2007, the province opted for the system of safety levels (the SIL system). For
complex control installations for remotely operated bridges and locks, the safety level was set at SIL 3. (Source:
Technical schedule of requirements from the Province of Zuid-Holland).
180 For the project, the municipality had called in a TIS to carry out an independent risk assessment of the design, to
monitor and to assess execution. The TIS focused specifically on an assessment of the structural safety of the
bridge, including an assessment of design, technical inspections, inspections during execution and approval
following completion. Their work did not cover the lifting operations.
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a. at least one project involving movable bridges with a contract fee of at least
€ 3,500,000;
b. a level of experience of concrete repair work, reasonably in proportion to the project;
c. a level of experience on the basis of UAV-GC contracting,181 reasonably in proportion
to the project.
Awarding criteria
The contract was awarded on the basis of the provisions of the ‘Economically Most
Favourable Tender (EMVI)’, whereby the tender was assessed for price and quality. The
assessment of quality could result in a so-called fictional discount on the price offered.
The EMVI was calculated on the basis of price 182 minus a fictional amount for the action
plan and a fictional amount for the duration of the closure of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan.183
The available fictional discount was maximized. It was specified for the action plan that
the assessment of each of the three subjects referred to above could result in a total
discount of not more than € 900,000 (€ 300,000 per subject). The municipality had
specified that the Willem de Zwijgerlaan could not be closed for longer than 150 days.
Every day less resulted in a fictional discount for the tendering party of € 5,000 per day,
up to a maximum of € 300,000 (equating to a 60-day reduction).
By structuring its EMVI assessment in this way, the municipality was clearly aiming for
rapid execution of the project, with the least possible inconvenience for third parties. As
concerned the quality assessment, the disruption to traffic played a prominent role. Of
the four criteria, three related to traffic disruption, with the main focus on the closure of
the Willem de Zwijgerlaan. The shorter the duration of that closure, the greater the
revenue for the tendering party. It is no surprise that the municipality attached such
importance to closing the road across the Julianabrug for the shortest possible period.
Local traffic flows in Alphen aan den Rijn and access to the shops and entertainment
outlets in the area were partially dependent on the availability of this route. It is an
important through route in the town.
Only one tenderer
The construction consortium was the only market party to submit a tender for the project.
Both the municipality and its consultant were surprised by the fact that only one party
had actually submitted a tender. With their knowledge of the market, they had expected
at least three submissions. Several parties had shown an interest during the tendering
procedure. Because there was only one submission, no comparison was possible. The
municipal project team assessed whether the tender was of good quality. According to
statements to the Safety Board, the project team also assessed whether the tender from
the construction consortium met the requirements imposed. This assessment was never
recorded in writing.

181 Uniform Administrative Conditions for Integrated contract forms 2005. The UAV-GC consists of a set of purchasing
and delivery conditions for soil, road and hydraulic engineering contracts.
182 This is the amount for which the tendering party undertakes to complete the work.
183 EMVI = tendering fee - action plan - execution period.
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It is possible that the multidisciplinary character of the work, despite its relatively limited
scale, and the fact that the lead time for the project was restricted played a role in the
considerations of potential tendering parties to not submit tenders. The fact that there
were no more tendering parties did not cause the municipality or its consultant to further
analyse to what extent a suitable invitation to tenders had been issued, or whether the
market had been able to do its work. Not awarding the contract was never considered,
although that possibility clearly existed. Certainly if there is evidence of an insufficient
level of competition so that only one tendering party remains, it is reasonable to consider
halting the tendering procedure, and not awarding the contract.184
It should be noted that at the moment of submitting its tender, the construction
consortium was not aware that it would be the only tendering party. This is reflected in
the sharply priced quotation and the offer to close the Willem de Zwijgerlaan for the
shortest possible time. The construction consortium knew that given the multidisciplinary
character of the work, in combination with the relatively low turnover available, that the
market was small but had expected some competition.
Assessment of the tender
The municipality asked its consultant to issue advice on the quality of the action plan from
the construction consortium. Broadly speaking this advice was positive. It was noted that
the construction consortium had reduced the period of closure of the Willem de Zwijgerlaan
to the minimum permitted period of 90 days and was therefore at the lower limit. The
construction consortium was contractually bound by the period of closure it had offered.
After all, the action plan was an integral part of the contract, and as such laid down the
parameters for project execution. The action plan gave no indication of the parties to be
hired as subcontractors, or of the working methods to be employed. This was indeed not
necessary: it had after all not been imposed by the municipality as a condition.
The reference projects 185 put forward by the construction consortium to underpin its
professional competence (suitability requirements) were recognized by the municipal
project team and its consultant. As required, the reference projects included a project
involving movable bridges, concrete repairs and UAV-GC contracting.
The first reference was provided by the steel constructor. The second and third by the
construction company. They viewed the construction company and the steel constructor
as reputable construction businesses. For that reason there were no doubts about the
professional competence of the construction consortium.
Assessment of the tender amount
The construction consortium had tendered for an amount of € 5,634,000 excluding VAT.
This was approximately € 3 million lower than the consultant to the municipality had
estimated for the work. The underpinning of the price was not part of the EMVI

184 EU Court of Justice, 11 December 2014, case C-440/13 (Croce).
185 a. The renovation of the Ketelbrug, carried out by the steel constructor on behalf of Rijkswaterstaat. b. the design
and implementation of maintenance measures for coastal defences on behalf of Rijkswaterstaat, by a consortium
of three companies including the construction company c. large-scale maintenance on the Hartelbrug on behalf of
the Province of Zuid-Holland by the construction company.
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assessment. According to the procedure, once it became clear that the consortium had
‘won’ the tender, the municipality asked the construction consortium to submit an open
budget with a cost specification breakdown. This turned out not to be directly comparable
with the previously prepared management estimate, since the price structure for all
elements did not match.186 By redistributing the various items according to his own
insights, the consultant to the municipality analysed the cost differences. This rough
analysis was sent to the municipality, without any explicit evaluation. The Safety Board
concluded from the analysis that the real difference between the initial estimate and the
amount tendered by the construction consortium was closer to € 1.5 to 2 million, than
the indicated € 3 million. The explanation is that a number of items were wrongly included
in the estimate.
Decision to award
The project team saw no reason not to award the contract. Based on the quality of the
action plan, the team was confident that the construction consortium was fully capable of
carrying out the work. The municipality realized that the low tender amount could in
practice result in claims for additional work, and that the municipality would have to
monitor the situation carefully. The explanation provided by the municipal project
manager to the mayor and aldermen referred specifically to the discrepancy between
the tender amount and the management estimate. The explanation to the mayor and
aldermen reads: ‘A considerable difference, but the specified cost estimate gives no
grounds to assume that the quality of execution will be at risk. However, it can be
expected, as it is currently more the rule than the exception, that at the slightest deviation
in the work, or in the fact of setbacks, the construction consortium will claim for additional
work. We will stringently assess all the work in that respect.’
Within a few days, the municipality decided to award the project despite the low
tendering amount. Because there was only one tendering party that fulfilled all the
requirements imposed, they saw no reason to take more time to reach a decision. The
analysis of the price difference certainly had no influence on the decision whether or not
to award the contract. On 2 July 2014, the project team prepared a proposal to award
the contract, for the mayor and aldermen. The consultant to the municipality submitted
the results of the analysis of the price difference to the municipal project team six days
later, on 8 July 2014. The letter in which the municipality formally awarded the contract
to the construction consortium is dated on that same day. The analysis of the price
difference only played a role in the discussions with the construction consortium of
specific points for attention that emerged from the offer, prior to the signing of the basic
agreement between the construction consortium and the municipality.
The municipality and its consultant later stated to the Safety Board that in their
judgement, the construction consortium had offered a sharp but not unrealistic price. No
essential elements were missing. In their opinion the offer was market conforming.
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186 Unlike with RAW specifications, the construction costs in a UAV-GC contract are less easily compared because the
solution offered may deviate from the reference design. The tendering amount can best be compared with the
construction costs.
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Contract awarding:
After the submission from the construction consortium had been assessed, the
municipality decided to award the contract. In a letter dated 8 July 2014, the contract
was indeed issued. The launch date for the project was 31 July 2014, when the basic
agreement was signed by the various parties.
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IDENTIFIED RISKS RELATING TO THE LIFTING OPERATIONS

Appendix B
Reactions to the
draft report

The companies involved in the renovation project (construction company, steel
constructor and crane operator) drew up a series of different documents in an inventory
was made of the risks relating to the lifting operations.This appendix provides an
overview of the most relevant safety risks for the purposes of this investigation, as
contained in those documents. The documents in question are as follows:
•
•
•
•

the H&S plan for the design phase, prepared by the construction company;
the H&S plan for the execution phase, prepared by the construction company;
the Installation and Removal Plan from the steel constructor;
the Task Risk Analysis of the crane operator.

J.1

 afety risks of lifting, contained in the H&S plan for the design
S
phase dated 30 September 2014

Work

Risk

Management method

Method of application
and compliance

Lifting out of the
bridge leaf and
subsequent activities
including replacing
the closed paving and
replacing the carriage
rails.

Waste falling into the
water. Personnel,
material and
equipment falling.

Cordoning off the area
where the bridge leaf is
missing during work.
For the replacement of
the carriage rails, using
barge + lifting platform
and using fall
protection and
lifejackets.

Check use of cordons.
Refer to the use of fall
protection and lifejackets,
during work meetings.

Lifting work close to
the water.

Material falling onto
shipping traffic.

Information signposts
for shipping. Not lifting
out any material while
traffic is passing.

Ensure that this is reflected
in the work plans and
supervising compliance
during execution.

Work involving the
installation of heavy
fabricated elements.

The load breaking
free, falling or
impacting.

The management
measures prepared for
this purpose are listed
in detail in the lifting
plan and H&S plan.

The management
measures taken in this
respect will be included in
the lifting plan. For further
information refer to the
lifting plan and H&S plan
for execution.
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J.2

 afety risks of lifting contained in the H&S plan execution phase
S
dated 27 November 2014
Appendix A
Justification of
investigation

Work

Risk

Management measure

Method of application
and compliance

Lifting out of the
bridge leaf and
subsequent activities
such as replacing the
closed paving and
replacing the carriage
rails.

Waste falling into the
water. Personnel,
material and equipment
falling.

Cordoning off the area
where the bridge leaf is
missing during work. To
replace the carriage
rails, using barge + lift
platform and use of fall
protection and
lifejackets.

Check use of cordons.
Refer to the use of fall
protection and
lifejackets during work
discussions.

Lifting work close to
the water.

Material falling onto
shipping traffic.

Information signposts
for shipping. No lifting
out of material while
traffic passing.

Ensure that this is
reflected in the work
plans and supervising
compliance during
execution.

Lifting work with lifting
gear.

Falling lifted loads,
entrapment.

Cordoning off the work
area using inspected
material, qualified
driver, agree hand and
arm signals. Visual
inspection of lifting
gear prior to use. No
lifting over huts,
workplaces, etc.
Maintain eye contact
with driver. Use of
specified PPEs.

Lift according to lifting
plan. Lifting at wind
speeds higher than
Beaufort 7 is not
permitted. Attendance
at work kick-off
meeting; hold toolbox
meeting on this
subject. See also
Abomafoon 2.06, 3.09
and 3.42.

Appendix D
Timeline for
preparations

Appendix F
Accident situation
and timeline

Lifting close to water.

Falling lifted load.

Work according to
lifting plan.

Comply with lifting
plan, check cordoning.

Work on the bridge
leaf, lifting work,
installation work close
to roads.

Collision hazard. Work
including installation
and removal of the
bridge leaf.

Road closure, use of
Rijkswaterstaat highvisibility jackets, road
closure. Approved
certified equipment
and trained personnel.
Agree arm and hand
signals. No lifting over
huts. Maintain eye
contact with driver. No
lifting out of material
with river traffic
passing. Work
according to lifting
plan. Maintain contact
with waterways
supervisor Halt other
river traffic.

See installation and
lifting plan.
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Work

Risk

Management method

Method of application
and compliance

Work on the leaf/
movement mechanism
with heavy equipment
and material.

Lifting work on
insufficiently solid
ground (subsidence,
toppling, collision,
entrapment, lifted load
breaking free).

Stable set-up. Cordon
off work area.

Work according to
lifting plan.

Working at height while
work is carried out on
the bridge leaf
(drowning risk, falling
materials, waves,
material floating away,
collision hazard).

Wear lifejackets, safety
belts, use platforms,
lifebelt, lifebuoy,
anchor floating
equipment, halt
shipping.

During toolbox meeting
issue instructions and
use PPEs. Carry out
inspections and ensure
work is carried out
according to lifting and
installation plan.

Removal and
installation at height
and/or working at
different levels.

Safe platforms, railings,
use PPEs.

See the removal and
installation plan.

Removal and
installation of a steel
structure and
movement mechanism
on the bridge.
Instability, toppling of
construction cranes,
falling of lifted load,
electrocution hazard.

Stability calculations,
stable set-up of
equipment, use of
PPEs, recently
approved/certified
lifting gear, cordon off
work areas, remain
clear of the turning
circle of the ballast,
traffic controls,
equipment earthed.

See the removal and
installation plan, use of
PPEs.

Strong currents, strong
winds, failure of control
and drive system.

Check weather
forecasts, take account
of tidal differences,
check control systems
and drive systems.
Secure barge to fender
walls.

Check weather
forecasts, tide
forecasts, control
system and drive
system.

Work on the bridge
leaf/movement
mechanism above
water.

Removal and
installation of the
bridge leaf.

Removal and
installation work on the
bridge leaf.

Lifting work from the
water, lifting in and out
of the bridge leaf.
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J.3

 afety risks of lifting included in the Task Risk Analysis dated
S
10 June 2015

Work

Risk

Management method

Prepare site and transport route
for delivery of cranes and bridge
section.
Manoeuver and set up cranes on
barge according to plan.

Transport route not ready.

Prior to work, discuss with
contract-awarding party; assess
situation, check work location in
advance.

Manoeuver and set up cranes on
barge according to plan.

Hitting people and equipment,
barge unstable, incorrect set-up.

Hitch on bridge section.

Lift bridge section from barge.

Instructions issued by
competent person, use of
pressure distribution plates,
work according to plan,
defensive work approach.

Incorrect hitch, use of wrong or
too light lifting gear. Stability of
barge, people enter water,
entrapment of body parts.

Check by second driver, work
according to lifting plan and
foreman, use of lifejackets,
defensive work approach.

Hitting people and parts of
cellar, incorrect lift, stability of
barge, poor communication in
various elements. People below
the load, fall from barge.

Instructions issued by foreman,
lifting area cordoned off,
defensive work approach, check
by second driver, use of
lifejackets. Foreman constantly
informed of load on cranes and
barge, keep out of line of fire.

Fix bridge section to support.

Entrapped body parts, falling
overboard, drowning hazard.

Defensive work approach
Wear lifejackets.

Remove lifting gear.

Entrapped body parts.

Defensive work approach
Wear lifejackets.
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J.4

 afety risks of lifting, contained in the Installation and Removal
S
Plan dated 24 July 2015
Appendix A
Justification of
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Work

Risk

Management method

Comment

Work above water.

Drowning hazard;
falling materials, waves,
equipment floating
away, collision hazard.

Wear lifejackets, safety
belts, use of platforms,
lifebelt/lifebuoy, anchor
floating equipment,
halt shipping.

See installation plan.

Removal and
installation of steel
structure and
movement mechanism.

Instability, toppling of
cranes, accidents,
falling of lifted load,
electrocution hazard.

Stability calculations,
set up equipment on
stable base, use of
PPEs, recently
approved/certified
lifting gear, cordon off
site, keep out of turning
circle of ballast, traffic
control measures, earth
material.

See removal and
installation plan.

Removal and
installation at height
and/or working at
different levels.

Entrapment, falling
parts.

Safety platforms,
railings, use of PPEs.

See removal and
installation plan.

Strong winds, storm
during lifting work.

Damage caused by
wind blowing lifted
load away, accidents.

Temporarily halt work.

In consultation with
project manager, driver
decides.

Balancing bridge.

Extreme weather
conditions.

Regularly measure/
check outrigger force
during balancing.

See installation plan.
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